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RUPBIT STEEL & SALVAGE LTD. 
we buy 
COPPER BRASS 
ALL  METALS & BATTERIES  
iON.- SAT, 
OPEN TIL 6 p,m, 
Looalion Seal Oove Phone 624.6639 
I I ¸ 
Thornhi!l Elementary School Choir will perform throughout Terrace in the coming months. 
• i 
IN IRAN 
I /RCMP raid smugglers • govern Iran until the shah's • heir, 19.year-old Crown Prince Reza, takes the 
•. ~: . .  throne in two years. 
r In Washington, a Winto ToRONTO (CP) --- ' At' gate.red up in what police' some ;-,f the weapons were prohibited weapons. A 13th said Thursday that 19 pc. - _ '_ .." 
i house spoxeman sam a least 42 police searches describeas Canada's biggest intended for criminals and man was arrested in British sons have'been charged w'th . . . . .  
ib l ted spsmal report on tran is across the country hive crackdown i on , gun motorcycle gangs-fighting Columbia and is being held. R~Ssdss in~ pro~ " . .  . . . . . .  reau~tod~in~the~m~u~mgg~i~-~`~`~~'~.~m~tr~`~ae~.~i~e~È~~~~#7y~?.~ ........... ,~ '~ "-.~t~" enraptures, ny :ormer 
enough prohibited Wea l~ However, no connection orugs trade and other mr Among the It charged ,-, . . . . .  ~.,. T^h,, noaa= ,,r U.~. state..unuersecmm.ry 
. . . . .  ~,~,,=,,,=,~ " '= '  ='==~ ~" tieorge Ball ann wiu ce to start a small war, police has been found between the conecmrs. Tueseay were a mrmer the rovmcml" " olice news 
say. gun ring and any in- nv Wednesdav 12 .~rsons ,~. , . . J .D.^. .~=.~ ^ ,M P P . reviewed later this week by 
~j  j ,  ~ ~aa~aao ~AuvJs~a{u ~vul ,~;  " V ncen • • bureau sa|d seven ha e President Carter and key ad- Thousands of firearms, in- ternational political or across the country had been officer and a captain of the .,.M,..., wi"- ,,,,ssession in . . . . . . . . .  
,-,,,,5=. - . .v, ,  v~sers ol me u.~. leaner. duding military automytic terrorist group, arrested and charged with Canadian Forces. Ontario, five in Quebec, two 
weapom, have he~l Police say they believe conspiracy to traffic in All those charged with in Manitobaand one each in 
conspiracy will appear Dec. Alberta, B.C., New- 
29 in district court in foundiand, Nova Scotia and 
ltailoybury, Ont., about 85 the Northwest Territories. 
kilometres south of Kirkland 
Lake. One Toronto resident 
taken to Haileybury on 
Wednesday was released on 
$5,-OOO bail. 
A spokesman for the OPP 
MOND,4 Y 
A rocket launcher said ca- 
pable of knocking down a 
plane was found in a home in 
Mississauga, southwest of 
Toronto, on Wednesday. 
,Bail hearing 
for Cossettes 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Jacques and Louise 
Coseette.Trudel will remain 
behind bars until Monday 
when they will find out 
whether they will be 
released on bail to await 
preliminary court 
proceedings on charges 
arising from the 1970 kidnap 
ping of British diplomat 
James Cros=. 
The couple was ushered 
from police cells into a 
heavilyguarded courtroom 
Thursday for arraignment 
on charges of conspiracy to 
kidnap, kidnapping, at- 
tempted extortion and 
forcible detention. 
The conspiracy charge 
named as co-conspirators 
Yves Langlois, Marc Car- 
bonneau and Jacques 
Lanctot, Mrs. Cossette- 
Trudel's brother. All three 
remained in Paris when the 
Cossette-Trudels nded their 
eightyear self-imposed exile 
Wednesday. 
The five were flown to 
Cuba on Dec. 3, 1970, after 
Cross was released 
unharmed. They are im- 
munc to prosecution outside 
Canada. 
It was the first of what 
may prove to be dozens of 
court appearances by the 
Cossette-Trudeis. They 
entered no plea, keeping 
their options open. 
Demonstrators 
f ighting back 
TEHRAN (AP) --  Three 
ant i shah  ext remis ts  
disguised as soldiers raked 
an Iranian army barracks 
with gunfire Thursday, 
wounding 20 government 
troops before being killed 
themselves, official sources 
said. Sixteen other persons 
were reported slain in the 
continuing political violence 
in lran. 
Shah Mohammad Resa 
Pahlavi summoned All 
Amini, prime minister in 
1962-63, to his heavily- 
guarded palace Thursday for 
further talks on the country's 
political future. Palace of. 
ftciais said the discussions 
were inconclusive and 
denied the shah plans to an- 
notmce formation of a new 
civilian government to 
replace the military-led 
government of Gen. Gholsm- 
Reza Azhari. 
Amini told reporters he 
and the shah discussed 
several options for breaking 
the political deadlock. He did 
not elaborate but denied 
reports he sought o per- 
suAde '~t~onarch  to hand 
over i~,-~.-=cr, • iac lud ing  
control of the army, to a 
special council that would 
A Pentagon spokesman i
Washington said Iranian 
protection of U.S.-supplied 
mi l i ta ry  equ ipment  
"remains very good." He 
said the Pentagon received 
an unconfirmed secondhand 
report hat wiring on several 
F-5 fighter planes had been 
cut. 
The attack on government 
troops occurred at the 
Levizan military camp in 
Tehran, about three 
kilometres from the palace. 
There was no report on how 
seriously the soldiers were 
wounded. 
Spokesmen for the 
National Front, the main 
political opposition to the 
shah, said five antishah 
protesters and one proshah 
Iranian were slain during 
violent demonstrations in
Sabzevar, in northeast Iran, 
and 18 others there were 
wounded. 
Eight persons were 
reported killed in Najaf 
Abad, west of lsfahan, 400 
kilometres south of Tehran, 
when troops opened fire on 
demonstrators. Hospital 
sources in Isfahan, Iran's 
second-largast city, said two 
persons died there Thur- 
sday, bringing the reported 
death toll in the city to 48 
since Monday. 
Prime Minister Azhari, in a 
national radio broadcast 
Thursday, announced a 
ffY.T_H./iR/A  LRF, fifi 
blanket ban on demon- 
strations that endanger 
public peace and order. He 
said troops have been or- 
dered to "deal severely" 
with any trouble. 
Besides the political 
turmoil, Iran was. jolted by 
an earthquake in the western 
part of the country Thur- 
sday. The official Pars news 
agency reported no 
casualties or damage. 
Ayatullah Khomainl, tlm 
exiled ShiRe Moslem 
religious leader living in 
exile in France, and other 
Shiite leaders demanding the 
shah's ouster and establish- 
ment of an Islamic republic 
contend that the monarch's 
crash campaign to mod- 
ernize and Westernize the 
country has undermined 
traditional Islamic values. 
They have been joined by 
opposition politicians, in. 
tellectuals and students who 
oppose the shah because of 
his authoritarian rule. 
An oil workers' strike, 
called by Khomaini, was in 
its l lth day Thursday, but 
production of crude oil was 
recovering slightly as some 
• strikers apparently returned 
to work. After hitting a low of 
1.3 million barrels Tuesday, 
it rose to. 1.7 million Wed. 
needay. Normal production 
is six million barrels a day. 
Rod Verstrate, owner of Lakelse Hotel, recently won 
hotelman of the month award from B.C. Hotels Assoc. 
LABOR GOV'T 
WINS VOTE 
LONDON (AP) - -  
Prime Minister James 
Callaghan's Labor 
government won a vote o f  
confidence in the British 
House of Commons on 
Thursday night with a 
majority of I0. 
The vote was 300 in the 
government's favor and 
290 against. If Labor had 
lost, the prime minister 
would have been forced to 
call a general election. 
The vote was on the 
government '  motion: 
'That' this:-:Housa' ex," 
presses its confidence in 
Her Majesty's  govern- 
ment and in its deter. 
ruination to strengthen 
the national economy, 
control inflation, reduce 
unemploymentand 
secure social justice." 
It was forced on 
Callaghan's minority 
Labor administration by 
events in the Commons on 
Wednesday night, when 
Margaret Thateher's 
' opposition Conservatives 
defeated the government 
in two votes that censured 
Labor's anti-inflation pay 
policy. 
Callaghan immediately 
put his government's 
future at stake by calling 
for a vote of confidence. 
If he had lost it, a 
general election would 
• have been called, 
probably for early 
January. 
An election victory by 
Mrs. Thatcher's Tories 
would have made the 53. 
year-old grocer's 
daughter Britain's first 
woman 
prime minister, 
Terrace resident 
accident victim 
George Herbert Thain, 
age 41, of Terrace died 
Thursday as the result of 
an industrial accident 8½ 
miles west of Terrace at 
Amesbury Creek. 
Thainwas the operator 
of a D-8 caterp i i l e r  
tractor working for the 
department of highways. 
According to Ter race  
RCMP, he had been 
working on the chan- 
neling of the creek, he got 
out of the cab of the cat 
and was standing on the 
track when it rolled back 
and he was caught bet- 
wean the track and the 
frame of the machine. 
Coroner Harry Smith, 
of Terrace, will conduct 
inquiry. 
The town around us 
Anyone who sould llke to 
buy an inexpensive 
snowmobile should rop into 
the Skeena Mall this 
weekend and see the people 
from the Chamber of 
Commerce who are selling 
raffle tickets, The winner 
wil l  have the choice of an 
Arctic Cat or a Skl-don. The 
draw will be made on 
Saturday. 
Pacific Noon is a new 
northwest public affairs 
program that will be 
starting over CBC Radio, 
CFPR, in the new year. 
According to Peter Lockyer 
'it will be a local version of 
the acclaimed radio show As 
It Happens, and its aim is to 
link the communities of 
Stewart, Alice Arm, 
or when you leave home to 
visit during the festive 
season; when the tree 
becomes dry and brittle 
discard i t - -  don't take 
chances with a dry tree and 
fight on the tree should be 
installed in such a manner 
that the bulbs are above the 
branches and not touching 
the needles. 
The members of the fire 
department say they do not 
want to visit people during 
Chr stress, unless it is in the 
spirit of the' festive season. 
There will be a Teen Disco 
Dance tonight at the arena 
banquet room beginning at 8 
p.m. Admission is $2.50 per 
person or $5 per couple. 
Terrace, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert as well as the 
outlying areas like the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. 
It will replace Radio Noon, 
from CBC Vancouver, which 
is primarily an agricultural 
show. Radio Noon will 
continue to be heard east of 
Terrace along the Seven 
Sisters Network. 
The show's hosts, Murray 
Hanna and Peter Lookyer, 
are looking for people who 
are interested in doing 
commentaries or reviews of 
concert performances. It
will be a listeners program, 
provided someone has 
something worthwhile to 
say. If you are interested and 
would like to be put on the 
list, call D. Fodden, program 
manager, at 632-2161. 
Terrace Fire Department 
has provided these safety 
hints for the holiday season: 
Cut the bottom of the tree 
at an angle so that there is a 
large surface area for your 
tre~ to soak up moisture; 
keep the tree in water, as 
this will extend the life of the 
tree and prevent it from 
drying out prematurely; do 
net use worn out or damaged 
light sets, but discard them. 
Only use light sets with CSA 
or UL certification. 
Usc decorations on the tree 
thai are non.combnstible 
and keep flames, such as 
burning candles away from 
the tree., turn off tree lights 
when you retire for the night, 
P .R .  man 
for trial 
committed 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C, 
(CP) - -  A 34-year-old Prince 
Rupert man has been 
committed for trial on a 
charge of assault causing 
bodily harm following a 
prelimimry bearing Wed- 
nesday. 
Frederick Earl Rawson 
was charged in June, nine 
months after his wife Maude 
was found unconcious with 
head injuries and burns to 
her body. 
RCMP said the delay was 
unavoidable because the 
woman was suffering from 
amnesia fter the incident. 
No trial date has been set. 
Terrace Chamber of 
Commerce is urging all 
members and interested 
pemms to get their tickets 
early to the annual in- 
stallation banquet. The Jim 
Ryan Band will perform 
again and there will be a 
~ ime rib dinner. The nquet is at the Lakelse 
Hotel and tickets ell for $30 
per couple. They are 
available at the Bank of 
Nova Scotia and New 
quadra Travel. 
Anyone who would like 
their event mentioned in this 
column should call The 
Terrace Herald at 635-6357. 
The purpose of the column is 
to provide people with in. 
formation on what is hap- 
pening around our town. 
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All listinp suhjeot to 
ohanp without notioe. 
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FRIDAY 5 p.m. to midnight 
A 2 K,NG 3 ¢,TK 4 BCTV 9 KCTS 
(N IC)  (CBC)  (CTV)  (P65)  
Burnett 
News 
i a5 Cont'd. 
~ . Cont'd. 
::~ Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
i a5 Cont'd. 
Seattle 
,o ght 
Hollywood 
i d$ Squares 
, Diff'rent 
St kes 
Special 
i~s Cont'd. 
Files 
Cont'd. 
145 Cont'd. 
10 E, Capra : Mysteries 
Cont'd. 
45 Cont'd. 
i 
Cont'd. 
Tonight 
i i a5 Show 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
J l .  Rim ~ icoat, d. 
SATURDAY . . . . . . . .  
Yogl'S ........ "" - ' ;  
Space 
]Pace 
Cant'd, 
• . • , .  , :  
I ' 
I i i 1 45 
I I 
Fabulous 
Funnies 
Bay City 
Rollers 
Vegetable 
'76 
Football 
Pittsburgh 
& Denver 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. '
Laverne and 
Shirley 
Cont'd. 
Allan 
The Family 
Cont'd. 
Cout'd. 
Tommy 
Hunter 
Countr~ 
Cont'd. 
Dallas 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
National 
Kojak 
Cont'd. 
Cant'& 
Cont'd. 
$ 
NFL 
Footlzdl 
Chicago 
Bears 
vs Washington 
Redskins 
Cant'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cout'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cant'd: 
10o 
HunUey 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Inside 
Track 
Six 
Million 
Dollar 
Man 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd. 
Contrd. 
Little Brown 
Burro 
Circus 
Cont'd. 
Donny 
CanVd. 
Rockford 
Files 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Sword of 
Jastiee 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Growin8 
Years  
Dick 
Cavett 
ManNetl 
Lehrer 
Crockett's 
Garden 
Washington 
Week 
Wall St. 
Week 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Cant'& 
Cont'd. 
Turnabout 
Cont'd. 
Cinema: 
B.C. 
Seundstage 
gows Cont'd. 
qews Hour Cont'd. 
Final Cant'& 
Late " ].,ate 
Show Movie 
'The 'Larry' 
Gambler' Cont'd. 
10 a.m. to 5 p,m. 
George 
Cont'd. 
Kidstuff 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
All Star 
Wrestling 
i 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Journal 
International 
NFL 
Football 
'Pittsburgh & 
Denver' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Studio 
See 
Freestyle 
C~nt'd. 
The 
Growing 
!Years 
:Cont'd. 
Feeling 
Free 
Cinematic 
i Eye 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
dllt ~ oo Cont'd Circle Cont'd, Magic of 
d r i)5 Cont'd: Square Cont'd. Oil Painting 
[ : 30 Cant'd, Death Valley Cont 'd .  Tutankhamun's 
~d ' : 45 Cont'd. Days Cont'd. Egypt 
4 . oo I World of Who's Wing. Wide World Firing 
':15 Survival The Kids Of Sports Line 
t .3o i Great Amer.' Reach for Cont'd. Cont'd. 
"= :~5 Game The Top Cont'd. Cont'd. 
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daniadown quilts 
Filled with soft grey Goose Down 
fine Danish Ticki.ng. These quilts 
comparable to the finest quilts av 
in Europe. 
clonicclown quilts 
Illillilllllllllllliillllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllll 
6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terraos [//NK] Ph. 836-,6,8 __ 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat, D a.m.-§:30 p,m, i 
Frida! 0 a.m.-O p.m. i 
i 
VISA 
In f la t ion sours  tune 
TORONTO (CP) --  When The next three days d probably would have to be 
Cludatmas luted 12 days, Christmas require two inrtk forgotten because o( dif- 
llketbeoldsongea~s, agifla doves, three French hens flcultyingettinsthem. 
day wan ea"ed for. Butmucb and four ~ bb~s. For tbe ~f lof  n~e in(ties 
o~ the glee of ~ft-~ivtng Dr. Roes James, an or- dancb~ n~e imiructers at 
could be lest in tr~n8 to re- nithologist and assistant 
curator at ~e Royal Ontedo 
Mnseum, said turtle doves 
create that tradition now. 
A check of otores and other 
possible aou~es for girls 
mentioned In the song 
Twelve Days d Christmas 
shows that not all the 
presents would be available 
and that the total cost of 
throe that might be obtained 
probably would be about 
$12,900. 
The first day calls for a 
l~rtridge tn a pear tree. 
~Jtbeush partx~d~es are not 
for sale in the city's classy 
butcher shops, pheasants 
se~ for ~3.59 a pound and one 
easant probably wou~ be 
oat $11. 
Pear trees, costing about 
$I0, at tl~ time of year are 
kaNsas and liable to die ff 
left in the cold. A sales clerk 
can be found in Europe and 
Africa. Ca]]h~ blrds are any 
bh'ds that make a noise. 
"And French hens? r' he 
asked, "Doesn't mean 
thing to me unless It's a 
ea raised in France." 
For tbe turtle doves, it was 
estimated that ~,000 would 
be needed to pay a hunter to 
Izap the turtle doves end fly 
them by airpinne cargo ram 
to Canada. 
The French hens would be 
forgotten. Usin~ canaries as 
calling birds, the ceet from a 
pet shop would be Isg.gs 
each, a total of almost $160. 
Five 18-ksrat gold ring 
are available at 1250 each, a 
total of $1,250. Six geese 
sngses~ that "a ~ cer- lx~bab~y wo-M cast ;18 a 
tlflcate would be more ~)ese, a total ~ $108. 
stdtable for th~ tinge of Seven swans a-swimndng 
year." and e~ht maids a-n~dng 
%" • • %?  - • • .  • - , ? , ? .%%. .? . - . . . ? . ? .%? .? .%%-  ~'. ' ._%%?.? ~-.~ ~-. ~-,..? . ' . ; . . " . ' .~ .~ • ~..?.? ~' .%?.  ~ ~* 
.. ;.';5.% ;~._'.'.;:~:..:.:.:.:.;.;.;*;.:.;*;.;.;...;;:..~O:~" ,.":::::.~.'::..a.. ~.:.':.'P-:'-:'-'-~-~%'-"~ ~..,, . ~:j. :,: 
~ DECK THE HAJ I , I~  'WITH Iq~ST IV~ 
.:.: - . • # 
• :- . ~ 
.>:%.dp~.  v v , . v  . . . .  
f rom 
191 Haida Bled, 
(across.from the KHimat Hotel} 
632-6622/,   : : 
o .n  U.LV 
'a dance studio would gi~ 
e~ht hours of im~t i~ ~' 
132,50 each, a total of ~0z,c~, 
/Us for the 10 lords ~- 
learnS, it would coat about 
flClt/ AIl 
t9,000 in air fm'e to get 10 
British peers on this aide of 
the Atlantic. 
A musicta nor as~latiou 
said 11 drummers would be 
available for 148 an hour 
each or a total d' 1538 and 13 
pipers, also at .$48 an hour 
each, for a total m 1576. 
t ! 
] 
"You'd better not bring my brother anythingl" 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SiGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you ;are in or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
business be anD of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
'For detallo write to: 
Box 1U70, Prince Geergo, B.C. or Phone: 962.6414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
I. Independence In your operotlon 
,2. Many m~ey .s~.ylng progrtlllS ,,. ~,'.:: .:;,i" ~ 
.3. F ul|'llne Of rel';ted.Rl:.nduchl. , ~;~ :~:~ :'.~:,., 
'4. 100 pbrcent Canadfan Own~l.Cemipany . . . . . . . . . .  
(cft-T) 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  ENGINE I I I 
(~edueea the frictional weir-and-tear that caulo|  you to "trade in" avery few years). 
B T.M.T. HOT "PLATES" THE INSIDE8 OF YOUR 
EHGIHE WITH A 56.000 MIlE PROTECTIVE De Pont 
Tegea* CgATIHGt 
*Rex, O.S. Pat. Office for 
I)u Pint's f/uorcsrbon resins. 
WHAT IS TAFT? 
TMT*s  a superconcent ra ted  hqu ,d  for-  
mulahon mcorporatmg Du Pont TEFLON'• 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon ,n the lunar veh,cle engmes When 
TMT *s added to an engme crankcase, this 
key mgredmnl mstantly goesto work against 
the No One Cause of  poor gas mileage. 
sluggish performance h,gh ooeratmg tem- 
peratures, ancl mecl~an;cal breakdown f .c .  
l ionel drag 
But unless youre  a chem,cal engineer.  
right now you're more mterested m what TMT 
does than how ,1 0oes it ,So here at IS ,n a 
nutshell 
TMT IS FAST' There's nothmg comphc|ted 
aboul usmg TMT. a 12-~'ear-old k,d could do 
,tm less than 60 seconds and not even gel 
his hands dirty ~ 
TMT IS PERMANENT' Its an engrne treat- 
sent  not an od treatment Just one stogie 
apphcahon is all ,t takes to permanently pro- 
loci your eng,ne, for as long as you own your 
car; 
TMT IS SAFE' Weve put our money where 
our mouth *S on this with a St.000,000 
Product L,ab,llt y Pohcy ,ssued by a nahonally 
famous msurance company' 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE f Effectwe for any car. 
truck,  or other veh ,c le -whether  ~t's this 
year's model or one that's 15 years old; Pro- 
tects and preserves new engmes 'tightens 
up" an0 re uvenates old ones; 
TMT IS GUARANTEED Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold carries wroth at the strongest, most 
,roe-clad Guarantee we could think of; - 
• GUARANTEED Better gas mdeage 
more miles Irom every tankful  or 
money Uack m full* • 
• GUARANTEED Lesso,I hurnmg long. 
er per,ods before 'toppmg off  Or 
money back m full t 
• GUARANTEED Smoother englneperfor. 
mance less stalling and rough ,dhng • 
or money bach m tUI£ 
• GUARANTEED Increased horsepower 
and h,gher compression more z,p and 
accelerabon Or money back rn full' 
• GUARANTEED Longer engmo life 
fewer repa,r bills (especially for costly 
rmg and piston lObS) or money back m 
full t 
m GUARANTEED Al l  these importanl  
money-savmg benehts no matter how 
long you own your veh,cle or money 
bacA in full I 
In wee of the many possible savings and 
benefits cded above what do you suppose 
any vehlclo owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.time, permanent treatment of 
TMT? IS0 00 ? S100 00~ MORE '~ 
Well, hsten tO this The eslabhshed retad 
price of TMT ,s only S14 95 r That'S rrght, only 
$14 gS-a  tiny ,hvestment hat couid possibly 
pay flself back dozens o r t,mes over. .n sav- 
,ngs on glS, oil. and repair bdls Fantastrc 
FACT The cost of owning end operating any vehicle-car, bus, truck, you 
Mme It--hal gone 8tnl/ghf fhmugh the coiling! The coat of gasoline and oil? UP! 
The payments demanded by skllleci (end not-so-s.k!llod.) mechanics? .UP! The 
pdcotags on new cars and trucks? UP1 Ira posilivoiy alcxonmg--and it's going to get 
worse before it gels any betted 
I 
[U ALMGUIST WONLO FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENUINEEII I~PONTS OH T,M.T. TEFLON THUTMENT. 
,'Tile active Chemical insro.dlon.t, in *,T.M.T,". has ,'And mice "T.M,T." his bole added to In on. 
O special elf nlty for metal welch caused it to l ine -  positive resul.ts con be loon thr.o.uih the 
"plate" and odhl.re t.o all.os~sed friction ~cUrro esper anted and framed eyes s! even me most 
feces. Polymers attract morepolymers 11o • mlc skilled of mechanics, They wUI notice e decided 
thickness which means o ' controlled" build.up increase in compression re |dang-  which Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts fbr cites that piston end rio| seal have Improved, 
the numerous user.reporte of reduced "blow.by", An increase n idle r,p.m,'$ will also be detect. 
increased compression roadinls, end reduced oil able due to the reducod friction after o few 
consumption! hundred miles of "T,M.T." "plstins", 
'*And in order to effect a per.mansnt treetmon~ ,,CONCLUSION: f l i t  only is "T,M.T." easy to UH 
yOU slap y add *'T.M.T. to me crankcase o (it should take 30:Hconds el the most for adding 
throush the I l l  filler hole (so.easy-that even e permanent reatment)- but its results con be 
e ch(td can de It)-preferebly after the enslne seen even under_the careful scrutt.'ty of any 
his reached normal operating temperature, 7he mechunle! The boneflts that can be expected with 
online should then be run for o minimum of *'TM.T," in the online-ore ae follows: In. 
thirty minutes, in order to make sure that ell creased Gas Mile|Be .increased Horsepowor-Lonl 
friction surfaces are *'plated", Only eight ounces Oil Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Parts - 
are required for the averase povsen|er car or Reduced Emissions- Lower Operetlna Tempera. 
smah truck online, lures - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" 
• i 
New that iN'we Ile~d from the enlert . . ,  listen te tile ravel of orllnIW drivers, 
THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE O OTI'[N ARE SO SINUTIONAL, W[ CAN'T PRINT THEM, THAT'S 
WHY Wi['VK 'DL|EPKO' TUEM OUt OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS. ,, 
(Once you've put T.M,T, in your vehicle;you'll be filling In the ftlures yourself). 
Motorcycle Raper 
sets mrs  powert 
*'As an enitinserlns tudent and 
racer, I was Interested in *hot 
T.M.T would do in S tenth mile 
speed test, 
A series of runs from | stendlns 
start showed that our [.T, (Elapsed 
Time) woe reduced by Xx a second 
alter T.M.T was added to the fuel 
mix in my I2S c,c, Kawasakl No. 
torcross racial motorcyce, 
As o student of enllneerlns this 
proved that T.M.T reduced frlctton 
and ,ocrslsed power," 
K,I, - f iber 
"Old Real" becomes 
"hod  Dial" with "T,M,T." 
**i've tried SIS savers, pills, new 
tilters, engine treatments, dEc:My 
friend told ms about o product 
that hie father had lust tested for 
his fleet of trucks end i'm sure 
you |uessed It was T,M,T, 
My mifeele has lone from XX to 
an unbeUevsoly aatoundin8 XX, My 
father, who Is a car mechanic 
t01d me It'S impossible but I've 
kept exact records on my last four 
tankfuls and have proven the old 
laying that even tethers con be 
wrong. 0f course h0 prob'lbly 
• 0n't admit it until he uses the 
TMT in his car that I'm dlvlnd him 
aS a present," --g.w. 
Auto MschNle 
rscsmmsnds "T.M.T'! 
"1 am an Auto Mechanic add I 
drive a '61 Caddy and it was oz. 
ink o lot .of dos In the city end 
on the hi|nwayL I WaS |otti0| 14 
miles to ths gallon, but now. SlnCO 
I've been using T.M.T pl¢h up 
XX lallons in the city-and Xl p , .  
Ions On the hlshway, so I know 
you peDDle have o good product 
one / will recommend It." 
Mr. ¢,T,O. 
' NO- 'R IS"  K ' F ILL  OUT AND MAlL  COUPON-TODAY!  
ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER, DUE TO OVERWHELMING UEMAND. (FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE). 
Name: 
Enclosed is I"1 cheque or I-1 money order 
n one at $14.95 17 two at $26.95 
Address: 
City: Prey.: . P.C. 
FOREST LAWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Statton J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
J 
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LOCAL MINI T 
Sunday shopping criticized 
by David Martyn 
Like so many things in our 
society, we have Sunday 
shopping in Terrace, and we 
don't know how it started. 
Some people encourage it, 
some go along with it, and 
some fight it. But it is a 
.question that we, as a society 
(or at least as city or 
province), need to consider. 
There are three different 
approaches to the issue: the 
Judeo-Christisn theolqlcal 
approach, the sociological 
and the concern for justice. 
The first approach is 
familiar to most, Stated 
quite simply it is the Biblical 
requirement o have a day 
set aside as holy. Exodus 
20:6 "Remember the sob- 
hath day, to keep it  holy. Six 
days you shah labor, and do 
all your work; but the 
seventh day is a sabbath to 
the Lord your God; in it you 
shall not do any work, you, or 
your son, or your daughtor, 
your manservant, or your 
maidservant, or your cattle, 
or the sojourner who is 
within your gates; for in six 
days the Lord made heaven 
and earth, the sea, and all 
that is in them, and rested 
the seventh day;. therefore 
the Lord blessed the sabbath 
day and hallowed it." 
From the sociological 
paint of view, we must 
examine the effects that 
Sunday shopping has on us 
as a society. It could be 
argued, with tongue in 
cheek, that in our consumer 
culture where consumerism 
is the unstated religion, that 
we should have Sunday 
shopping so that we can 
practise our religion on the 
seventh day, as well as the 
other six. But for some 
people there are other things 
that are important. Sunday 
shopping means that insome 
families where both parents 
have to work or the single 
parents has to work, the 
family might never be 
together for a full day at any 
time. This effect of reduced 
family time has already 
been noticed in the late night 
shopping already in practise 
in the Skeena Mall. 
The third perspective 
arises from the concern for 
justice. It has heen painted 
out that Sunday shopping 
actually makes goods more 
expensive, in that it adds to 
the cost of doing business. 
This happens hecause the 
same amount of consumer 
spending is spread over 
Ministers society opposes 
open stores On Sunday 
Dear Sir: 
At a meeting of the 
Ter race  Min is ter ia l  
Ansoctation, the tollowtog 
resolution was put forward 
and passed. 
"Whereas our society 
moves at such a frantic pace, 
l l t ing  much pressure on 
individuals and family, 
leading to social and mental 
breakdown, incurring much 
perumal and economic ost. 
And Whereas. there are 
Im~lnesses with the stated 
objective of remaining open 
seven days a week. 
We, as the Ministerial of 
Terrace, feel that it is in the 
Interests of society's health 
that Sunday remain s day 
when only essential and 
recreational services con. 
tinue in operation. 
Therefore, we recommend 
that Sunday closure hours be 
maintained with respect to 
a l l  businesses, except 
essential and recreotlanal 
services." 
It was also moved and 
passed, that the following 
resolution be sent • to the 
following groups and per- 
sons: The Herald, The News 
Advertiser, Brisn Greig, the 
Terrace Chomber of Cem- 
merce, K mart, General 
Furniture, Woolwerths and 
the District of Terrace 
Council. 
Yours siscerely, 
Rev. D.B. Martyn, 
Secretary, 
Terrace Ministeriol Assoc 
seven days instead of six, 
.which create~ a higher cost 
for the business, which is 
passed on to the consumer. 
Sunday shopping creates a 
serious hardship for the 
owners of small retail stores 
who already are open six 
days. For the small business, 
the owner would have to 
work seven days a week. 
For the person who asks; 
rightly, "I thought there was 
a law against i , why doesn't 
the government step in?" 
Well, there is a law -- the 
Lord's Day Act. But that Act 
is 70 years old and the 
maximhm fine allowed is 
$40, which is simply not a 
deterrent to a major chain 
store. 
In some cities stores are 
open 24 hours, they never 
close. Was the decision 
actually made to open 24 
hours. Probably not. Some 
stores thought by opening for 
!enger hours they. would 
increase their income, 
especially ff they did so 
before other stores. The 
process was gradual, but 
greed works in f~mny ways. 
Now is the time to consider 
the implications for our lives 
and our ~oeiety. 
BAY OFFER, LOST OUT 
Simpsons to merge with Simpson Sears 
OTTAWA CP-  The 
cabinet Thursday approved 
a controversial multi.million 
dollar proposal by Simpsons 
Ltd. to merge wlth the 
American controlled Slmp- 
sons Sears Ltd. 
The proposed merger 
would mean an increase in 
foreign control of the 
deportment store business 
and could also spell the death 
of a competing offer by 
Hudson's Bay Company Ltd. 
to take over Simpsons. 
Industry Minister Jack 
Homer said the Foreign 
Investment Review Agency 
FIRA had determined the 
merger would significantly 
benefit Canadians. 
Simpsons Sears Ltd. is 
mid January. At those 
meetings, hareholders from 
both companies will be asked 
to approve the proposed 
merger between their two 
stores. 
The new unit.which would 
be called Simpson Sears 
would be two thirds 
Canadisn owned. 
McGivern, Who arrived in: 
Ottawa on the eve of the/ 
cabinet ruling and left early. 
Thursday morning, said he 
would find it incredible if the 
cabinet approved the Simp- 
soas-SimpsonsSears merger 
proposal. 
"But i am told it is 
possible, in which event we 
might either forget he whole 
about 40 percent owned by thing or maybe we'll think 
Sears, Roebuck and Co. of about a new offer," he said. 
Chicago. The bid by the "1 haven't eCen storied ;tO 
C~nadtan owned Boy would ."' Wa~)ple :" '~.~ -:~llh:~' "~ ~ the~;i 
not have needed 'FIR~"a~~'~'p'dssi 'bi l i i ' ]7]t~ ' ' '~ 
provai. 
Donald McGivern, 
president of The Bay, made 
it clear in an interview hours 
before the cabinet decision 
that by giving the green light 
to the Simpsoas- Simpnons 
Sears proposal, the govern- 
ment would almost force him 
to withdraw his compan's 
takeover bid. 
Horner said cabinet's 
decision in no way interferes 
with The Bay's offer. 
"The Bay can stiff buy 
Simpsons or Sears can still 
buy Simpsons," he told 
repor ters .  "Whatever  
happens after this will be 
determined by the 
marketplace." 
Simpaons and Simpson 
,Sears have both scheduled 
share holders' meetings for 
He said it would be unthin- 
kahie to pursue The Bay's 
November offer of $8.30 per 
share of Simpsona stock 
following a merger between 
Simpsoas and Simpsons- 
Sears. 
McGivern said Simpsons' 
previously-announced 
commitment todistribute its 
interest in Simpsons-Scars 
among Simpaoas' 
shareholders would drasti- 
cally reduce the value of 
these shares from his 
company's paint of view. 
This would force him to with- 
draw his offer. 
Homer 'said in a news 
release the cabinet decision 
should not be interpreted as 
a sign the government sees 
more merit in the Simpsons- 
Sears offer than in the $388 
million takover bid by The 
Bay. 
He said the government's 
intention is to leave both 
companies to compete freely 
for ownership of Simpaonn. 
The minister listed the 
following benefits of the 
proposed  S impsons -  
Simpsons-Senrs 
merger: ~ .. 
- -The comp~es  have 
promised the merger would 
lead to the creation of about I 
4,500 fuller part-time jobs 
within the next five years. 
--The merger is ac- 
companied by a corn.open at 
least l0 new department 
stores and 10o catalogue 
offices by the end of 1983. 
--Under an agreement be. 
tween FIRA and Simpsoas- 
Sears, Cahadiafls :will be 
g!~en an  op~6r.tunity to 
acquire up to 75 per cent of 
the merged retail chain and 
will be allowed to double 
their ownership of the 
Canadian branches of 
Allstate Insurance to 50 per 
cent. Allstate is owned by 
SimpsonsSears. 
--The two stores have 
promised to preserve their 
separate identities, while 
meshing some of their 
operations for increased 
efficiency. 
--The application was 
accompanied by an un- 
dertahing to increase pur. 
chases of Canadianmade 
products. In addition, 
S impsons -Sears  has  
promised to provide 
financial and other as- 
sistance to Canadian com- 
panies which appear capable 
of developing into 
Simpsons stock trading halted 
TORONTO (CPI - -  The shares of Simpsons-Sears the notice did not meet ex. 
Toronto Stock Exchange Ltd., with which it is change requirements. 
suspended trading in shares proposing to merge. The "After consideration, the 
of Siml~Om Ltd. on Thur- exchange said the exchange declined to accept 
eday, citing a breach of a distribution was discussed in notice of such dividend and 
dividend bylaw, terms of a dividend to share, requested the company to fix 
The exchange's board of holders" of record Dec. 14. 
governors said Simpsoos 
discussed with its 
shareholders on Tuesday a 
distribution of Class B 
Kelly Marsh, of 3 Dunn St. 
in Kitimat, reported to 
RCMP the hitand run of his 
A cool onshore flow 
continues to give cloudy 
skin and showers today. A 
more active disturbance is
approaching the coast and 
should bring overcast skies 
and wet snow tonight. 
The weekend will continue 
to he cloudy with snow 
flurrlea. The temperatures 
will vary from a high of I 
deMrue this afternoon to an 
overnight low of -2 degrees. 
The exchange said it 
considered the discussion to 
be notice of a dividend, but 
NEWS 
ear while It Was parked on 
Teal St. about 11 p.m. on 
Dec. 13. Police are in- 
vestigating. 
Terrace RCMP said 
Wednesday that Straw 
Machine Shop was broken 
into overnight but nothing 
; was ntolen. 
a record date which would 
permit the interval following 
notice to meet the 
requirements of the general 
bylaw. 
"The company declined to 
do so." 
Trading had been halted 
earlier in shares of Simpsona 
Ltd. and Simpsons-Sears 
Ltd. at request of both 
companies. While the 
companies are proposing to 
merge, Simpsons is also 
trying to stave off a takeover 
bid by Hudson's Bay Co. 
The federal cabinet ap- 
proved the proposed merger 
Thursday and shareholders 
of Simpsoas and Simpsona- 
Sears are to discuss the 
proposal next month. 
Simpsons shares last 
traded at $7.75 and Slap- 
sons-Sears Cbss A shares at 
$7. 
FI( IIT THE 
LUNG CRIPPLERS 
Emphysema Asthma Tuberculosis Chronic Bronchitis Air Pollution 
CBmST  S aLSl 
NOW OP'EN 
~' l~ ;' ".qa mal l  
' 328-4741 LAKELSE AVE.  
TERRACE.  B.C. V8G 4R9 
replacements for foreign 
suppliers. 
If the merger goes ahead, 
it is estimated by financial 
analysts that the new 
company would have a $74- 
receive a Simpsons-Sears I
common share plus an eight I 
per cent preferred share 
valued at $1.25 for each  
Simpeona share. ' : L 
moderq 
eyes. l 
-optlca, PHONE 635-9225 
million profit next year. This 
compared with a combined 
c~refit for the two companies 
uring the current fiscal 
year of a prelected 
million. 
This would be an increase 
of 14 per cent, reflecting beth 
increased efficiency and 
, higher total sales. 
Earlier this week, the 
director of the government's 
combines investigation 
branch said the government 
has no objections to the 
proposed merger between 
The Bay and Simlzons. This 
followed a two.week inves- 
(igatidh: .~t0: determine 
whether the takeover would 
concentrate so much power 
in the hands of a single 
owner that competition 
would suffer. 
After receiving a written 
assurance for The Bay that it 
would maintain Simpsens. 
Sears as an independent and 
competing chain in the event 
of a takeover, Robert Bar- 
trand, director of the in- 
vestigation, called off his 
inquiry. 
The fate of Simpsous has 
been up in the air since last 
October when the merger 
between Simpaons and 
Simpsons-Sears was first 
proposed. A month lator, The 
Bay surprised market ob- 
servers by submitting a 
competing offer. 
The outcome of the 
takeover contest will not be 
decided until January when 
Simpsaas' hareholders vote 
on a course of action. 
Simpsonn shares last 
traded at ~7.75. The Bay was 
prepared to  offer 
shareholders" $8.30 per 
common share under the 
Simpsons-Sears merger 
plan, Simpeons shareholders 
~7 
Greattaste 
• Nth  hal f  
the calories. 
A putr, beer 
fordl ldnds of reasons. 
i/i/Fast talks 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
With the closing of another 
year, I like to pause and 
express a note of sincere 
appreciation tothe Terrace 
Herald," and to the radio 
station CFTK and CFTK-TV 
for supporting the cause of 
the Canadian National In- 
stitute for the Blind for the 
• year 1978. 
My sincere recognition 
goes to Campaign Chairman, 
AI Purnehke, members ofthe 
Liom Clubs and their 
volunteers for making this 
year's campaign the mc~t 
successful ever conducted in 
the Terrace area. The 
generous contributions by 
Dear Sir; 
Previously, by phone, I 
have expressed concern over 
the imbalaneed reporting of 
your paper since the end of 
the summer. Although the 
reporting has not overly 
suffered, your choice of 
editorial commentaries is 
completely outlandish. 
On your editorial page you 
conitnually feature the 
comments of Shelford, 
Compagnolo and Stevens. 
Columns by Labour or NDP 
spekespoople are rare. 
More disgustingly, Atrlll 
and Jackson are continually 
published. These two, are 
neghing more than 
the citizens of the Terrace 
area provided the CNIB with 
the necessary funds to 
continue its extensive work. 
As the representative of
the CNIB, I accept this 
continued support with 
sincere appreciation. These 
contributions will permit he 
CNIB to carry on its work in 
the area of blindness 
preventioo and in assisting 
those less fortunate persons 
of our communities who 
.have suffered the Ices of 
sight through illness or 
accident. 
Sincerely, 
Fred Koolenz, 
District Administrator 
apologists for everything 
that is unprogressive in the 
world. If Smithers' Tom 
or Ottawa Richard want a 
forum let them write a" 
letter to you, the editor. 
Their analysis are nothing 
more than misinformed, 
Rod Taylor • photo of the view from Brauns Island Bridge 
F[ OOD OF '36 
Convinced them to move 
by Colleen Fltzpstflck 
The recent flood in 
Terrace received tons of 
~ bHcity, and the promise of ousands of dollars in 
government help. 
Well, publicity surroun- 
ding the Terrace flood of 19~6 
was by word-of-mouth, and 
the only help received by 
most was a helping hand 
from a neighbor. 
pereonaltaed i icciesH Terrace that year. I suggest hat you either 
produce your own editorials "Six months after the 
(at half the cost!l) or flood, everyone had ac- 
commodation," said Hertel. 
balance your opinion page. "But in those days, it took us 
.Terrace doesn't need a 
continual misinformed a day to throw up a house 
lecture, it needs a balanced, until we could build a better 
Journa l i s t i ca l l y -  one." There were no deaths from 
ps'ofenslonal, newspaper, the 1938 flood, mainly 
• because everyone knew it 
Sincerely was coming. Unlike the flood 
Paul Johnston : .  . this year, in 1936 the Skeeun 
River was swollen not by 
But that was sufflcien~ 
according to long-tim~ 
resident Paul Hertei wl~.'% 
with wife and family, sulC-- 
viced a throo-wcek flood of 
the Skeena River near 
ltis true that I am a junk food degenerate, and even 
as I write this I have a Mars bar on my breath. What is 
worse, however, is that I ~lso revel in junk literature. 
No, I am not so depraved that I wallow in the trashy 
movie magazines; the sick, celebrity exploiters; the 
ones written in depressing little offices by burned out 
hacks who never come closer to the stars they write 
about han the occasional letter from a lawyer. Nor do 
I read the Harlequin Romances, the literary 
equivalent of the McDonald's hamburger; a taste of 
sauce, some relish, luke warm meat; but oh so 
precisely packaged. 
I am an afficionado f the detective novel. Ever 
since I had my first taste of warm blood in a Mickey 
Spillane thriller I was hooked. 
The cops and robbers hows on television didn't do 
any more for me than a home cooked hamburger 
would do for a Big Mac muncher. They were all just 
cheap imitations of real life ratber than the high 
drama of an original Dashiel Hammet or Ray 
Chandler. 
All the while I was reading the early Mike Hammer 
mysteries I can remember the exquisite agony of 
imowing that the one the Lucky Strike smoking 
private eye trusted, the always leggy blonde or 
readhead, was the one to betray him. One of Mike 
Hammer's most endearing features was his usually 
fatal (to his girl friend's) bad luck. 
I recently saw a remake of a Ray Chandler classic, 
with an aging Robert Mitchum as Peter Marlowe. 
Even though Mitehum is almost twice the age of the 
venerable detective stow, The Big 8leap, and quite 
literally walked through even the chase scenes, I was 
entranced. 
As a book of the month club selection I got a 
collection of the Sam Spade stories that Humphrey 
Bogart made famous. If you think there is too much 
violence on the tube and that there was an excess 
amount of bloodshed in Cannon and Kojak, read The 
Red Harvest. I 'm not even sure it is possible to count 
the bodies 
i '  For a wb.,e, after Igrew out of Mike Hammer, and 
since I read faster than Mickey Spillane writes, I 
moved into the Nick Carter series. While there are 
tons of them, shelves of second hand book stores are 
filled with the blonde, crew-cut shamus, he always 
seemed a little too shallow. 
Now l 'm reading the Travis McGee books of John 
McDonald. That laconic and almost morosely cynical 
character refers to his business as salv~ige. There is 
no false glory or heroics, just the stoic march toward 
the inev|table. 
I like my Dickens for a winter's evening. Give me 
the Greek playwrights for Sunday nights and the 
deeper human perspectives. 
I will still read Orwell and Shaw and Faulkner and 
Fowles. But on Saturday morning, with that black 
Turkish coffee and fresh Danish pastries, I will spend 
my time with the one who carries a smoking Smith 
and Weston and leaves a trail of bodies. Yes, I gotta 
have trash. 
,, rain but by a high, melting 
i snow pack from the interior. 
EDITOR'S JOURNAL ~ RenidentsofRemo, ncar • Terrace where the Hertels 
lived, watched for two weeks 
BY GREG MIDDLETON in June as the river rese 
higher. 
"We were living behind the 
railroad grade which 
dammed the old river - -  
about 200 feat away from the 
old slough cut-off. When we 
saw the roots from trees 
flowing by at breakfast one 
day, I moved the Mrs. and 
the kids out that afternoon, 
Reprinted from the AV Times 
dawn to Lindstrom's place." 
Lindstrom's place was one 
of two in the river valley 
built upon a high knoll. By 
the time Mrs. Hertol and the 
children arrived, haft the 
population Qf the area were 
there, too -- and there they 
stayed, for three weeks until 
the river subsided. 
About It "that night, the 
railroad grade, washed out, 
just as Hertel knew it would. 
He anchored his house to a 
stump with a te~th of cable, 
which was the only thing 
preventing it from rushing 
downstream with livestock, 
trees, and the remalm of 
other houses. 
Meanwhile, back. at the 
Llndotrmn'a place, everyone 
there had to keep moving 
theh~ beda tua higher place 
as the water coutinued to 
rise. Finally, said Hertol, 
their noses practically 
scraped the ceiling as they 
ran out of ways and means to 
elevate the mattreues. 
At 3 a.m., which is dawn in 
the summertime up in 
Terrace, the water was 
higher than the door Jamb. 
Hertel had tied his boat with 
a long line from the slough, 
so that he and a couple of 
frien~ could go out and 
check the survivors. First, 
said Harlot, they picked up 
the pigs and sheep In the 
barn, huddled high in the 
hayloft. Then they went to 
see how the other half of the 
papulatiun was doing, up on 
another high knoll. 
'% couple of days later, 
we went across the river 
for a couple of little pigs 
there. We put them on a 
fleeting plifform, ~t  we had 
to put the sow in the hayloft, 
where she stayed until the 
• flood was ever. She had hay 
to cat, and there was sure 
plenty of waterl" 
During the worst of the 
flood, said Herto], "I saw 
whole houses come down, 
and so much land was lost." 
When (he water settled and 
people turned to rebuilding 
from the havoc, Hertel found 
he had to move h~ house 
hack from its original site, 
300 fcet from the river. There 
was several feet of sand to 
shovel out of the house, too, 
before the Herteis moved 
hack in. 
"And the Franko -- they 
had 20 acres of beautiful 
A note from the e tor 
Editor's note: This column 
is reprinted from the Athernl 
Valley Times. It may be 
interesting to note that the 
Alherni Valley has not only a 
flooding problem, but a 
recent study indicates the 
probability is good that the 
town will suffer another tidal 
wave. The town, which is at 
the end of an inlet much as 
Kitimnt is, was hit by a tidal 
wave.a few years ago. There 
was extensive property 
damage but no loss of llfe, 
There is currently a battle 
going on there ever a flood 
plain bylaw. 
bottom lind. The flood took it 
all away." 
No train cbu~ed through 
that area for another three 
months. The water had 
drowned the tracks for at 
least seven miles, six to eight 
feet deep. 
The only supply bent which 
made it through during the 
first few days after the flood 
contained beer, tinrtel 
recalled. There was, at least, 
no dearth of drinking 
material on band that year. 
Food supplies came a little 
liter, and a couple of Red 
Cross boxes, but, said 
Hertel, "Nobody gave us a 
nickel." 
Three years after the 
flood, the Herteb moved to 
Vancouver Island -- a year 
in Duncan first, before they 
settled in Port Albemi. 
Hortel says he learned a 
lesson from the flood c~ '36 -- 
never Hve on a river bottom, 
unlms you're out of the 
p0eaible current. 
"Like the Fraser. Freak 
seasons are inevitable." 
Once, when isoking for a 
homestead along the Skce~ 
River, Hertei climbed a tree 
tO get his bearing. 
"1 was 25 feet up s~ ~-- 
tree, and there was 
chea of sand on the branches. 
I told the guy I was with, 
"Let's get out of hero. This hs 
no place for us." 
Too many people live in a 
flood.prone ares, a~rd~ 
to Hertel. 
"They sbonld look at the 
soil, see if there was a flood 
even 100, 200 years ago. 
Sooner or liter it will come 
again, just like tidal waves." 
DR UNK DRIllERS 
A continuing problem 
OTTAWA (CP) -- More 
than 5,000 Canadians died 
in car accidents last year 
and about half of them 
involved rivers who had 
been drin~ug more than 
the law allows. 
"And no matter what 
we've done over the. 
years, there's no dif- 
ference in the number of 
drinking drivers," says 
H.M. Simpson of the 
Traffic Injury Research 
Foundation ofCanada, an 
independent agency 
studyinB the behavioral 
and medical aspects of 
road safety. 
Traffic deaths have, 
however, dropped in four 
provinces and the Canada 
Safety Council says the 
reason is mainly batter 
use of seat belts and 
lowered speed limits in 
Quebec, Ontario, British 
Columbia nd Saskatche- 
WOn. 
But provincial coroners 
and medical examiners, 
who count the dead, 
continue to report higher 
numbers of. drivers who 
had been impaired. 
The Criminal Code of 
Canada says it is an of- 
fence to drive while 
impaired by alcohol or a 
drug even if the driver's 
blood alcohol con- 
centration is less than 80 
ml~ralns. 
Says Simpson who 
compiles the annual 
statistics on the dead: 
"We're not gotug to see 
much change tmims we 
mount a dramatic 
program that will provide 
some meaning to drinking 
drivers." 
Despite many cam- 
paigus to keep potential 
killers from getting into 
the driver's eat, Simpson 
says the figures are- 
depreasingly consistent. 
The latest statistics 
available, from 1973 to 
1976, show an average of 
39 per cant of drivers 
killed in acddenis were 
impaired. 
However, those 
statistics represent only. 
car drivers. For 
snewmobile operators, at 
least 52 per cent were 
legally impaired. Among 
truck and van drivers, at 
least 42 per cent of the 
dead drivers were. im- 
paired. 
Simpson believes no 
general program aimed 
at the public is going to 
make an individual more 
aware of his or her re- 
spunsibility on the road 
after' having too many 
drinks. 
Others are more op- 
timistic and the health" 
department's dialogue on 
,drinking program ap- 
pears to have awakened 
pubflc desire to talk about 
the problem. 
Manreen Jaques and 
Barbara MacEwan, two 
Thunder Bay, Ont., 
homemakers concerned 
about drinking, began 
what new is called the 
Thunder Bay Committee 
for Dialogue un Drinking. 
Says Jack Nightacales 
of the health depart- 
ment's information 
service: 
tu~i~q|eyto started out 
neighbors and 
bringing interested 
p~ple together in 1976. 
now with the local 
high school introducing 
an official provincial 
curriculum about alcohol 
and the student, the 
school board has invited 
them to Work with 
parents who may want 
advice about how to deal 
with tean-age dr in l~."  
. The Thunder Bay group 
f~deW out of a five-year 
eral campaign which 
has cost $3 million to date, 
said Nightacales. 
"Dialogue on drinking 
is a national alcohol 
program introduced by 
Hcalth and Welfare 
Canada in 1976 in the 
baliof that talking about 
drinking problems is a 
step towards solving 
them," says R.A. Draper, 
directer-genernl of the 
department's prmnotino 
and prevention direc- 
torate. 
Newspaper ad- 
vertinements began two 
years ago, with provincial 
co-operation. 
"We did net set an 
objective to reduce 
alcohol consumptlm," 
says the department. 
"The real basis was to try 
to encourage people to 
talk about drinki~ with 
themselves and with gov- 
ernment authorities who 
must eeforoe the laws and 
deliver appropriate 
treatment." 
The Alberta govern- 
ment, for mmmpla, 
produced 200,000 dia- 
INl~,.4m-drinkiug 
coasters for distribution 
in provincial liquor 
stores. 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
B~ RICHARD JACKSON 
OTTAWA- Senior federal shout 'fraud" --  he never of public service managers proposed a way 
can't manage, says Auditor eliminating waste, ex- 
Gene~l J.J. Macdounan. travagunce an d worse. 
And that's not just the Then along came J.J. 
departmental deputies and Macdonnell. 
the Crown corporation He was the government's 
owu choice for the Job. presidents -- who sup- 
pusediy are responsible for 
running the federal Shop on a They must have thought -- 
businesslike basis -- uut or they never would have 
some 1,500 of the top appointed h im-  that they 
decision-makers of the were getting, a tame and 
bureaucracy, well.trained bureaucrat, 
who properly gra~ul.for 
They can't mnnege, goes job, would know Ns pm~ m 
on the Auditnr Generat, the federalscheme  tltluge. 
because they've never been 
MandVen management training 
nobody in cluu'ge - -  
p resumably  the Prime 
Minister and his political 
straw-heasns of the cabinet 
- -  ever has told them how to 
~t ion .a  business 
What's even more stir- 
ruing, says Mr. Macdoanell, 
is that he government's non- 
managing managers Just 
don't care that they can't 
handle the Job. 
And so the public never 
gets full value, or even an 
Little did they know. 
He was net one of their 
OWn. 
He came in from the cold 
--  the "outside world" -- 
where payrolls must be met, 
books balanced, and a profit 
made to keep the wheels of 
productien turning. 
Out "there" in the cold, 
beyond the warm world of 
government, here is no 
public purse and no tax- 
payers' pockets ~yich. 
So J.J. Macdonneil, n 
successfu l  bus iness  ac-  
countant and f inanc ia l  acceptable measure of value - 
for its tax money, manager before he tool: the 
government job, has 
Every auditor general for appalled at what he has 
the list I00 years has been ~found in his few ye~ws in 
critical of hit-and-miss Ottawa. 
management and the' whe~. 
cares attitude of the Initially, like Maxwell 
mismanogers. Henderson, he thought it 
So the public has been the enough toblow the whistle on 
steady loser. ~. the slackers, the in- 
compatenis and the 
This short-changing ofthe dishonest. 
taxpayers comes in an in- fie recited, in his a~,~!  
finite variety of forms ~om reports, "horror stories' of 
stupidity through ignorance, millions of tax dollars 
indo lence ,  dece i t ,  
carelessness and negligence wa.ted each year by the 
to misappropriat iof l ,  public service with its at- 
forgery, theft and other titude of whe.nares-there's- 
criminal practices, always.more-where-that- 
came-from. 
But J.J. Mnedonnell is not Now suddenly this year it's 
your ordinary auditor different. 
general. At last an auditor genera! 
For years your federal 
"A.G.s" were mice, or at 
their fiercest, pussycata. 
And then along came 
Maxwell Henderson, no 
has had enough. 
J.J. Macdmmell says flatly 
that the job is beyond the 
abilities of even senior  
mouse, nor pussycat, but a managers of the fndoral 
watchdog with a bark and Imreaucracy. 
bite who guarded the public So dumo" them, he says. 
treasury as if every last one' and hire ~unlnessmon with 
of the billions of dollars in it know-h0w. • 
were his. We'd have to pay ~em a 
But fierce as he was-- and little more than we pay 
he was so fearsome that the deputy ministers and Crown' 
Trudeau government tried, corporation executive of- 
and failed, by act of ricers -- but not that much 
Parliament, o pull his teeth more that it wouldn't he the 
by stripping him of his bargain of a taxpayer's 
powers to cry "thief" and lifetime. 
Book review 
' by  Greg Midd le ton  
There is one photograph inBarry M. Thornton's new 
book, 8teelhead: The Supreme Trophy Trout, which is 
almost worth'the $14.95 price of the 159-page hard 
cover fishing text. 
One problem with the book is that it is too obvious 
that this is the best picture the book has to offer and it 
-is used no less than six times if you count the time it 
appears on'the back of the dust cover. It is a good, 
descriptive shot of a magnificent steelhead trout 
coming almost straight up out of the water. It 
demonstrates why the steelhead, a variety of rainbow 
trout which goes out to sea to feed for several years, is 
the most highly prized game fish. The fact that it is 
overused, however, is just part of a repetiUous quality 
the book has. 
It is, nonetheless, a good book for a fisherman who 
has spent a few years out catching his share of other 
fish and is about o embark on stoelhend expediUons. 
While taking great pains to acquaint the reader with 
all the jargon, the lingo peculiar to steclhead fisher- 
men, ha also makes a point of instilling the kind of 
respect for fish and fishing that is a Hemmingway 
trademark and part of the ardent Steelhead Society of 
B.C. philosophy. The book is, in many ways, a 
prolonged commercial for this sportsman's group. 
Thorten is very conservation minded and takes 
pains to make a point that a fish released, if it is done 
carefully, is a fish that will live to challenge anothei" 
fisherman. He heavily touts such laudable con-, 
servationist,doctrine as 'adopting a stream' and 
becoming a stream guardian' as well as praising the 
catch and release idea. 
One problem with the book is that it restricts itself 
almost entirely to Vancouver Island and leaves out 
some of the best stseihend fishing in the world, that of 
the northern coast and the Queen Charlotte lslands~ 
In addition to the emphasis on the vocabulary of the 
fisherman, there are a number of good photos 
illustrating the life cycle of this very interesting fish. 
(It is, unlike the salmon, able to reverse the processes 
which go along with spawning and return to the sea 
and then come back to spawn again.) There are some 
familiar faces in the pictures. Among those who are 
pictured with their catches is former provincial 
Liberal leader Davi~ Anderson. 
Although a good part of the sport of fishing i s  
collecting ear, the book doesn't stress this and does 
without he pages and pages of rods and reels. This 
t i~amSe~,  h a how'te book as a celebration, a .  lyric 
8teelhead: The Supreme Trophy Trout, Haneosk 
House Publishers, 159 pages, black and whlt~ 
iHus l ra t iom 14.95. 
, ' tt 
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• ' ,j:. NEWS IN BE EF Begin favoring 
minister," said the former 
postmaster-general nd 
labor miMster.. 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Veteran' 
Liberal po.litlclan Bryce 
Mankasey villi be the new ~ 
chairman of the board for 
the government.owned Air
Canada, Prime Minister 
Tmdoau announced ~ur-  
sday. 
Mackasey, an ardent com- 
PS.~. r for national unity, 
mam a teie~oee interview 
.from Montreal be plans to 
eoattnue mki~ speeches on 
Ms favorite toldc but will 
maintain a low political 
I m Bryce Maekasey, 
dmirman of the board, and 
notBry{~ Mackasey, cabinet 
The lrish.quebecer left 
federal polities in 1976 to win 
a seat in the Quebec national 
assembly. He then. res/gned 
:his seat o coatmt an Oct. 16 
federal byolnctim in Ottawa 
Centre but lost to the 
Pro~'esalve Couserveflve 
caedidato. 
r00 re6 
Mackasey, 57, replaces 
Pierre Taschereau, wbo 
came to Air Canada in 1974 
from its sister company, 
Canadian National 
Railways. 
• Trudeau not  qu i t t ing  , •vvVinion 
of Joint and s~- 
ms' pensions .in all e.m- 
ployer-sponsorea panston 
plans. 
to feel that the solutions he In a brief to the Senate 
and his government are committee on retirement 
offering to eomomic  and age policies she a.ISo 
constitutional problems recommended "that greater 
faeingthe country are botter,, flexibility be provided to 
than those of his opponents..Canadians in choosing their 
. Paraphrasing the Greek retirement ages, whether 
"rm net only denidin8 to 
remain, l 'm deciding to 
remain with confidence," 
Tmdeau told a news cm- 
fe~nce, ending yet another 
round of spaeuiationthat he 
piana to step down in tbo face 
of publle dlsoenteat with 
~0verument, 
Tradsau said he cantinucs 
' OTTAWA (CP) - -  Pierre 
Trudeau reaf f i rmed 
,Thursday that he plans to 
sisYand on as prime minister 
• Liberal party leader 
~r~hm,naxt year's general 
pension change 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Welfare usna]!y 65, app~re to "~ members, many from 
Minizt~ Moulque Begin has co/i~rary"t-6 the federal business and labor. 
recommended substantial lmmanrtghts code. Miss Begin cited throe 
changes in pension law However, the cemmi~lon ~ruupe as the worst Victims 
~overuin8 ~ private asetor said that until it gets results of the inadequate r tirement 
,tocumbat the fact that of a study on the insue un- incomesyetem:Sorvivorso~ 
almcet half of those over aae dertakon with the Con-. deceased pensioners 
e5 are living in poverty." fereuce Board in Canada, no especially women under age 
Be~in said Thursday request for legislation eS; unemployed older 
thatshe favors dramatic is-  banning mandatory retire- workers whose age un-. 
provements in pension mantwillbemedetoParlia- durminas their Job 
porinbilityand v~ti~rules, .meal prospects; workers who 
lndexaUon of lkivato Pan- The conference boerd is a ch~led Jog; workers forced 
sions, and mandatory private research to retiru because of fllnesa or 
orgenizat~, supported by its physical weskn~s. 
philosopher plate, Trudnau 
said he wants to stay in 
polities for the same reason 
he got into them in the first 
place more than a decade 
ago. 
"You get in because you 
don't want to be governed by 
someone less good than 
yourself." 
before or after 65." 
Her proposals would 
alleviate the plight of per- 
sons who lose pension credits 
and banefiin became they 
change;lobs, They aiso wonld 
reduce Income rmlon due to 
inflati~ and provide greater 
income for one of the poorest 
wig~ps, in Co~du--eld~ly 
ARbough about 3.9 million 
wm'kers-4t per cent of the 
labor force--are covered by T ime for  next  round 
private izmMm plane, Miss 
colleagues across the Begin said many of them 
country were "not p,nq~r~d, lme their claim to benefits 
to bite the bullet' when by c l ~  Jobs. 
Gevm'nme~t statistics for Ontario sugl~tod a new 
thrust to fight inflation at the 
economic ceofermce of first 
mlnisten in Ottawa last 
mnatiL 
TORONTO (CP) -- A re- 
newed national effort to 
eoninin inflation in 1979 will 
be unavoidable, Ontario 
Premier William Davis said 
Thursday; 
"I bepe all o~ us will uso 
the time we have now to 
amMd~ the beat way to 
• imbed in ~¢dor to avoid 
• emergency actions or 
measores which would com- 
promise our free market 
recovery," Davis said in a 
speech to the Harvard 
Bnainess School Club. 
In whot he dmcribed sa his 
isat formal speeds of 
year, Davis said his poiitical controk. 
197S, the latest com- 
prehens ive  f igures  
available, say 81 per cent of 
elderly unmarried women, 
Doctor defends 
"However, in time, 74 per cent of elderly un- 
realities umadly get ~ 'married maisa and 60 par 
way," Daviznal~ cent of elderly couples 
received no pension income 
He said the deman~ in1975. In total, 67 per coat of 
task facing governm~ts Is ;', the aged had no pension 
to conform the _private in- Income. ~..:~,:,,~ 
teresa to the pablie Inm-~t ,~,. ~ , .~ ' i /aned  the 
without relmpoaing corn- blame on the private asetor, 
puinory wage and price adding however that 
Business is reticent 
MONTREAL (CP)  --  
Canadian ~ organizations 
victimized" "in computer 
law to report ~Othe pullco, 
,Just as they are in the United 
tStstsa, RCMP officer Marcel 
Coutu said Thursday. 
Coutu, suporintandent of 
the RCMP'e commercial 
orime division, said in an 
~ew that organizations 
are loath to report computer 
crime became they want 
th~ money hack. 
"They'd rather solve their 
problemn themselves," 
right to spank 
OTTAWA (CP) --A doctor 
who stran~ly suppom a bill 
of rlghin for children said 
Thursday the bill shouldn't 
include the right not to be 
slanl~L 
Dr. John Gesasge, a 
pediatrician from New 
Westminster, B.C., told the 
Commons Jmtlco committee 
• .be spanked his own children 
several times and he feels 
there is n place for "scion- 
five corporal puulMunent." 
The committee is con- 
eideriag a bill of riahis for 
children propcsad by James 
McGrath (PC-- St. Jobn'e 
East), who also wants 
repealed a Crimi~ Code 
section aliewi~ parents and 
teachers to use rnasmable 
force in disclplin~ childrm. 
Dr. C~asage asid he 
doesn't think it would be a 
good idea/to repeal the 
section. Other witnesses 
have said the section is a 
defanco for teachers against 
chargas to assault• 
Repnalin8 the law might 
leave a teacher unable to 
intervane where oue child 
pgeerfoevernment pensions are not • was ~ another. L But she said the . There are mocethana0,000 
.government provides mere children in Canada who are 
than three times the pension subject to abuse, Dr. 
income that the private Gosange estimated. The 
snctorl~ro, vides, abuse  isn't necessarily 
Coutu saM, "If yon report "No p~vatb pimmon pmn physical, ~ the..m~nas .~ 
the crime, you're not suru isavailshin for th~ maJority battering. ~mm! a~a ~ 
you will get yo~.~.,, money and the benefits ar~ low and more commou 
~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ "  "" ........ ./ !.~,.,:2-.; ~, " . : . , ' ~ ~ ~ .  ,. • .,, ~ ~ ! ~ ~ , .  ' " ,  ' 
owes, he said. While she recommended 12~_..¢a1. buse . . . . .  
• giving workers the right to ~e potentially abusive 
family profile is well- 
established. A common 
Organizations also do not work past age 65, "thin 
like to report computer should not change in any way 
crimes because ~ the era- the age at which full private 
pensions are available." 
"Individual, personal 
barassment and lose of 
reputation such disclosures 
involve. 
CLC gets  Senate  ear  
OTTAWA (CP)-- Senators "those old basters in the 
gave Canadian Labor Senate had better not go 
Cmaruss (~)  leaders a interfering" with the 
legislation. 
The CL~ maid the Senate 
welfare committee studying 
the bill "represents our last 
chance, it seems, to brin~ an 
end to the chippln~ away of 
the basic tenets of the 
unemployment insurance 
IsOlation." 
The bill should be 
scrapped "to prevent the 
eventual wrecking of a piece 
o~ social law that ranks 
among the best in the 
world," a CI,C brief said. 
choice is what should be 
enhanced," she said, citing 
public pension programs in 
wMch late retirement does 
not affect pension rights. A 
government" survey, showed 
about 50 per cent of Ca- 
mdinns would like to work at 
least part.time past age 65. 
Miss Begin also warned 
that post-65 retirement 
should not he regarded as a 
substitute for better pen- 
8ions. 
She also warned that early 
retirement should not be 
made so appealing that the 
labor force drops o low that 
jobs cannot be filled or that 
demands on government for 
supplementary income get 
out of hand. 
In a separate submission, 
the Canadian Human Rights 
commission said that 
nmmiatory etirement based 
ea an arbitrarily chosen age, 
sympathet ic  hear ing 
,~msdsy when they ap- 
pealed to the Upper House to 
defeat aCommons bill tight- 
ening the unemployment 
insurance program. 
However, Sen. Eugene 
Forsey (L--Ontario) warned 
the CLC llmt "this House has 
not tie'own out a bill for the 
past 40 years." 
• He said timt MF's in th~ 
Cosmos, where the bill is 
likely to get final approval 
next week, will feel that 
Ontario dumps shares 
thread is that the parents 
themselves had been abused. 
NOW'S 
]HE' 
TIME. 
, TO BUCMLE 
• DOWN; 
'~RONTO (CP) -- The ensure that the Plant would 
Ontario. government has be built 
reaebed an agreement to sell 
its interest in the Syecrude 
_WoJect for $160 million-- 
about ~35 million mere than 
its original investment, 
. Energy Minister James Auld 
said Thursday. 
Auld told the lagisinture 
that an agreement has been 
reached with PanCanadian 
Petroleum Ltd., of Calgary. 
The plant is about 400 kilo- 
metres northeast of gd-i 
monton, and Auld said. 
Oninrlo's original premise in 
investing in the preJeetla 
five.per.cant share--was to 
Other factors include heavy 
drinking or drug use, 
criminal behavior, and the 
absence of one parent. 
Where a child is premature 
or handicapped, abuse 
sometimes resulted. Another 
factor is adolescent' mothers 
and fathers. 
A bill of rights for children 
might change attitudes, Dr. 
Gossaae said. Abusive 
parents love their ,children 
but can't translate their 
feellnge Into proper 
behavlor. They usually 
welcome help from someano 
obviously equipped togive it, 
but few social workers or 
~ ie inus  are trained to 
with such situations, i~:f 
~d 
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Ontario qrued to par- 
Ueipato financially in the 
ct in 1976. 
d said the Boverument 
is satisfied that the Ontodo 
Energy Corp. has negotiated 
a good deal for Ontario. 
"Out'actual expenditure to
date In approximately $106 
mtillco to which could be 
added about 119 mililon,, if 
one allows for the intm~t 
cost on that money," be said. 
"This means that Ontario 
taxpayers will receive an 
excellent return on their 
investment." 
I s rae l  to  keep  bu i ld ing  
TEL AVIV'(AP) -- Israel Slmron, 
.will ~ construction of 
settlements along the 
Jordan River, in-the Gasa 
Strip and on the cecopled. 
Gokn Helffhia of Syria next 
Mmday, Agdcultura Min- 
Ister Ariel Sharon said 
Th~Ysgreed  at Camp 
David to M cemiructlna 
d new settlements in the 
moatl= allotted for 
nqotlatlous on a peace 
treaty with Egypt. That 
pertod ads ~y.  
Israeli .Radio quoted 
who heads a 
ministerial committee on 
settlements, .as saying 
existing settlements on the~ 
West Bank ot the Jordan 
River would be strengthened 
and new seitlemmts would 
be built in'the Jordan Valley. 
He said Prhne ~ter  
Monacbem Bq0n backed the 
new construction plans. 
The United Sintm Ira, 
criticized Israel for its 
settlements in the occupied 
Arab territories, wMch the 
U,S. regards as illegal, 
CONTRACT 
RATIFIED 
PENTICTON,  B.C. 
(CP) - -  About 180 
• "efil~tem in four in- 
terior British Columbia 
communities have 
ratified a new twoysar 
contract with the Okana- 
gan Mainlioe Municipal 
Labor Relations 
Am~dattm (OMMLRA), 
the association's chief 
negotiator said Thursday. 
Sindo Tzogceff said the 
NFenment covets 
mmnbers of the In- 
ter~tianal Amceintiem of
Firefighters here and in 
Kelowna, Kamioope and 
Revelstobe. 
The contract includes a
sevon-per-eant increase 
In meat of the two years, a
weekly sickness In- 
demnity plan and long- 
term disability 
:provisions. 
Tim pact raises the 
Imdor firmmn's montl~ 
,-69O in 1979 and wsge to,l  I 
$1,S~ in Ira0 from $1,5~ I
year. I 
The currmt contract I 
~9L$ '~ 
m : , • . . o 
f I 
'FANCY CFALK'S Cll]SP.P 
q'HIS "WB]SK]SND. 
I.ON(; I)IS'I~AN('E WEEKENI) R:WE ' l ' ( )  M()ST I'I.ACES IN B.C, 
• At.! I|~V 
B.C. Tel's weekend rate is really cheap. 
• You can dial direct (112) to most places in 
B.C. between 5 p.m. Friday and 5 p.m. 
Sunday for just 35¢ or lessper minute. 
(Minimum charge 23¢ a call;). , . 
So call someone you fancy tong uistanee 
this weekend. 
I And talk it up while ra t~ 
are down. 
Pate does not apply on ealh 
from hotel, motel or coin 
telephones or to some 
Norihern voints not served 
by B.C. Te. ,l. 
B. C.. TEL 
I I  ¸ I 
• , . , . . 
: 1 
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MINOR HOCKEY TOURNAMENT 
i i  
Peewees  of f  to Nana imo 
The Terrace Twin River Terrace is scheduled for lm)Spscts are allowed to Coach Cliff Sharpies aid 
his boys can expect to face at Timber Peewee team will be two games daily for the first 
playing at least seven games three days. On the final day 
when they compete in tl~ they play their last game, 
thirdanunalNanimoPeewee unless they finish first or 
Minor Hockey tournament second and gain a berth in 
from December 27 to 30. the final that night. 
A total of eight eams from 
B.C., Alberta and the United Terrace opens against 
belong to the club. 
On Thursday the 28th, 
Terrace goes against 
Calgary at 8:15 a.m., then 
will meet Nanaimo at 1:45 
p.m.  The i r  two ~ games on 
Friday the 29th have them 
least five teams jUst as 
strong or even stronger than 
his team. Sharpies aid his 
team hasn't had too much 
opposition in the Inter-City 
States will play 29 games in Point Grey at 10:15 a.m. on Repleague and this might he 
this round-robin series. Wednesday, the 27th. That playing Oakland, California" a hinderance to their ap- 
Twenty-eight of the games night at 7:15, the boy go at 10:15 a.m. and North pearance at Nanaimo. 
will be round-robin with the against the tough North DeltaatS:45p.m. Theirfinal "However, I know the kids 
amea la off bet Shore Winter Club.. The game on Saturday the 30th will give their best nnd I'm extra g P Y " sure ' teams to Winter Club team is always has them taking on Fuller . ~ II .be rasdy.for a.~y ween the top two . f ., 
determincthachsmpien, good as only top hocliey Lakeatl0.1Sa.m. o the other teams, nesato. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
TERRAOE DOG GROOMING 
Professional Dog Grooming 
Individual Styll~-All Breeds 
~"lO TRANQUILIZERS USED" 
REASONABLE PRIOESl 
YOU'VE TR IED THE REST--NOW TRY THE BEST 
,JURE KOZLOWSKI 4906 GAIR 
Appointments Only --  Thank You BSO-IT|0 
--20 Years Experience - -
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLATION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER 
369.5TH AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE.  B .C ,  V2L  3K5 
BUS.  564 .1488 
RE5.  562 .2281 
sALWOOD 
~ABINETS 
(NOaIHERN) tlrD. 
FREE EST IMATES 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638.-8195 
ERING, 
NO, 
~IITORING OR 
14OTOCOPYINO 
SERVICI:S 
s.c. yea ws 
Tonraoe Eleotronio Repairs Ud. 
SERVING TERRAOE | KmilAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warranty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
" ": " "'~"~" Sylvanfil . i: '/. '~ . . . . .  
MON~:- SAT. 8 a.m. -S p.m.  ' 
4623 Lakalne e~4S43 
iiJ i i i 
"BOOK NOOK" 
Buy, Sell & Trade Used Pocket Bneks 2 fur 1 
We have a good selection of Hard Covered Books. 
~ ....... Open New Location 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C- ~, , "~ 
10-6Tue. - Thu.- Sat. 
8211Kalum ' 10-gFridey 
PHONE 03n.3092 
BARNEY'S SHOES & REPAIR 
HARNESS AND SHOES REPAIR 
SHOE BALe8,  WORK BOOTS AND LOGGER BOOT REPAIRO 
SkatoSharpming 
2907 CLARK in'. TERRACE. B.C. 
GLACIER 
L o."~ 4418 Legion Avenue 
~ Terraoo; B.O. 
(O°~ A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
"DINGLE DAN'S TOWING" 
RadioPhone 
copp~ 
IR0~ 
Phone 
635-2948 
3923 Simpson Cresant 
GO-O~1:~. "~1~ 0 0 "0~1~4 rll/E 
ICBC AUTO 
Insurance 
4617 Greig 635-5232 
MR. BUSINESSMANI 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
I 
I II I I  I 
. . . .  
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
OPEN I A .M.  - 9 P .M.  Mon.-Thur.  
$ A.M, - 3 A.M. F rMay  & Sat.  
Sun. 1O A.M. - 9 P.M.  
Take Out orders 
4642 La zelle 635-5332 
I 
In !l Satellite Vinyl II Custom Furniture • Auto & Marine Upholstery • Vinyl Repair. Van Conversion Accessories • R.V. Supplies J VISITORS "~- . 
Boattopplng & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops - WELCOME ORDE RD. 
Headliners • Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet. V.W. Seats [I 
recovered In original color and material, front & back 
$225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Co¢'vetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 HALLIwELL 
I I 
0all us at 63§-6357 9 to 5 
J iiY herald S P 0 RTS 
with Chris Porter 
Whitecaps on the rise 
people outside the hard ..~. re 
soccer fraternity which nas, 
always existed in Van-  
C~UVer. 
"it'll never werk," was the 
argument agalmt he team. 
"Only etlmic greups will 
'attend and there are not 
enough of them to make it ! 
pay." 
The team's first few years 
in the league nearly proved 
the skeptics right. So'so 
performances tngether with 
crowds of about 8,000 at 
Empire Stadium were all too 
common-  
Then the Whitecaps made 
a very smart move. They 
convinced John Best to giw 
up bis Job as Geaa'~ 
Manager M the sueeenaful 
Seattle Sounders francldsa 
and move to Vanceuver. 
Since then the team's 
fortunes have risen like a hot 
mining stock. One of Bcet's 
first moves was to hire Tony 
Waiters as head coach and 
together this shrewd pair 
has built and also ran into a 
legitimate contender. 
Last season their labors 
began to bear fruit. A 24-6 
record gave the Whitecaps 
the best winning percentage 
of any pro team In B.C. in 20 
years. And the fans- not just 
those who were raised on the 
game in the U.K. and Europe 
When Percy Williams sat 
off by steamer for the 1928 
Olympics in Amsterdam, 
jast aheut everyone said that 
a sweep of the sprints by a 
virtual unknown could not be 
done. Williams did it. 
And when a one-time 
Vancouver newsboy named 
Jimmy McLarnin first put on 
a pair of boxing gloves few 
believed he would punch his 
way to a World Cham- 
pionship during the 1930's. 
But McLarnin, like Williams 
did it. 
The British Columbia 
Sports Hall of Fame and 
Museum is full of stories 
such as these, where grim 
determination and talent 
kave c~urred individuals and 
teams k, greatness, 
It's even happenir,~ day 
right in our ow~. hackyard, 
specifically with the Van- 
cancer Whitecaps of the 
North American Soccer 
League, Preparing for the  
1979 season, the team is on 
the threshold of greatness 
coming off its most snc- 
cassful season ever in 1978. 
But the Whitecaps' for- 
tunes were not always as 
rooey. When club president 
Herb Capozzi and a group of 
sperta-minded businessmen 
formed the team in 1974 they 
were met with skepticism by 
Buyers . . .  
don't miss this 'Spring & 
Summer' Buying Event. 
Vancouver 
• Spr ing  
G i f t  Show.  
A wor ld  o f  exc i t ing gi f t  i tems,  
f rom gemstones  and prec ious  meta ls  
to housewares  and  novel t ies ,  and  
everyth ing  in between.  Kn i t ted  
goods ,  e lec t ron ics ,  carv ings,  s to re  
f i x tures . . ,  i t ' s  all here ,  fo r  your  
peak  buy ing  t ime.  
WIN A ZENITH COLOUR T.V. 
* For  Gi f t  Show Buyers .  
* See  deta i l s  a t  the  Show.  
* T ,V .  supp l ied  by  
GRANTS T.V. 
4889 E. HASTINGS,  BURNABY 
29/ -66~$ 
STRICTLY FOR THE TRADE. 
NO CONSUMERS. NO CHILDREN 
OF ANY AGE WILL BE ADMITTED. 
EXHIBITION PARK 
SHOWMART &POOD BL I )GS .  
VANCOUVER 
JANUARY 7,8,9,  19Y9 
I 
lh)urs: Sunday 10 am-8 pm, Monday . 
IO am-9 pm, Tuesday I0 am-6 pm 
--squeezed into Empire 
Stadium all season long. 
Next season looks even 
hatter. Best and Waiters 
know they can't sit still 
because other teams in the 
league will improve as well. 
But already before the New 
Yea'r, they've signed two 
extremely outstanding 
players from the U.K. 
Best, in fact, calls the 
signing of English In-  
te rsat ioua l  striker Trevor 
Whymark "the most 
significant in our history," 
and he is equally delighted 
about newly-signcd Evertun 
~!~dor._ Beger Kenyon, 
A large part of the credit in 
signing this pair, adds the 
Whi tecaps '  Genera l  
Manager, has to go to the 
team's performance last 
season .  
Whvmark and Kenyon 
wanted to play for the 
Whitecaps because of the 24- 
6 record which created a lot 
of publicity in Britain this 
year. Backing this up, Best 
• says that now U.K. teams 
are signing NASL players on. 
loan. 
When the Whitecaps first 
began play, the oppnaite was 
the case where the team had 
to "beg" British and 
European players to spend 
their off.seasen here in B.C. 
Times have certainly 
changed. As the Whitecaps 
opened their first season 
many said it couldn't he 
done. 
But now the Whitecaps are 
doing it and no doubt Percy 
Williams and Jimmy 
McLarnin, both original 
members of the British 
Columbia Sports Hall of 
Fame & Museum, would find 
a quiet chuckle in that, 
New guidelines 
OTTAWA - New 
guidelines covering the 
staging of major national 
and interaatioual amateur 
aport events in Canada, 
approved recently by the 
f~eral cabinet, call for tha 
organizing body requesting 
governmental ssistance to 
give notice of its intentions to 
the Fitness and Amateur 
wSp~talfareBraneh of Health and 
Canada up to five 
years prior to the event. 
In making the new 
' guldlines public, the 
Honourable loon Cam. 
pngnolo, Minister of State, 
Fitness and Amateur Sport, 
pointed out the difficulties of 
the ad hoe nature of direct 
and indirect federal finan- 
cial involvement in past 
years. 
"it became increasingly 
clear tin'ongh the years that 
an established procedure to 
obtain advance approval for 
federal assistance was 
needed," Mrs. Campagnolo 
said. "The new set of 
guidelines will determine 
support for future major 
amateur spurt events, 
consistent with the federal 
interest." 
The Minister pointed out 
that major international nd 
national sport events hosted 
in Canada would coutinne to 
become more and more a 
part of the Canadian mosaic 
and that there would be a 
continuing requirement for 
tri-level government in- 
volvement 'in these ac- 
tivitiee. Advance planning, 
the Minister added, will 
provide an opportunity for 
thorough review, thus 
eliminating last minute 
requests and subsequent 
pressures. 
In future years, the degree 
of interest shown by each 
level of government will 
affect he amount at support 
provided by them. Under 
normal conditions, the 
federal government would 
strive to achieve, at the 
earliest possible date, a cost- 
sharing agreement with the 
provincial and municipal 
governments involved. 
Moreover, the benefits to 
accrue to Canada in hosting 
a major amateur sport event 
and the ability of the 
organizing authority to 
exercise proper control and 
accountability will be 
essential factors prior to a 
recommendat ion  for  
financial support. The 
organizing authority will be 
requried to supply the 
federal government with 
data at the time of 
notification to substantiate 
these qualifications. 
Clair dumped 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Frank 
Clair, who coached Ottawa 
Rough Riders to three Grey 
Cup victories and was their 
general manager for two 
other national cham- 
pionships, was removed 
Thursday as the team's 
general manager. 
Clair told a news con. 
terence he was bitterly 
disappointed that after 22 
years with the Ottawa club, 
he was offered a demotion as 
New Oourse Offering 
ART 101-3 DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS I 
A course in which the student isintroduced to various techniques, kills, and 
the theory of design, Basic design techniques, composition, and the 
development ofdesign are studied in relation to nat . ,  gesmetrienl form, 
and man.made form, 
Instructor: Dave Comfort 
Begin.: 
Monday, January 8, 1979 at 7:00 p.m. 
Place: 
Room I03A - Administration Building 
Northwest Community College 
Sp131 Mccuuneli Avenue, Terrace 
Tuition: $25.50 
Art 101-3 can be taken for either University transfer credit or for general 
interest / 
w 
For more information call Norm Webster 625-6511 
NORTNWEST 
OOMMONITY 
00LLEGE 
vice-president in charge of 
recruiting. He is being 
replaced as general man- 
ager by Jake Dunlap, now a 
vice-president who formerly 
played under Clair as a 
lineman in Toronto in the 
early 1956s. 
Clair said he felt he had 
been undermined by Dunlap 
and added, "I thought his 
• could never happen." 
Clair's departure raises 
the possibility et head coach 
George Brancato also 
leaving Riders. Brancato 
has said ha was interested in 
becoming eneral manager 
when Clair left. He said ha 
would be looking for another 
job if someone besides 
himself was made general 
manager after Clair. 
Brancato is in New York 
City and unavailable for 
comment. 
Clair came to Ottawa in 
1956 as coach at a time when 
the Riders faced a dismal 
future. 
Under Clair, Ottawa never 
'missed the Eastern Con- 
ference playoffs and won 
Grey Cups in 1963, 1968 and 
1969. 
He became general 
manager in 1970 and Riders 
won the Grey Cup in 1973 and 
1976. They were edged by 
Montreal Alouettes in the 
eastern final this season. 
Clair told reporters 
Thursday he was called to a 
meeting earlier in the day by 
club president Allan Waters 
and executive vice-president 
Terry Kielty~ 
• "They asked me to resign 
as general manager and take 
a job as vice-prenident in
charge of recruiting,,, said 
Clair. 
Clair said it took him only 
a few seconds in refuse the 
offer, although e said "the 
sakry was good," 
I was sh~ked that tiffs 
could happen," said Oh.l.. 
"My record was g~l,  , '~ '"  
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SUFFER8 BAD FALL' 
' I rwin out unti l  January 
VAL GARDr~NA, Italy 
(CP) -- Dave Irwin of 
Thunder Bay, Ont., suffered 
a bad fall Thursday af- 
ternonn in a training run for 
weekend's World Cup 
downhill race and will not ski 
again competitively until 
January at the earliest. 
Irwin lost his balance as he 
landed on top o~ the last of 
three bumpa in the middle of 
the course, suffering a con- 
cueslon, an injury to his arm 
and his hand and 
aggravating a knee i6jury. 
"I was out for about 10 
minutes," Irwin said later, 
as he limped around his hotel 
room." I didn't have any 
idea that I was in trouble, but 
I was .going very fast 
because I had come through 
the upper parts of the course 
perfectly. 
It's ton bad. Every time 
I'm ready to ski again 
something seems to hap- 
pen." 
Irwin fell at Wengen, 
Switzerland, in January uf 
1976, only weeks after a training accident when 
winning a World Cup calcium deposits formed on 
downhill at Schladming, his thigh. 
Aontda. Irwin spent several 
weeks in~ Swiss hospital as 'Last weekend at 
a result of head injuries Sebladmlng, despi~etarting.. 
suffered in that ndslmp, and 39th, Irwin finished scream, 
thenmissed l~t season after Joining three other 
Cutler wins 
fifth title 
• TORONT-O (CP) -  Dave 
Cutler of Edmonton E~dmos 
won his fifth Canadian 
Football League scoring title 
in six years in 1978 with 167 
o~ints, the CFL announced in 
iclal statistics released 
Thursday. 
The Edmonton place- 
kicker's total was the third- 
highest in CFL history, 
surpassed only by his own 
record 1~5 points scored last 
year and the 169 he ran up in 
1975. 
Cuuor barely topped ~.o 
other Western Footban 
Conference kickers this 
season. Cyril McFall of 
Calgary Stampeders had 163. 
points and ~ Passaglla of 
British Columbia Lions had 
159. Bornie Rucff of Winni- 
peg Blue Bombe~ was 
fourth with 144. 
The Eastern Conference 
leader was rookie John Hay 
of Ottawa Rough Riders, 
fifth over-all with 136 points. 
Canadians who placed in the 
top lo. 
Ken Read of Calgary and 
Dave Murray of Abbot~ord, 
B.C., were one-two in the  
race while Steve Podbornid 
of Toronto finished ninth, 
Read had another ex- 
cellent day in training 
Thursday, finishing first en 
his second run with a time c/ 
two minutes 9.92 secmde. He 
was fifth on the first run, won 
by perennial downhill 
champion Franz Kinmmer 
c~ Anstrla. 
Murray was fourth and 
seventh in training Thursday 
and Pedboraki was sixth and 
30th. 
"Our results are an in- 
dication that we are in ex- 
cellent form going into the 
two races this weekend," 
said Canadian coach John 
Ritehie. "This course is 
extremely fast and difficult. 
"There is a lot of air time 
because of three huge bumps 
and because of a lack of 
snow, the course is rough. 
Off to Pr 
George" 
These tWO rln~s WlU De O11 ~ ulaoys myers, ~econo umloro, tmru ~auy om~y, 
to Prince George for the Dot Bartlett, and lead secondAdeleMobn, andlead 
• Ladies District Dorothy Mercer. The ladies Rose Thomas. Prince 
playdewms to he held there rink in the bottom photo had George winners will C~amli~. 
January 5th, 6th, towina3rinkClubplayoffto f r the Provincial - 
and 7m. 'l~e sensor Ladles qualify .for the District pionships to be held in 
rink, in the top photo, con. Playdewne. They are, from Burnaby in February. 
elsie of Skip Norah Jacques, left to right, skip Joan 
/ 
f 
Brewed for e.xtm flavour, extra smoothness  and  extra taste 
satlsyactJon, John Lobatt's Extra Stock is our newest  p remlum 
quality product. You'll flnd it smooth and mellow going down.  
• FoundedlNJ,oh_nLubattln 1828, andsIJllowned,~, 
Canadians, Labatt s is proud to Introduce John Labatt s F.xtm 
Stock. tt com  our years of qud. tty 
beer in Canada. It s truly someth ing  extra ...3or ourjrtenas.  
Smith, Read co-winners 
TORONTO (Cp) -- shooter Susan Nattraas of athlete even to win six gold 
Swimmer Graham Smith Edmonton; football player medals at any Com- 
' ronv Gabriel of Ottawa menwealth or British Em- 
i~h  Riders; auto racing pire Games. 
driver Gilles Vllleneave of 
Berthierville, Qua.; pen, At the world cbam' 
tathlete Diane Jones- pioeahips in West Berlin, 
Konlhowski of Edmonton Smith set a world record of 
and Montreal Canadlens two minutes 3.65 seconds in 
hockey star Guy Lafleur, winning the 200-metre in- 
who won the Marsh Award dividual medley.He had 
lut,ycar, earlier briefly held the world 
Smith, a student at the record in the same event 
University of California at with a time of 2:05,31 set in 
Berkeley, was the first 1977. 
and World Cup skier Ken 
Read have been named Joint 
winners of the Los Marsh 
Award ae Canada's athlete 
of the year for 1978, 
It we  the first time in the 
history of the award, first 
given in 1936 in honor of the 
late sports editor af the 
Toronto Star, that Joint 
wieners have been picked. 
The selection was made 
Thursday by a six-man com- 
mittee headed by ad. 
vertlsing executive Harry 
(Red) Foster. 
The Z)-year-old Smith led 
the Canadian swim team to 
victory at the Com- 
monwealth Games last 
A~gust. 
He won o record six gold 
medals at the Games and 
then set n world record while 
winning a gold medal at the 
world swimming cham- 
pionships. 
Read, a 23-year-old 
Culpry native, won World 
Cup downhill races Feb. 
llnat Chamonix, Prance, 
and Dec. 10 at Schladmlng, 
Austria. 
Others who ranked high in 
the voting were golfer Cathy 
Sherk of Fonthlll, Ont.; 
Team 
STOCKHOLM, Sweden 
(Reuler) -- 'Ed Johnstone 
and Bob Neely scored two 
goals each Thursday night o 
lead Team NHL to an 8-2 win 
over a Stockholm com- 
bination team before a 
crowd of 4,300. 
The squad, made up from 
31 players from IS National 
Hockey League teams who 
have either been used 
sparingly by the parent eam 
or playing in the minors, was 
never in danger after 
ing luOl~and a 3.0 flint period 
stretching it to 5-2 
after two. 
Tom Gorenee, Jean 
NHL victorious 
HameJ, Bobby Simpson and 
Jean Savard also tallied for 
' Ihe visitors. 
HOUSE 
SCORES 
MIDGET 
B.C.G.E.U. t Kalum Tire 0 
Kalum Electric 4 Moose 
Lodge 2 
BANTAM 
Ken Robinson 9 Kushner 
Trucking 4 
Sharpies Equipment 5 
Wedeene River 4 
Bear Creek 2 Gim's 2 
SWEET 
CHE  LP 
I.( )N(; I)IS I'AN( :E WEEKI".N I) RAI 'E  I'( ) M( )S I' I'1 .At ;I:.S IN II,.( :. 
B.C. Tel's weekend rate is i~ally cheap. , 
You e~m diul direct 012) to most places in B..(,. 
between 5 p.m. Friday ;rod 5 p.m. ~unday flU'.lUSt.. 
:~)¢ or less per minute. (Minimum ~.,hal~e '.2;~ ~,z call.) 
,~; give your sweathe'u~ a Hng this wt~,keno. 
And talk it tip whi]e i~ttes.~u~ down. 
Rate does not apply on t'811S worn 
hotel, motel or c~in t~lephones or to 
mine Northern points no~ .~lwed 
by B.C. Tel. 
TEL 
I I 
. . / .  . 
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,'*GENERAL FURNITURE STORES 
/ 
" '" ' " "  ""+" ........ ,:9.E.~:~VICE WHAT WE SELL SHOP IN CON~ ~[}~EN¢,~, ,, +:~':,~fi ~ ++,:, : , . ,  " . . . . .  ' " 
AND WE WiLL T BE UNDERSOLD 
I SATURDAY: 90% CANADIAN o..,sm s , , , . , . , , . o0 , .  
SUNDAY: : Mrnuuuu,oA e E :1,::.i: .  ,,...co..... , .  • iml~ l~=l l . '= ' l~  MONDAY to FRIgAY: 
10'00 AM - $:g PM 
SETTE RECORDER 
frO Wg ~ = ~ "  
~STEREOS 
~288 ~o f ro / I t  ® 
~o" CoLOUR T~ 
from ,'~i::~! +::i" ~i: +e 
MICROWAVE OVENS 
from ":'+~"+',+ ,..~ . . . . . . . .  +~ ¢~ ,, . . . .  ~'~ ~, /~:  t +, ~, 
~6,, CO~OuR ~V 
• ",+, "' ,¢  !, i!&, ~' ~i, ~:,, 
.... , , ,  ,+.,,, r+.-+~, i~ ;  
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE: ~,!0 
%+ i+, ,+ 
BEDROOM SUITES 
COFFEE TABLES 
I 
. - . -  
SOFA & CHAIRS 
BUNK BEDS 
HIDE-A-BEDS 
' I 
(& MATTRESSESI 
. . ' . ' , : . ' 
LAMPS 
.... O IL  PAINTINGS 
NO PAYMENT 
BEFORE YEAR END 
PRINTS 
I 
/ 
UNTIL MARCH 1st 1979 
O.A.C. 
"No  CHARGE DEL IVERY ;~+ ...... L;++~",+ i~.~=~:+.+:'~/~~,:E, .,+ ;:,, .~ .... PR INCE RUPERT • K IT IMAT • SMITHERS 
NEXT TO SKEENA MALL, TERRACE 636-4961 
I 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
all h SECOND SECTION 
Few turkeys going cheap 
Supermarkets' in Ontario 
ithat are selling Christmas 
turkeys at lower prices than 
they were in late November 
are pricing them far below 
wholesale, say industry 
spokesmen. 
But a Cress-Caunda 
Survey by The Canadian 
Press conducted ina variety 
supermarkets Wednesday 
and Thursday showed that 
turkey prices elsewhere in 
Canada were unchanged 
from checks made two 
weeks ago. 
The nine-city survey was 
dune after it was learned 
Wednesday that several 
major Ontario chain stores 
had lowered l~ricas on Grade 
A basted and unbasted 
turkeys. 
Bruce McLellen, 
marketing manager for 
• United Co-operative 
Wholesalers in Peter- 
borough, Ont., said the 
market wholesale price 
hasn't changed in the last 
four weeks and that all the 
orders have been delivered 
to retailers. 
"The lower turkey prices 
In Ontario are consistent 
with what normally happens 
before Christmas," he said. 
"The chains advertise 
turkey at very attractive 
pr ices . "  ' 
, McLellan said that "it's 
'obvinm that some Canadian 
store operators have not 
elected to reduce the prices 
as some stores have done in 
Ontario." 
Agriculture Minister 
Eu~one Whelan said in the 
Commons on Wednesday 
turkey prices are down to 90 
cmis a pound from more 
tim-S1 a pound amonth ago. 
However, the survey in- 
dicated that stores in  
Toronto,, ilailfan, Ottawa, 
Montreal and St John's, 
Nfld., are selling turkeys 
weighing ..more than 20 
pounds for 96 and99 een~ 
per pound for Grade A frozen 
unbsated birds. 
Frozen Grade A unbsated 
un~eys weighing between lO 
18 poands, which One 
industry spokesmn says are 
favored by maw families, 
are priced between $1.18 and 
$1.35 per pound. 
l~m Zanutto, Ontario meat 
merchandisisg manager.for 
Dominion Storm Ltd., said 
Dominion is selling turkeys 
below cost. 
He said there is no point in 
comumera waiting until the 
last minute to buy their 
Christmas turkey became 
his store does not plan to 
lower the prices again before 
Dee. 25. 
McLellun said that in the 
past "a terrific number o~ 
comumers buy their turkey 
the first two weeks in 
December." 
He also cautioned shop- 
pera against holding out for 
lower prices closer to 
Chrismms because turkey 
comumption i  non-holldsy 
periods has increased 
Eeca--  o~ escalating beef 
prices. 
Zanutto said there has because of l n ~  con- 
been a "tight supply on aumption, "but there will 
regular Grade A turkeys" still be enough turkey for. 
I' 
"Wo don'! need to buy a ludcey, n'vo still got 
last year's Iohovors," 
ev•rYe  table tiffs Christmas." checks of prices of 
Grade A turkey bythe Found 
show: 
St. John's, Nfld:IO to 16 
pound basted $1.38 and over 
20 Founds $1.29. Ten to 16 
pounds unbanted $1.35 and 
over 20 pounds 96 cents. 
HdUu:Six to 15 paunds 
basted $1.~9. Six to 15 pounds 
unbasted $1.06 and over 20 
pounds 99 cents. 
MontreahSix to 16 Found 
basted $1.35 and over 20 
pounds$1.09. Six to 18 pounds 
unbasted $1.19 and over 20 
pounds 99 cents. 
Ottawa:Ten to 16 pounds 
basted $1.35 and over 20 
pounds $1.09. Ten to 16 
pounds unhastod $1.19 end 
over 20 pounds 99 cents. 
Tm'onto:'Under 14 pounds 
basted $1.38, over 20 pounds 
$1.18. Under 14 Founds tin- 
basted $1.18 and over 20 
pounds 96 cents. 
Winnipeg:Twelve to 16 
FoUnds basted 11.39, over 20 
Founds $1.35. Twelve to 14 
Founds unbasted $1.19 and 
over 20 pounds $1.15. 
Reglna:Ten to 20 Founds 
basted $1.35 and over 20 
Founds $1.35. Ten to 20 
Founds unbasted $1.25 and 
over 20 pounds $1.18. 
LINK 
NAROWAAf STOR~$ 
SATURDAY 
SUPER 
SAVERS 
SATURDAY ONLY 
. • ,• 
1 - Box por Oustomor. ~=: 
4oo 
GORDON l ANDERSOH LTD. 
4604 Lazslle 6354576 
Tues..Sat. - -  9 n.m. S:30 p.m. 
Pri .  - -  9 =.m. .  9 p .m.  
" YOUR " 
CHRISTMAS 
PAOIFIO NORTHWEST LARGEST SELEOTIOH OF 
NIT RE' v~s, Ro~, Sramore,,~z-~oy, ~.~er, FUR U • Skiar, Dielcraft, Knechtel-Peppler. 
APPL IANCES"  G.~., Ma.ytaa, Jena-Air, Moftst - Admiral 
• WhirzpooL 
T.V.: RCA, Paassonic, Toshiba, Eiectrehome 
) .  Pioneer, Technics, Kenwood 
This Weok'o Spoelal0: VlLAS: 
20" BCA [ Bedroom Furniture 
Color TV 20% 
OFF 
. . . .  . . , . .  . . . .  
FREE DELIvERY--SERVICE in. TERRACE-KITIMAT AREA. 
HOME FURNISHINGS Smitherg, B,O, 
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Edmontou:Under20 
pounds basted $1.25 and over 
20 pounds $1.09. Under 20 
pounds unbnated $1.~9 and 
over 20 pol~ds $1.19. 
Vancouver:Under 22 
Founds basted $1.97 and over 
20 pounds $1.29. Under 
Founds unbasted $1.20 and 
over 22 pounds $1.19. 
Hutterites to appeal 
decision on taxation 
CALGARY (CP) -- 
Lawyer John Mathcson el 
Edmonton, who is 
representing nearly 100 
Hutterite colonies of the 
DariusLeut sect, said 
Wednesday he believes there 
are grounds for appealing a 
Federal Court of Canada 
decision forcing the colonies 
to pay corporate taxes of 
about ~ million. 
In an interview, he said he 
intends to file a notice of 
appeal within 30 days. On 
Tuesday, Bishop Jacob Wurz 
said his church would fight 
the court decision. 
Mr. Jus t i ce  Patrick 
Mahoney of the federal court 
ruled Monday that the 
colonies must pay the cor- 
porate taxes for the years 
1966 to 1975. 
In his ruling, Justice 
Mahoney said the tax does 
not "in any way affect the 
ability of an individual 
member to practise his 
religion as he chooses." 
While Matheson said four 
colonies in Alberta and 
Saskatchewan are being 
used as test cases, the entire 
Darias.Leut sect is affected 
by the court decision. The 
Darius-Lent sect is one of 
three Hutterite groups in 
Canada. 
The groups, incorporated 
in 1951 by a special act of 
Parliament, paid no income 
tax for 10 years. 
Justice Mahoney rejected 
arguments of the Hutterito 
group that the colony is a 
charitable group. 
Chr le l tmnm 
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New Hard Cover Books for 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
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Quick-Silver Delivery 
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2nd Look is primarily a makeup studio in which we not 
only apply makeup to the customer, but also teach the 
, art of makeup. ! 
OUR OTHER SERVIOES 
inolude 
1. Ear Piercing 6. Wig Servicing & Cleaning 
~2.  Brow Arching 
3. Nudesse Hair Removal 7. Exclusive Fashion 
• 4. Facials Accessories ~) 
) 5. Wigs & I~elated 8. Elancyl Products for o 
Accessories ue,uiite _ 
10 % A00essories 
OF,  ,,,, 
, MAKE AN APPOINTMENT WITH A PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP ARTIST 
Aqnes Marn/ Bro./a Sonya 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
Perlect )'or the womon in your/(for 
I 
I 
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K ING 
(NBC) 
Journey to 
Adventure 
KING 
News 
Night 
Animals Talked 
Animal 
World 
Wild 
Kingdom 
Gong 
Show 
C.H.i.P.S. 
'Down 
Time' 
Cont'd. 
Lifeline 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Weekend" 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
KING 
News 
Saturday 
Night 
Live 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
SUNDAY 
CFTK 
(CB~.) 
Hockey 
Detroit at 
Toronto 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Saturday 
Night 
!Movie 
'The 
Night 
Of The 
Generals' 
Cent'd. 
Cent'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
National 
Prov. Affa~, ~ ,,~ ... 
Night Final . 
Late Show 
Late 
Show 
'The Big 
Month' 
§ p.m, to midnight 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Wide World 
of Sports 
Cunt'd. 
Cont'd. 
!News 
Hour 
Cont'd. 
Cent'd. • 
Grinch Stole 
i Christm~s 
Night Before 
Christmas 
i Academy 
~ Performance 
'The 
Winds 
Of Kitty 
Hawk' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Fantasy 
Island 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Late 
Show 
'The Red 
Tent' 
KCTS 
(PB$) • 
Here to 
Make 
Music 
Cont'd. 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Julia 
J Child 
Nova 
Cont'd. 
Cant'd. 
Cant'd. 
Life 
Around Us 
Fall & Rise 
Of Perrin 
Bermtein 
contd. 
l~nt'd. 
~ff~nt'd. 
i~Snt'd. 
~t'd.  
Cimt'd. 
Silent 
Night 
Saturday 
Movie 
'Breezy' 
Cout'd. 
~ont'd. 
Cont'd. 
I I  
Cont'd. 
cunt, d. 
Cont'd. 
; ' .._._i_~ 
7 _ i: 
8 14s 
Cont'd. Again' 
Religious 
Program 
~.nnVd 
Meet 
The Press 
KING, 
News 
Jack Patera 
Show 
How 
C°me? i i .~ . . ,~  
S. Pringle's 
Christmas 
Cunt'd. 
Cont'd. 
The Big " 
Event 
'The 
Winds 
Of Kitty 
Hawk' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
I Cont'd. 
a, V 
11i, ,= | News 
, V 
| Five Star 
I 'Marooned' 
I Contd. 
[ Contd. 
Music 
To See 
It is 
Written 
Hymn 
S~ 
Bugs 
Bunny 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Disney 
Cnat'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
Beachcombers 
Nature 
Of Things 
R. Liltle's 
Christmas 
:Carol 
Sunday 
Theatre II 
'McMillan 
and Wife: 
You Say' 
Question 
Period 
World 
Capital 
Comment 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd. 
Cant'd. 
Hardy 
Boys 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Battlestar 
Galactlca 
Cont'd. 
'Handel's 
Messiah' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Conl'd. 
Cant'd.. 
New England 
Christmas 
German 
Soccer 
Cont'd, 
Long 
Search 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Tutaakhamun's 
Egypt 
Simple 
Gifts 
Cont'd. 
Co nt'd. Contd. Contd. 
Adventures ~ Kaz Masterniece 
H IS .~ I Cont'd., I ~es~ I 
Marketplace [W-5 [ 
Cont'd, ICant'd. I Cont'd. 
Ombudsman [Cont'd. [ Cont'd. | 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Contd. . 
National [ CTV [Sundav E v ~  
Nation's Bus. [News I N~S . . . . . .  [ 
NighFt ins /  [News Hour I Sunday I 
Late Final Movie" i 
Late 
C o n t d . [  'Zardoz' IStyle' - 1' 
Cont'd. Cant'd. Cont'd.. , 
daniadown quilts 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd, 
4600 Lazelle 636-0676 
Store Hours: 
Tues ...Sal,. OB,m,.S,3Op,m,. 
Fdd,~ ?a.m,.gp.m; 
. . , - .  
Use of pesticides 
now under attack 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. 
(AP) -- Heavy use of 
pesticides in California, 
which supplies much of 
Canada's winter produce, Is 
under increasing attack and 
thestateplanz some changes 
next year but critics 
maintain these changes 
won't he enough. 
Ralph Lightstone, a 
spokesman for one group of 
critics, says he doubts the 
state food and a~'tcuRure 
department would buck the 
chemical companies which 
produce the pesticides. 
However, the department 
indicated in a four-v01ume 
report last October it is 
taking an increasingly 
stringent view o f  heavy 
pesticide use. 
• lake MacKenzie, chief (d 
the department's pesticide 
section, said new regulations 
next year will likely prompt 
"shifts in the patterns ot use 
on certain crops," such as,  
use of less toxic pe#ticlden. 
But he added: "I don't 
think we will he able to say 
this will in effect be a 20-per, 
cent reductlan in pesticides 
the first year and a further 
reduction the year after. You 
won't see such dramatic 
development." 
California currently, uses 
more than 250 million pounds 
of pesticides annually. 
California's agricultural 
industry is valued at some $9 
billion annually. It leads the 
country in production ot such 
crops as tomatoes, onions, 
grapes, carrots and 
strawberries. 
The food and agriculture 
department has been under 
increased pressure to ~ a 
more critical look at 
pesticide use in the light of 
new cancer esearch. 
Most c r i t i cs  and sup- 
porters  of current state 
policy are reported ready to 
recognize that Califomtu's 
pesticide program is the 
most stringent in the 
country. 
California Is the only state, 
for example, which has 
banned use  of the con- 
troversial pesticide DBCP, 
linked by studies to cancer 
and infertility. 
While growers remain 
irked by the DBCP ban, they 
are more worried whether 
the new regulations next 
year may sharply cut their 
pesticide use and thereby 
reduce crops. 
MacKenzie said the ream 
latiom will cover the who;e 
industry, from the moment a 
chemical company seeks 
state approval of a par- 
ticular pesticide to the 
handling of the pesticide in 
the field "to make sure the 
pesticide is used properly." 
Herb Fleming, chairman 
of the department's advisory 
grower group, warned, how- 
ever, that if the new rules 
are too stringent, " "you 
wouldn't have the variety 
and quantity" of food now 
available. 
"We have this problem in 
California agriculture that 
the rules and regulations 
continue to make us less 
competitive with the rest of 
the producing areas of the 
country," Fleming said. 
Ivan Smith, spokesman for 
Western Agr icu l tura l  
Chemicals Association, 
criticized the report's 
conclusions, saying' the 
dPocaeople who wrote the 
ment "do not have any 
experilze in agriculture." 
He said his group believes 
the report vastly 
overestimated pesticide me 
in California. 
"We still feel California 
has the best regulatory 
program probably in the 
world." 
Prairies pictured 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  A 
pictorial record of Prairie 
history, drawn from attics 
and private collections, is 
gradually taking shape at 
the University of Winnipeg. 
Originated by journalist- 
historian Eric Wells and 
researcher Them Cooke, the 
Western Canada Pictorial 
Index has already gathered 
lO,O0O photographs. 
"We want to record the 
evolutian of our society," 
says Wells. 
He wants the project to 
Provide material for use in 
classrooms, books, films and 
television. He also sees the 
"collection as 'a medium 
through which people can 
develop a feel for the past. 
To accomplkh these goals, 
he and Mrs. Cooke are 
assembling materials from 
attics and from the archives 
of families, governments 
and businesses. . . . .  / 
Sometimes, they assume 
the role of rescue workers, 
saving old photos and other 
materials from the garbage 
¢~ln. 
"Pictures disappear," 
says Wells, "We find places 
that have hurled out won- 
derful pictures just a few 
weeks before we got there." 
There also have been finds 
of material previously 
unavailable to the public. 
For example, they were 
given access to the archives 
of the Oblate Fathers which 
contained a wealth of plc- 
lures recording missionary 
antivity and life in early 
settlements. 
Mrs. Cooke and Wells also 
looked at material tn the 
Richardson archives, where 
they selected 700 pictures 
from about 2,5OO on the 
history of western aviation. 
Other sources have 
provided photographs of the 
H 0 T"I:O E 
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Free. for ONE month Courtesy of THE 
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development of northern 
Manitoba, old block 
engravings from Icelandic 
newspapers and historical 
penand-ink sketches. 
Meanwhile, the project's 
staff photographer has been 
busy with numerous photo 
assignments including 
monuments and war 
memorials in Winnipeg and 
gravestones and old chur. 
ches along the Red River, 
Wells and Mrs. Cooke, who 
first started assembling a 
photo c~,llectlon about 1O 
years ago, now are trying to 
improve collections in 
agr icul ture,  mi l i tary  
history, lifestyles and the 
Winnipeg general strike of 
1919. 
"We never turn anything 
down that's old," Wells says. 
When they are given ac- 
cess to photos, Wells and 
Mrs. Cooke select what they 
want. Their selections are 
photographed by the 
university's media services 
department, and the 
originals are returned. 
For a fee, the university 
will make prints or slides 
available to researchers and 
educationists. 
Wells hopes the material 
eventually will be used in 
classrooms throughout 
Western Canada and 
perhaps in the United States 
, aS. well.~. . . . .  
SnOw.don 
marr ies  
again 
LONDON (AP) -- Lord 
Snowdon, whose 18-year 
marriage to Princess 
Margaret ended in divorce 
and a blaze of publicity, will 
marry his steady companion 
of four years here Friday. He 
said he looks forward to "a 
life of quiet happiness." 
Snowdon, 48, a 
professional photographer, 
announced Thursday he will 
marry Lucy Lindsay.Hogg, 
an attractive 37-yearold 
divorced television re- 
searcher, in the Kensington 
Register Office only a few 
blocks from Kensington 
Palace where the princess 
lives. 
"We both look forward to a 
life of quiet happiness like 
any other family and intend 
to carry on our respective 
careers," Snewdon said in a 
statement. 
Neither Princess 
Margaret, 48, nor the two 
teen-aged children from her 
marriage to Snowdon will 
attend the civil ceremony, 
said the Press Association, 
the British domestic news 
agency which has a reporter 
accredited to royal court 
circles. 
Princess Margaret and the 
children-Viscount Liuley, 
17, and Lady Sarah Arm- 
strongJones, 14--decided 
after consultation with 
SnowdOn "that they will not 
attend to avoid possible 
press publicity," the news 
agency said. 
Snowdon and his bride-to. 
be, whose four-year, 
childless marriage to fihn 
producer Michael Lindsay. 
Hegg was dissolved in 1971, 
have worked together on two 
British television films. 
"We may work together in 
the future but there are no 
immediate plans to do so," 
Snowdon said. 
Snowdon, born Antony 
Armstreng.Jonos and given 
an earldom upon his 
marriage to Princess 
Margaret in 1960, has kept 
close and friendly ties with 
the Royal Family since the 
couple's, separation was 
announced March 19, 1976. 
During the separation, 
Princess Margaret was 
frequently seen in the 
company of Roddy 
Llewellyn. 
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YOU are seriously interested 
n the overall energy situa- 
ion in Canada, you may well 
e a bit confused. Opinions 
nge f~om outright optimism 
hopeless gloom and doom. 
s usual, the truth lies ~)me- 
where in between. 
Canada has always been rich in 
ener~ resources. But it is true 
that our enormous and growing de- 
mand is beginning to outstrip 
available supply and oil imports are 
increasingly costly. At the same 
time, just the basic business of get- 
ting the energy from its source 
of supply, converting it to useable 
form and bringing it to where 
it is needed costs more and more 
each year. And, of course, search- 
ing for and developing new 
resources i extremely costly. 
That, in the simplest possible 
terms, is Canada's overall 
energy position. Now, still keeping 
to basics, here are short explana- 
tions Of where we stand on specific 
enerk.w resources. 
OIL-OUROWN 
AND IMPORTED 
Oil, right now, is our most critical 
energy problem. We rely on it for 
450/0 of our energy and the avail- 
have to deveh)p new and difficult 
rosomues such as the heavy oils 
and oil sands. 
While the oil sands deposits are 
huge, the available supply is 
small. Oil has to be separated from 
sand in huge plants.The newly- 
opened Syncrude plant cost over 2 
billion dollars, yet will supply 
only 7 per cent of Canada's daily oil 
mquh'emenLq. Further develop- 
ment will be slow and costly. 
Exploration for oil in the Arctic 
and other frontier egions is 
also expensive.And if major oil finds 
are made there the cost.s of pro- 
duction will he high. 
As you are aware, the prices of 
oil are higher now. And that's 
been a necessary change to assure 
that he more expensive oil sources 
can be developed. These projects, 
such as the Syncmde plant, 
wouldn't be possible without he 
higher prices authorized by 
federal and provincial governments. 
NATURAI GAS ': ''• 
Natural gas accounts for 18% of ' 
Canada's total energy consump- 
tion. Recent exploration successes 
in Western Canada and the 
Arctic Islands have resulted in a 
brighter outlook for gas than 
NUCLFAR POWER 
Canada has designed and Imilt the 
world-famous CANDU nuclear 
power eactors for electricity, and 
has substantial uranium deposits 
for them.These CANDU reactors 
are based on a Canadian concept 
which uses natural uranium as the 
fuel while heavy water m(~lerates 
the fission process. An advantage 
of nuclear power is that it would 
take less than 250 grams (about ~ 
pound) of uranium to produce 
enough electricity fi)r the average 
Canadian household fi,r one 
year. At present, nuclear power 
contributes about 2% of our 
total energy, hut about 270/0 of the 
electricity consumt~l inOntario. 
While nuclear plants require a
very large initial investment, 
their delivered energy costs are 
competitive with other energy 
• sources.The 10 to 12 yc~ar lead time 
for planning and construction is 
similar with that fi)r fossil electric 
plants. However, the potential of 
nuclear power, as with other energy 
sources, must be balanced 
against the social, economic and 
environmental impacts of its 
generation. 
CANADIAN COAL 
Canada has ahundant coal deposiL~, 
most of which are fi)und in the 
West and the Maritime provinces. 
Major markets are in Central 
Canada, however, and this means 
high transportation costs. At 
the present time coal supplies 
ahout 9°/0 of total energy demands 
in Canada, of which 3.60/0 is 
fi'om Canadian mines.The rest is 
imported from the U.S. 
The conversion of coal to a gas 
or liquid fuel is an exciting 
area of research that promises to 
increase its potential s a sodrce 
of energy. But coal gasification 
and liquefaction are not expected 
to have an impact on produ~ion 
until the late 1980s. ~ 
An example of a con tyvjlporary 
use for coal is the co-oper',~l ~'Dn 
between Nova Scotia ambNew 
Brunswick and the fedend.govern- 
ment in the development~f 
local coal for use as a replacement 
fiw oil in generating electricity. 
FUEl, FROM BIOMASS 
Modem science has a new term. 
Bi,mass ccmversion, that means 
the use of wood and organic mate- 
rials to produce nergy. Bacteria 
that work on organic materials pro- 
duce a gas that, when collected, 
can be used as a source of energy, 
or the biomass can simply be 
burned as fuel. The possibilities 
are extensive, specially inforestry. 
Research on improved 
methods of collecting and convert- 
ing the biomass i  necessary 
in order to expand its role as a fuel 
source. But it may contribute 
as much as 70/0 of our total energy 
within a decade.A new federal 
program will assist forest industry 
finns to convert their plants to 
use fiJrest wastes as fuel. 
SOLAR ENERGY 
Solar energy offers possibilities 
fi)r widespread use across Canada. 
However, introduction of solar 
technology will be a gradual pro- 
cess. It will not transform the 
energy situation overnight. Popular 
enthusiasm for solar heating 
often tends to outrun current 
technical and economic realities. 
There's till a lot of industrial 
development and testing to be 
done to improve the efficiency and 
decrease the cost of solar, home 
heating. 
on fi~mign oil. The federal govern- 
ment, in co-operation with the 
provinces and private industry, is 
supporting increased research 
and development of hese and other 
renewable energy forms. 
YOUR PART IN 
ANSWERING THE 
ENERGY PROBLEM 
Energy security depends on all of 
us. If 23 million Canadians each 
do their part to help conserve the 
energy we have, we're bound to 
save a large amount. This will be 
vital in keeping our oil imports, 
and the cost to the nation, to a safe 
level in coming decades. And it 
simply makes ense to save energy. 
When it comes to replacing 
today's barrel of oil tomorrow, the 
production cost will be several 
times as high. 
Per capita, Canadians use more 
energy than any other nation. 
Do we really need to use so 
much ?The potential for cut- 
ting waste is large. Do your part 
and you'll be saving money 
for yourself and for the nation. 
And you'll be helping assure 
Canada more secure future. 
able supply from Canada's existing for oil. In fact, natural gas may be 
resources can no longer meet vital as a replacement fuel for oil 
national demands. About one-third However, in some places in 
of the oil we use is imported. It is Canada, gas is not readily available 
increasingly costly and there is as a fuel. Pipelines will have tobe 
always arisk ofhavifigitreduced = :extendedt°sei'vicethesemarlmts" 
More high-cost explorationis. 
, '$ .. 
There's also a need for laws to 
protect the owner of a solar heated 
house against assessment prac- 
tices or shade which could render 
his solar investment uneconomic. 
A new federal programwill 
encourage establishment of a 
!ONC   SENER ! 
I SI  mN, SEND mR l 
i "ANSWERS TO YOUR I. 
ENER6Y QUESTIONSY ] 
I FREE. i 
in an emergency. still necessary. Development of I ~ ' strong Canadian solar equipment 
ue r ntnt I extremely difficult and costly. Wc Between 1978 and 1983, the federal [ should seek opportunities to ~,mvernment willpurchase sub- Name 
improve gas transportation s.vs- stantial amounts of Canadian solar 
terns, including an extension equipment for federal buildings 
of the natural gas pipeline ast of under a program known as PUSH. 
Montreal. ' (Purchase and Use of Solar 
Heating.) Address 
Solar cells can capture and [ 
Electricity is a versatile premium we saw in the operation of space- | 
energy, particularly suitable for craft. At the moment, however, the I City. 
high-performance work such cost of solar electricity would be | 
lighting and driving motors, far higher than hydro electricity. • Pro~: 
In Canada teday, water gener- k ~,  • , 
In 1977, the gross amount that 
went out of Canada s a result 
of buying foreign oil was 3 billion 
dollars- that's 8480 per family 
per year. 
Increasing world demand on 
foreign oil sources could meat~ 
that, in future, they will be unable 
to produce nough oil to meet 
world demand. Canada can't afford 
to become over.dependent o  
foreign oil. We have given a com- 
mitment to hold imports in 
1985 to one-third of our oil demand, 
or 800,000 barrels aday, which- 
ever is less. 
If we do not conserve what we 
have, and develop our own 
resources or fred alternative 
supplies, we will be in an increas- 
ingly high-risk position. We 
ated power supplies more than 70 
per cent of our electricity, or 
about JA of our total energy.The 
great advantage ofhydro power 
is that it is a renewable source 
of energy. However, many suitable 
hydro sites in Canada have already 
been developed or are too remote 
to be developed economically. 
Thermal generation supplies the 
other 300/0 of our electricity but 
burning fossil fuels for electricity 
creates a large energy waste factor. 
So, in the future, as the 
country's electrical demands con- 
tinue to grow, hydro power will 
account for a progressively smaller 
portion of the total and more elec- 
tricity will come from such sources 
as coal, nuclear energy and forest 
wastes. But conserving electricity 
helps save dollars for the individ- 
ual as well as the country. 
K, [ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I OTHER RENEWABLE 
SOURCES 
The wind and the tides are two old- 
fashioned but appealingpotential . 
sources of energy. Windmills were 
in use hundreds of years ago. 
Modern windmills, some of novel 
design, are being developed in
Canada nd abroad. They are main- 
ly suital)le, at present, inremote 
areas with high prevailing winds. 
In the Maritimes. energy from 
the Bay of Fundy tides may, in the 
fi)reseeable future, be developed 
fi~r the rekdon.This could he impor- 
tant in an area heavily dependent 
i Postal C.de__ 
I 
i Write to: 
[ EnergyAnswer~ 
6th Floor 
580 Booth Stree 
Ottawa, Ontario 
I K1A 0E4 
L mmmm* ~mm ~ 
l e Energy, Mines and Energle, Mines et 
Resources Canada Ressources Canada 
# 
? 
: ? 
Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-dey Saints has issued 
the following message for 
Christmas, 1978: 
"When the angel of the 
Lord declared to the 
shepherds in the fields of 
Judea, 'Fear not: for behold, 
I bring you good tldin~ of 
great joy, which shah he to 
all people,' he sent a 
message of hope and truth 
resounding through the 
centuries to Our day .  
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• I ' " CH I ' "11 ' L 
• FROM THE CHUR .BI e stl A Christmas message mg we 
.President Speneer W. sell I I  
Kimball, Prophet of the 
"For unto you is born tam and aU manJdnd may be 
day in the city of David a influenced and blessed by 
Saviour, which is Christ tbe the • Divine Sou of God SlebrenA.v,mbaIlen whichwehavesaliWeooed. 
Bat Jesus was a Gift of God 
desperately needed. And this' 
Gift of God has changed our 
world forever! This change 
will especially be ex-' 
perlenced by those who publkl~d New International 
.recognize their need for Him 
Lord. (Luke 2:8-11) whese birth we celebrate at 
"If our Christmas this Christmastlme. 
year is to reflect the "Let us each individually 
sacredness of that first and with our families 
Christmas, we, too, must reverently bring the 
know and declare the Divine teachings of the scriptures 
Sonship of Jesus Christ. into our daily living. They 
"This Chebinms and each proclaim that the right way 
day in the New Year before is to believe in Christ and 
us, let us talk of Christ, deny him not, andteworsNp " 
preach of Christ, and pray to Him with allour might, mine 
God in the name of Christ, in and strength, and our whole 
mxlar that we. our children, soul. (Book of Mormon, II 
re  nw . 
EXPRESS 
(tSI-3IIO) 
Pared Piokup & hliv!r ! 
I I  I I I l I I l I I l l l l  I I I  l l  I I 
Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs-- Recliners-- End Tables-- 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
I I I l l  i l a I I I I ~ I I I I I a I I O  
Dis t r i c t  o f  Ter race  On ly  
Nepal 25:23-~9) 
"If we will do these things, 
we then wW eagerly and 
grate_f~,, Join in the Joyful 
anthem, Glory to God in the 
ghi~hest' and on earth peace, 
will toward men.' that 
filled the heavem at the birth 
of Jesus Chrbt, Then we will 
contemplate the conduct of 
our lives and mend our ways 
where needed so that, in- 
deed, the premised peace 
and good will of Chrtslmas 
may be ours now and 
forever. 
"That all mankind may do 
so and rejoice in the 
redemptive mission of Jesus 
Christ is my fervent 
Christmas prayer and 
blessing." 
Who needs to he reminded 
In this time of year that It is a 
~time to give? Catalngue after 
sales catalogue is being 
slipped through the deer slot 
or tucked inside the daily 
newspaper. Everybody Is 
heing reminded whore the 
best bargains are and where 
.the most appropriate 
may he obtained. The whole 
matter of Sift-aivi~ or gift 
exchanging becomes nn 
inereasingly frenzied ac- 
tivity as the day of Dee. 
approaches. And even mace 
suddenly than it approaches, 
the frenzy of gifts and 
Christoms pass foe another 
year, and an almost eerie 
vacuum isleft. How different 
from the great Gift which 
'was given by God in the 
ceming of His San to the 
world. 
There is one thing whleh is 
.very different about he 
of God's on. He was not sent 
into. the world as one more 
dispensable gift to be 
forgotten as soon as thi, 
seamm of the year passed. 
He was not sent into the 
world as one more gift for 
and have committed their 
lives to Him. 
~t  when Jesus came to 
save the world and call men 
and women to faith in Him, 
He also called them to new 
life. ~dvation is restoration 
lt~n theeld lifo to tbe now in 
Him. Christ also placed 
content in that new We. 
Salvation ot only evidences 
itself in a doctrinal belief 
about Him, but it  will par- 
ticularly evidence itself in 
men and women reborn to 
new life: a life evidenced in 
the obedience to which Old 
Testament prophets con- 
stantly called Israel. 
The Old Testament 
~phets frequently spoke of 
abuses of a people who 
had become goalies. And 
godlessness Is often 
evidenced first by the many 
injustlceu of which the 
prophets spoke: oppress!ou 
of the employee, epprens|on 
F * the widow, of the orphan. 
and the stranger (Malachi Help ight of 
S:6). The cry of the prophet 
Amos sud others was  to 
RESPIRATORY f ot =..tins of 
worship until "real worship" 
• r i m s ^ e =  co=, ,  about in to day 
I~ I~ J I I I '~L -  Ills, "Let Jwtlce roll down 
USE CHRISTMAS SEALS l ike waters, and righteousness like an 
overflowing stream", says 
Amos. The p-ropnet l~icah 
says: "What does the Lord 
require of  you but to de 
justice, and to love kindness, 
and to walk humbly with 
your God". 
God sent the Gift of His 
Son, whose birth we 
celebrate, to save people 
from their sins, that ,.hey 
might be reborn to a life 
which manifests l~eff in the 
desires, concerns, and deeds 
to which the Old Testament 
prophets constantly called 
their people. Tale worship, 
theu~h much more, is cer- 
tainly nothing less. Through 
the power d Christ, we have 
received the power of His 
Spirit to exercise such 
obedience. This obedience, 
as called for by the prophets, 
can mdy but call the at- 
tention of others to the 
beauty of life as lived by 
those who are inChrisL And 
then the lasting sl~dflcance 
ot Jusas' coming among men 
will be seen as the Great 
Gift. May our ministry to 
others, also particularly the 
needy and oppressed in this 
sesa~, be evidence that we 
have recW~nized and uc- 
cepted the true Gift of 
Christmas. May the love 
Christ be reflected through 
His pesple to others. He, who 
is ready to give of himself.to 
others, will reflect the 
~m~nG ce of the ete'sal Gift, 
reatest Gift that the 
world has ever known. 
EDMONTON (CF) -- 
David Reimer sold 1,800 
of the Good News 
B~l~? in September and 
October alone. The recently- 
Version sold more than 85o 
copies in four wcek .s-~.. d
the Christmas rush is stm to 
come. 
The healthy sales are part 
of what some local book 
dealers say is a religions- 
book boom. 
Reimer, manager of the 
Canadian Bible Society 
outlet and a YA*ycer veteran 
of the trade, says his, sales 
areexpected to top $1 million 
this year. 
The society's shelves 
cover the whole specirum of 
Christian literature, with 
brisk sales in the writings of 
Malcolm Mnggeridge, C.S: 
Lewis, William Barclay and 
theolog ica l  referenc~ 
hedm--inereasingly berg 
bought by laymen. 
At the Inside Story 
bookstore, one eager 
shopper recently spent ;a00 
and found gifto for everyone 
on his Christmas list. 
The burgeoms 
charlman~ movemant has 
helped sole, too. 
"They'll devour auyt i~ 
we've got on healln&" says 
Mary Prodder of Uulvmud 
Church Supplies. . 
Most of his clientele are 
from..the Roman Catholic 
and Eastern rite sector of the. 
community, 
I i i 
 RLgr  SERVICES 
Celebrate Christmasat he Church Your 
' " ' ' - ' ' "  OF YOUR OHOIOE 
Lion Bapt ist  Chure 
Oornor Sparks and KoRh 
Pastor Paul MohninKor 
Olfioo 036-3407 Home 636-6300 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. ., 
/: l ,  ~J31-1111,,,, ~ ,~ 
Downer el Nalliwoll and N. Thomas 
9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Study 
Wednesday 8:00 Home Bible Studies 
"You Ar~ Welcome at Uplands" 
THIS iSUNDAY 
hristian Reformed Church 
Sparks Street and Streams Avenue 
Reverend S. Van hilsn 
Sunday School- Terrace 10:O0 a.m. 
Sunday School. Remo 1:00 p . m ~  
11:00a.m. Worship Service 
• 5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
4726 Lazoile Avenue 636-9010 
4830 Slraume Avenue, Terrace 636-2312 
SATURDAY EVENING 7:30p.m. 
SUNDAY MASSES 9:00~.m. 
11:15mm. 
Sunday Services - 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. Adults Discussion. 
11:00 a.m.- Holy Communion for the family 
Minister: Reverend Lance Stephens. 635-5855 
Mennonite Brethren Church 
;ALVATION ARM1 
4637 Weigh Avenue 
SUNDAY 
• 3400 Eb/Street S31i-30111 
lO:OOa.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship Service 
"Roman Catholics are Just 
getting to the point where 
they have started .rea. dln8 
again," he nsys,_.no..tmg, a 
heavy demand foe Bless m a 
significant part of h ia ' I les .  
Readers are becoming 
more sophisticated, too, he 
says. Trsppist monk Thanes 
Merton, once considered a 
minority taste among 
Roman Catholics, is a "wind 
mover" on Univarsal's 
shelves. 
Top sellers at the Inside 
Story include born.again 
works by former Charles 
Manses cultists Susan 
Atldas and Tax Watson and 
A Step Further, the second 
offering from paraplegic 
Joni Eareckson. 
Store owner David Belsoy 
dismisses suggesilons that 
people in his trade are 
narrow-minded in their 
approach to the book 
business. 
"We don't Just hire clerks 
here," says Beisey, holder d
master's de~ in divimil~ 
and theology. His asebtsnt, 
Wayne Briscoe, has a 
bachelor's degree in Greek. 
"We're interested in 
~ervice, not Just sales." 
Bekey says it's sometimes 
hard to decide between 
baying ood books and these 
that sell well. 
The first book of dneth- 
anddying expert Elizabeth 
KublerBoM was good, he 
says, "but now she's moved 
into the depths of 
splrituslism and is 
out to the evil forces of 
Satanism. 
"Spreading optimism is 
our main purpose.'! 
No age 
barr ier  
in this 
COCHRANE, Wis. (AP)- 
Bored with retirement and 
surrounded by a lifetime of 
jm~, HermanRusch did Ihe 
logical thing. He opened a 
museum. That was 22 years 
ago. 
Now, at 93, the wise- 
cracking Busch still is the 
prize relic among the bird 
nests, old washing nmebinas 
and antique yarn wrappers 
at his Prairie Moon Museum 
near here. 
"Five dollars for five 
people. Bob Hope dmrge~ 
for one and my jokes ~-e 
better," he tells the 3#00 
visitors each year. 
Rusch's museum contains 
treasures to delight any 
compulsive saver: an 1844 
popcorn popper, an old 
churn, a school bell, old. 
fashioned light bulbs and 
antique stuffed animals. 
"If you've never met your 
uncle from outer space, here 
you can meet him," he says, 
hefting acranium-sized rock 
with distit nctly human 
features. "I chbellnd out an 
ear, that's all."\ 
Rusok who fa~ned for 40 
years before \ retiring, 
demonstrates a 100.year.old 
washing machine by vile- 
mini on the treadmill that 
powers it. Beside the 
machine is a newer model 
Ruseh modified years ago to 
rock his children's cradle 7:30 p.m ~ • 7:30 p.m. 9:30a.m. Christian Education Hour ~ J andwashclothesat thesame 
I1:00 a.m. Family Worship Service I ~  I time. 
, ,  I 7:30p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Wsloomos I J/_ I Early aip'ieulturalphoto, 
" Worship J / ~ , Rusch s wedding picture. 
J 7:30p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship "@ I / . " J Recea~l in one wailb the 
/ gMmf  Ul l lT I¢ l l  £11HRI!IH ~ Chr,stlan Counselling / / "~.  i next tn n tn~, 
/ . . . . . . . . .  ~" . . . . . . . . . . .  "~.  Emergency Welfare / f~Ul~l~ ' lP / I  I I~ I_ I I~B A Ikl f~Ul  I IB~U'~.  J poweredorR'~ ~n' 
4R07 Lazele Avenue ~ Spiritual Resources ~ n l o  I l . . I J  I n;nPa i l  ~nunun ~ [ Nearby, a 
I belonged to llinister Reverend Dave llart;n ~ ====================== ;;;-liSii .... ..dwi;ep;ays ,a 
I "' ~'0 shay 
and ouistde J • , 
3341 River Drive Torraoe, l.O. 038-1601 
hverend R.L. White 
Sunday School lO:OOa.m ' 
Reverend R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Service Wednesday 7 : 3 0 ~  
band platform used whm the 
Prairie Moon was a dance 
bail, with the original piano 
next to a 100-year.old foot- 
organ.
mannikin 
18908 furs that 
Rusoh's late 
Two ows hers-imlde 
" RUSCh tolls 
i vlaitors. The free outside 
show includes dozens of 
three-to seven-metrahigh 
statues that Rusch made 
from cement and bluff rocks. 
His bulky creations include a 
dinosaur, a concrete cactus, 
a stone polar bear and a bust 
of Rusch himself. 
Rusch, whose wife died 
seven years ago, hopes to 
sell the Prairie Moon and 
move in with a daughter in 
nearby Arcadia. He'll miss 
puttering through his 
nostalgia, but he's not 
worried, 
"i'll keep busy there, too," 
he promises. 
I 
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An interesting t r ip .  
ASHKltAB,~J) (Rester) - -  Desert can cl imb'to 70~. cave in the buttmn of hich 
The greatest ehann of this (168F.). ' lies a hot lake full of 
desert metropolis, capital of But even in mild weather, suiphurons water. 
the Soviet Republle of Turk- hotel windows must be shut Swimming here, with bats 
II 
FOR sItOPPING 
Appointment please 
KITCHENER, Ont. clothes for herself. She name-label led shirts, 
(CP) -- Arlene Broacifoot, found it difficult to try to sweaters, blazers, pants, 
He didn't escape 
but was charged 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. said "whatever ~e ac- 
~o~ia/olrl~h~unti~w ,,,.,,,~,,~ i t  at nlaht to muffle the darfln,~ and crvin~ 24, thinks he has the first find knowledgeable sales skirts and vests at prices :~,"'.~"~:" howlln~ of the city's over~d is one of tl~-l;ios-'[ boutique that specializes clerks to assist her. competitive with other (CP) - -  A 19-year-old cuasd's intent was, he was ''~"~'t,'-";h~,,,~:,~,~,~,:'~',~,~ tboman°ds of stray d ,~ ~ relaxin~';h';'n~ to do around in shopping by appaint- "Most of the time I Kitchener stores, prisoner at the Prince pretty successful in letting 
ln~t~n,~ .,~ P . . . . . .  v, ...- The capita~ "°"was As~bad,~t  authorities ment. . - - . . ,  .wou!d .. give_ up.  in Miss Broadfoot ravels George Regional Corr~c- his friends out, and one is 
l- lntml' q 'n .P t . t  nnlu devastated byan earths,she will let bathers tay in for At net snap, Arleue s, Irustratlon anu go name ,,, T,,,n,tn ,n,,, ~ w~,~k tional Centre was sentenced still at large." 
• ,:.~',,;'~, .,,,',=:;,~,~ ,.~:',.~ in z~ ,,,,,! i~, m,,,~t,,,'m,~ ov_l'v five minutes "because the customer calls for an without buying ~,'~rl''t~"M~n~'n-I o r~"ea  in provincial court Wed* 
. . . .  v . . . .  v .~-. , ,  =,,-,-" . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ - he tells • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nesday to three months for ~ . _ • the fear the combination of appointment. S anything, she says. countably was built planners neglected to put in Y . . . . .  , ; . .  u.  ~.~¢,,,.,,,~t  ,-m.o. ~ ,,.~, ,,., ,,~o.o month toselect her stock, escaping lawful custody P~l ; , r . ,~  
overlooking the grim camp, a business centre. There are warmthand smpnu r lea~ m ~, , ,~ ,~, , ,~ ,  ],,~,~v.~ _~'~",~" "~.~'~' ; "  ~"~ She prefers to boy despite the fact he never got .It q.~Jt.ltq.~ql~ 
a quadrangle of barhedwire- two hotels six kifometz~. Ima..'t failure, . • .. ; '~ ' - ' ; L " :~" , :  ':,~'si'~'~ "~"~" ~ .."~,~'~ ,=;~o,',~ Canadian designs, away, 
topped walk ,  watchtowers apart, but no shopping or Antwsewearmg0 . . . . .  sr, eulea- ,v.,, ,-.:~. "-y"-. - " -  wire'':= ? : -v . , . . - . , -~- -e .  . . . . . . .  . ~ ,,u,,a,,.~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  hi  ~, . . . .  ~- Will iam Vigue testified at . . v~e,~]~'~f f i~e~rv  , e - ana, u It m ¢o go, rots nassle, ,., and no man s land. effice district, cope and a p~,  ~i~f l  .~0~: . . . .  *ki.~, a~. n],.ond~ ~h° , . ,  . . . .  ,oa **..oo been to overate my own his trial that he climbed over ~ I~£d;U ,  PJ,  PJt ml J~  
• ' 1 uaro~ tne mourn  o~ ~, . . , , ; . , . . ,~ . . . . . . . . .  7 ~,,,,. , , . . ,~.~o. . . .  ... . . . .  - -  , The hotel s proximity to When visitors hailed a taxi press on g ,o0 ;,, t , ,  ~,~.d,.,~ she ,,th . . . . . . .  ; ,  , l~ fashion boutique and I ve a fence at the prison from "-" . .4  
the risen earn a ten at the Hotel Tourist and the cave. . . . . . . . . . . . .  -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , . .~1 . . . . . . .  P .!l~__..,t~_ ..,...~ , .  ~ .  , . , . . . . ,~  . . . . .  '~ - " '~;  ~ ' -  warn '~  ~t  '^ describes the ~tem, venture and they pooled worked towards this one exercise yard to another . . . . . .  A,a~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  umor,  ues, ~,s~, ,~, ,~ . ,~u ,  wwuww. ,  . ' . "~/ '~ . " '~  . . .  ~-" "Y . . "  , . ,o , ,  U;oo n ,~dt~, t  ,k.i~ r . . . . . . . .  dream," she says. to draw attention from an q~j~q~i ; I L i J IU J i~  
a n an  WnleJl ' ~"~"  "~ . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  - Dur ing  a recent  two-week they wound up  a t  the Hotel pa.~..ogr .p yUU~. .  , , , ,~, m . . . .  k ~ , .  et ,~tr ~,~* o-ct  . . . .  hn~r She n ieked un escape bid elsewhes'e. 
nnlk,~,,,ln,'~ n¢ eka tr,~ Aahk lml~A 'l~nm~ mn~rin¢ m|~ht ne remarries as ,,M,o ,,u,,,,e.. • . . . . .  , . , , , ,  ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . .  e . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ - " . . . . .  I f shies Three other prisoners VANDERHOOF, B.C. 
h, vn=tin.nl IT. in.  Cm, ,h~ ~ ~m~. rmmest at th, "strategic." as the Iranian and pulis out i tems S.[~.. all evemng appointment, know.edge .about a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ", . . . . . . .  mer a a were sentenced earl ier after (CP) - -  One man has been 
c . . . .  ...., ,,¢ ~o, . . . .  a A,ht, ohnd ,~,,,~ d,~mn,vl *t herder is only 25 km from thinks the customer wm although a few career cn nammgan ................................ r r  . . . .  ' m.o ~,~ . . . . .  ,,,,,,,.~,,,~ in . . . . . . .  ; . . . . .  ,~* business bv workin~ in a pleading guilty to escaping arrested and parts of 
the el ,,~ . . . . .  o~ - ~ ~ --o Natural Resources, they the Tourist ty. . . .  ~.....v;.... . _  . . . . .  ~:. ~ :  . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ~ . placed a policeman at the This city of 300,000 suffers Visitors are offered a six- ana iemureJy rues on me noon nour, sne says. rem,J store, .or a ram- custody in connection with mtricted wcapem seized in • • the incident Sept. 28 Another e rsld on a private home in 
~wi~e~v#:f~lft~PUbH,~¢ ~r~,~ ~le'000mea~trihtytr~:°~Ssli~Yt?:~ l~aKb°a~tca~n~d~ ( °nwgor;d,h~s Pr~ele~d~aai~cal~e bout palnonadlidi:~n t:ttge~ionng ' ~:terYme°[fiaCgencl~?°~ I munisst i l la t large,  tldscontralBrtilshColumbla 
. . . . .  w,,- ,  . :v , .. -=o-: .. I - s" In a elos'ed vessel because Miss Broadfoot customers can choose selling fashion ad- Vigue said he acted as a community. 
floor, and no visitors were people to nouee, uut me onBe ~, . • ' ~- ' -~  -~'~"i -"  for r . . . . . .  ;~ . . . .  ,~,;~. ~f vertisin ~ decoy and had no intentton of AnRCMPsl~kesmancald 
given rooms on that side statistic lea  constant con- with no air .conditioning . . . . . . .  ~. ,.6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o. 
Details of the "-'~-"n :e rs  versation topic among between hanks too high to . aeSCaping'washroomHeWnsin anSrrestedexercisein andThUrsdaYdocumentsthat Im'talningl~otegraplmto 
P""  visitm~s see over Applicants for this ' , impomibletoobtainhecause ~" ' "  - - "  , , -  . . . . .  untfelioff . . . . . . .  anseon wtwrm ~r1"~. W~W'~,--*~'~TV compound, there~trictod weapons wcre 
e I ~mmmanan means Ulty ot ja  . mmu-po- th ntouriatguldeinsistedit ~ . . . . . . .  . ,~ . . _ . . , , . . . .  ,,. . . . .  ,kA . , . *  , . . . .  h . . . .  * J ~ J 1  ]Y t~ .~_ /1 [~(~/~ Prosecutor Rudy Mishra also seized. . 
. . . . . . .  . ,o  . - .  . .  ' , .  . 
s.more sm'p.rm~:.A ean~. r n~.....esonefallinlove. One hours flight eaKof  , A I~h-~i I . , , .~ ,~ . r~ . . ,~ . .• . . , . . f f i  
rac.es, hu.t~l, yaR_es'v|"ltop su f fe ra les~romaat lc ' ; ;~  i son"ke lyev~' to~omea . . . . . .  - -0""  NC the . . . .  "~"  " - " " "  " "  
imo amvea at ~ traox stomach dis ,,,',t.,-. tourist trsn even though it una~v,~ ~.,J, ~.... • . . omer woulo commit tearing ' that susp~ctons • ' v~ ~ u r~ ~ • 
M est. rsturned to. find their  One Canadian 'zoo log ist  was originally esinbliahed as (CP)._7" Ar tn~s  ~f~,  ~ smcme. . . . . . .  . .  . . . .m i~, t  be .ar.oused.. over. 
notel  rooms, aneeta ann woo . , , t  in  k ,v ,n; , . !  t^,. *k , .~  a o~nt~ for ,iv, shtdv  ~ arlreawo ane~ . . gse coma not Dnng lUluseu w i le  s Death aooloea to nine 
SulteJi~ filled With a .11~ ~v%wr"~Ul"e';~lnPM~t~l'fatm~'m7 mli' g~'~d " - -  --  " --  body wan found, i n .  an to commit suicide and her body In the freezer. ~ 
layer of M IL  ~ .o,a ,~ '~7. , "~" . , "~ I "r', t in . , ,  n,, i s le  ,~ , - -  apartment freezer, m nean 
~a.nestormsaside, falland treated her sald her mistake mala, but does ~fer five ,~'.°_,"Zu ,~u. ,~,  " "h , - -  lake**V~k~A~k~ck***k4nk,~kkdr*~¢k4~M 
s p.r!n.g, are mild here. lay In eating the local melon species of scorpion, reran- ~,~'~"....~,;..., 'q" . '~" .^~'~.~ ~ . . . . . . .  
Aanlumuanmm would rather and drinking the local tubs and a near relative of .,..,.,Do,m, . ,, __ j,,,:,,.,~ ~ . .~ 
brag about their summer mineral water at the same the American black widow Slm_g_esman. ~ "rn .urs~ay. ,~ ~ 
and winter extremes, wMch meal spider whose bite is fatal I0 3.~e s i~nmn usa.  a. ~ I B • ~ Tug i l r~ J :  
offerreeardtem preummary nearu~muna ~ ~ J P  ~; rh  . . . - - . . .h  ~ [ :'I perahnres of There are no swimming per ce~t of the time. - - 
50 Celsius and -30C. The pools for touriste here, buta Deserts are moot in.  there .WaS insuff ic ient BB~nP~ ~ ~ 624-26210[ 624-3359 
mmperamre of the sand in 90.kin. drive through the teresting in the early mor- memca.|.ev|aen~.towarra.nt 4t _ ~ : M  i raoor .~ ~ , o , , , ,  , , , , , , .w . . . . .  . 
the surrounding Kars Kum desert brtngs one to a deep ~ and late aftsr~o~, ~ on me mumer  ~ ~ . , .~ : . ,~ : . . . . _ , _ . .~  - ' .  , , - .  ~ Js : . . . . .  ~ .  . .  , ?  J 
• wh. .d . te  and - ,  = - , -  , - .  - . . . .  - 
T • 1 - -  • 1 The standard two-hour f or came years ln Ingerso l l ,  ~ ~ 1 ~  •Per  a~l•o  Terraoe ~ ,:.~.,_~i_~;_~;~-:_.. • 
m 11t#M4kt l~ 'm~ L ,~-m~41~ tour -',-,,q,;- visitors in the unc , :was  arresteu last .~ ~ r r " ' i t  .~ 
. • J M ~ n  MIL f~, i -  ,~tg i  l ln -~,  j , .~ ,~; '~ ' ,  t rucks~ i .  Oetober~ when. .po l i ce  ~; __  ~ _ 
Immndimt~Fu n~ter  lunch  " U J U Y ~  Mi~t  lB  , WUU 0 "~ J I ~UBS l  I IML I I IBU l l l  "~  
,qe io' hm.d.  t,~ oet body had been kept m n • J L • ~ , . .  
" , , -~ .~ 41.L . .~  ~ . . . . .  .. Ashkhabad out of one's fre~_zerfor.sixyea.rs: . . . .  ~ . /  Find th~t /and  if one is yours you ve k 
m ~ i ~ n M w • u qk~g ~ ". s~tom~. ," a botanist said as  t;Ime mmn~amea tna~ nea 4( ~ .......w'm I( i ;! 
qLJ~J. ~,.M, I I~, j  i l IM .pVV~ .:,,, he stel~ed, off. the vlane in found ida wife, who luld '~ liP' P iek ,nvn , r  tiek~l~ at the  Herald 
• • ' , ' Ma~rM'a-- ~1 mJide-his way mental couditim, aeaa ms 'E ~ =;,; ." . . -~,%;,- , : - . , - . - -e- , -  - '  
ATLANTIC CITY,. N.J. Si~w~lahigh~eodcentratioa ~*ard-'-"~ - .~ub l i c  con ~- ~e bathroom, f!p.r ,  He ~, u,. ,~% , . . .  , . , . , . , ,  o, ,  ~ ,~ , , ,  .,,. 
(AP) In liucs, me ol t in  ' smmaneanamswt lenaaan • - 13o 8 ~ sugar in the pa e ts voniemes, - ' - 
question with any idea is: blood agreement that if oue died ~ v * m , ~ , , m ~  
Will it fly? Ask the AtlanUe ~"  ~ • , u  
Countyfreeheldnm. ' r| _ ._ . .  _. I1 esnnmnnmu I While listening to a dull SYDNEY (AFP) - -  
~'~?eah01dersJesephMessi~ .~.o,menuatanoffictallunch ~ ~A~. 'A~.~I . .  & I ~ g/~i~ UUOlU l I IU I I  1111 ~[ 
nnd Nel~nn Johnson. both weanesuay ta r  v i s lung  • ~ 1,- • ~ ~ • II r ,q"M II 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Gabonese President Omar  ~ Democrats,  folded their [ a li ~ ~ I !  RESTAURANT 
copies of a board .resolution Bongo, after Australian 
..into paper airplanes, officials destroyed the presi. 
:'.', .(~. ;the other ~fide of the dent's 12 buiUrogs, 
~Mble,,, : , ' l)emocrat~ :'~.~, ' Health .-depariment~ ,ot~.- 
Freeholder  Je ra id  Savel l  
Joined the legislative arms 
race with his own wedge- 
nosed model and promptly 
launched it acress the room 
toward Messick. 
Messick retaliated by 
throwing his needle.nose 
aircraft toward Saveil's 
stomach but it crashed short 
of the target. 
Chairman Richard 
Squires, a Republican, gave 
a stem look to both sides, 
ending the war with John- 
son's delte.shaped aircraft 
still on the table. 
DETROIT  (AP) -- 
Margaret Acborn was 
suspicious about the 25- 
pound package that came in 
the mail. She didn't know the 
sender, and postal inspectors 
couldn't figure out what was 
in it because itwouldn't fit in 
their x.ray machine. 
So, escorted by eight police 
ears, the package was taken 
to Belle Isle in the Detroit 
River and blown up. it 
turned out to be a $1,200 
stereo set. 
The return address on the 
package said it was sent by 
Edward Achorn. Mrs. 
Achorn said she and her. 
husband, Michael, had no 
relatives in the Chicago area 
and didn't known an Edward 
Achorn. 
The package was not in- 
sured. 
CRANSTON, R.I. (AP) 
William Volpe says he 
f igured his refrigerator 
would be safe siring on the 
curb while he went into his 
home to get some oleaning 
equipment. 
• But he didn't know a city 
crew was working its way up 
the street with a front.end 
loader, picking up leaves and 
trash, 
When Volpe went back out- 
aide, he discovered that the 
work  crew had thought he 
refrigerator was abandoned 
and smashed it with the 
payloader to cart it off. 
Volpe said he would file a 
claim with the city for the 
cost. 
WEST BERLIN (Reuter) 
- -  Election campaigners 
trying to sweeten up voters 
got into a wrong hospital 
ward by mistake and gave 
away chocolates to diabetic 
patients. 
b spokesman for Rudolf 
Virchew IIospital called the 
campaign on behalf of the 
Christian I)emotratic Party 
a scandal. 
He said it only came to 
l i ght  when rout ine  tes ts  
ficiais said two frogs were 
found jumping around the  
held of the presidential DC-8 
when it arrived in Sydney 
Tuesday, and 10 more were 
found in a box. All were 
destroyed. 
Bongo had to.be content. 
with smoked salmon, fillet of 
beef and strawberries for 
lunch, after embarrassed 
quarantine officials ex- 
plained that frogs are a 
prohibited impart. 
. . . . . . .  ' " " "~~ 404:t Lazelle 
Open 6 a.m. every morning 
except  Sunday, Open I1 a.m. 
CLOSED 9 p.m. daily, 
except - ' 
Fr iday & Saturday - 3 a.m. 
Sunday  - 6 p .m.  
- 7th Annual Kinsmen 
InVif ti nal Basketball 
l Tournament begins Friday, " 
3i30 psm. at 0a|edoma. 
Double hook out tournament [ ,. 
oon/Inues a!l day Saturday. 
-K,t,mat Wmterhawks VS 
Terraoe Timbermen, Wed., 
:Dee. 20, 9:00 p.m., • 
Terrace Arena. 
[ • 
L.. . , .o.  , , . . , . , .  . . . , ,  , . ,  
G36.D161 
Ter raa , ,  
*****************************  
SHOWING AT 8 P.M. 
BECEMBER 13-16  
• ; .mum 1T . .  
It'. t;mo ~, ~.ll y.,,~ : Enter the Dragon . . . 
w~t~om~W~n,,.h,..~. ~ DECEMBER 21, "~ ~' .~ le Killing ~. 
I'ois Mohninger- 635.5309 : : the Great Ohef| ,)f <~ "~,pe? .~ 
Evelyn Anwel le r  635.5571 4t , , 
Oartoon Fa,hval 
4( 4( 
Oorvatta Summer 
.,..,., s . , , , . . . . . , - . - ,  -~ ~.~ ~- -  -, .-. --..., iDo  EC|MBER l ' ' ' °C , . in |  Name ~ 
. , , .  - ,  . . , .  - ,.,h - , .  ,-,--,. ,..,,,. --,,,, ~v . , ,  ,~ . .  ~ ECEMBER 21-25 H,.,m m.J Cole~ Shop. tau,qe udeh e~m~Jm,w~. ~ ..,.t 
a,a , ,a  0 ,a  w, i t  : 
1755 IDm4e S41f4~PI. Vmucouvw ~WSG IWS, k ~04-M1~.1831 celled 
Tele-" 04.51161 "~ 
" 464a 
Park 
Avenue 
Phone 
.636-6111 
IN TERRACE 
~:  ' . '  ~ '  '!* 
• . .  ~,~.," /, '. .41 
. '," 
r 
"wd, ~ .; iRE '  
• ° : ~ i 
J 
Looking For A New 
Place To Try? 
WHY NOT HECTOR'S  AT THE LAKELSE.  
TRULY  A QUIET  RELAXED AT.  
MOSPHERE WITH A VERY SPECIAL 
MENU TO GET THE TASTE BUDS EX. 
CITED. FOR EXAMPLE WHY NOT TRY 
THE TURNEDO$ ROSSINI FOR THE 
LOVERS OF FINE BEEF OR SCALLOPS 
FLORENTINE FOR ;)'NOSE WHO LIKE 
SEAFOOD. 
WHATEVER YOUR LIKES IN GOOD FOOD 
ARE YOU WiLL FIND THEM AT HEC- 
TOWS. 
For Reservations Please Call ..... 630.8141 ' 
WEDDING RECEPT IONS 
PR IVATE PART I  ES 
BANQUETS 
CATERING 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE  . 
L . • . ; . . . . .  . . , . . 
~, , I  i ;  ~*  ~. , t  . 
l . . . .  i! 
• k 
Somo Euerll Faots About Widewo 
It seems as if you are heat through radiation, 
stating the obvious when you comlnctiou and convection, 
say a window makes a poor the thermal resistance o~ a 
wall. But when you are window is determined in part 
thinking in terms of energy by tha number (2 layers of 
conservation, the statement ghss and the amount o/air  
takes on significance, space between the panes. 
A window, even one that is The R value of u basic 
double-glazed, loses three double-glozed window i~ 
times as much heat as an derived from the combined 
uninsulated wall and nine tin'real ~latance ~ the ~ 
times as much as a fully outer pane, the air '~,~ce 
insulated wall ~ equal area. between the penes and the 
Since windows transfer imm" pane. A shale pan 
window has an R value of 0.2 
(1.1 in imperial measure); a 
double-glaze window is R 0.3 
(1.8 imperial); and a triple- 
glaze window is R 0.S (2.8 
imperial). 
Double-glazed windows" 
are recommended by 
Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation for 
Hi•eat all parts of Canada..  
Triple glazing is not asuaHy 
econon~ca], except in severe 
climates. 
~ l l l • l  in l l l l l l l l l i i i i i i i , i i i i l  l 
- -  ~ ~ i m 
, GHTMAN & SMITH " 
Om ~ i l  • gnu  --~m ! 
I 
• Well cored for tralkw with I)(45 add~on. Wood heaOsr in a un~m. ru .y  i 
• fenced'lot. Garden area with cherry trees. New ~i l lnd well . .Large i 
m workshoo wflh'root c i r .  CIH~e i m us ahaot rids prspo~y, p~c~o Iv • 
• S39,000. 
• 3946 WREN - REVENUE PROPERTY - • 
• Duplex with two bedrooms each side. Fridgo and stove included. Polent.lal 
• thirdsuiteinunflnlshndhessment. LargaJot. Good occupancy rme. AeUtng i 
• pr ice  $4S ,000 ,  J . . . . . .  • 
• ME ETING HALL M twe cenh'al ists nasr downMenl. N~al l@r ~Hrcn or • 
• Lndgegroup. Pricedtatlmmkl4e's. ('.~te.¢t S un rarlkor fe r~. r .~ l ' lh~ M 
LARGE SEVEN.TENTH ACRE reskkmHat men xMna .Mrem. w I 
m trHd, a nice am for k~lMk~g a home w~h privacy. AskJng $16,NL An 
• exclusive III I IM." ; ,  
• 3903 SIMPSON STREET . 1 
• Attradlve 3 bedrasm ~ an f|;flY triced 75x1~ ft. nor~r tat lealvr~ ~-  i '  
• sq.fl.otlivinlqNicapk;searpertManlyMflMIMandePenforeOfors. Mustbe , • 
• seen to be apprectahNL N pheH for a~|polMmant te vmw esoaY. • 
• . REPOSSESSED, 3t~ Oi l  Lakek4 Lake Read • 
3 bedroom home wli l l  ~ hen•eat  In well and eaMk IL~SlI~ let with ed. • 
N ditional full basement bwldaHM svltabk far deub~wide. LishM at S2|,000, • 
. M_ must besoH.mnheHONor. MLS 
i 2098 HEMLOCK DRIVE m 
n Special order L2~8. .Qk l to  ~ gx40' ~ in ..excelhmt curiA, tion. G 
N I.o¢e;ea on on H imr lmlw o lx l4r  m. sumecu wire ImUO wers, 3 nearooms, • 
• separate storega ~ -aH fvrnHvre oxcoM TV, shwoo and stand in. • 
• cludtd. Asking S30,M0 nxcl 9M. • Your l i festyle and the atmosphere you wish to create m your nome are Key 
IM 5113 McDEEK • 
m Brandnew3hedrsomkemewtthNreplaceandShethrsoms, lup, ,down.  M_ considerations when deciding to buy furniture. I ra  piece o f  furniture does not suit 
• Large 70x190' lot. Pidshed laundry roo m in hessment. Well worth k)oking i eo ' ' 
• ..... l,to, o.,, m,m. E.•.m . . . .  ., your  wa)" of  life it's not a good buy at any pr,e 
i ...... ....... ,"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . , , ,. ; ; 
" ... .. ..... " " -. 0GO U,.scAr.,n ,,Lps o O.SJ, VE i,i, ai 
| A.E. Le Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service s 
• ' ' • n--  
• _ . _ . . .  
- L~[L1  .other Nature l Stan Parker • i  dbbed out our weather. But that .d~s. and Hous.ing CorRor vegetation around your .While planning yo~. yard I M I  MM 635-4031 m some pretty tough weather not mean we bave. to uuce meets enrico co nmmens, cisca a.nu name, you can create sOmeed wnm energy,conservauon in 
• - -  - -  - -  y a w  v m  EMEi I~ I  Harry Smith • for energy conservation- every energy-gobbl ing developers on lance, plngcon, coolin~thatreduees the ne mind, don t forget that 
• ' ~ lSNSNgl Jq~ 635-2826 • minded Canadians to deal adversity nature.throws .at techniques that help h u-h for air conditioning:. . . l~..tios, walks, fences, and 
• Jim Ouffy • wnth--wmdo, cold and beat. us, .  4811 U l [~ l i  AlL 63, .e  . • • . We can male nature serve energy, x ,no ,8 uut a wora o~ cauuon |s motner  common s,ruemres 
,rh;, w~ath,p~ in most nnrts 0~ wd for us. Landscaping somewhat echnical in ~ order concerning tree- have a part to play. 
• : - BohRipmeester • ~,',',~',~'~v'i'~'st~h'-a'suc. can tame some of nature's details, the beak. 's.gonerai planting. Certain fast. Light-colored sidewalks 
• ASK ABOU' (OUR OTHER I . ,STINGS. 635.283~ : ~--~"-"~'/'~-7,-;-~"U3atwe ~fluene~ on onr homes and advleafor ~-nuscapmgcan growing trees such as andpatioseanacmsllybo~t 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMI Always seem to be ddM ha l  save ea~Y and =~eY ~.  fo_~v_ed hy Y.  ~...p~_,~_sh.~_l_d__~_p~nt~a - your ..homes. _heato by 
• in  ~ , [ IO] [ I [ ] I~Wn~Z' . .  : . " . ~UliiCIUBL umiun~e i ron me rellecun~ SUN•grit ann nea[ ~ hattie with the elanento by process, t 
heati our homes or t In i~ ular book, The WI~n deelauous trees, be house and any adjacent .~w.ards. the house, Foun- 
,^ ~,~. '~ .  ' ~ .  Couse~a~)P~ of Zlz~zi~Y m ~ that l oec ~ leave.s, smlcmres so thai their root (laUon S,mO or ilower neOS 
• Central M ge are.planted on the . . .  , systemsdonotinterferewith wdl help cut th|s reflective It is true we are stuck with Housing. Grip " "  " thw ~ t ames . . . . . . . . . . . .  " • "" - __ . . . . .  eoumegst or ssuta es DUUGII~ |otmoauons, Most Ileal m me summer. 
I O O O O O O O O O O O O O O ~ J  of a house, their leavea.onn trees drkk a tremendous 
NRRAOE'S  ~ l ~  ESTATE S VICE i ," ~a .  , . ; . , . . . i . . ;  " shade the su~nd~8 m~.u ~o-nt~mo~f~mt~ We]]-pluced fences or 
~, J ,  DOUGLAS ~'  *' ~J_IIMI|I O"undthahauseinsumm.er.  in soil, a particularly in- sunscreenscanalsohelpeool 
4848 Llkoko Area l  . |11 8141 • dg ,~ l \ _  i~ .  , / . .~ ' -~ '~A winter, when they nave portent fact with certain your house lathe summer. 
O~ ~ I~HANNI I [  . ~ . . . . . . .  " '  ~ dropped their foliage, the types of e lsy  soil. The They should be light-colored 
.~ .  LIGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT WITH HOUSE ~ ~ !~"~ ~:A ITV  • low winter sun can sh..~e resulting dehydration of the ~reflr~Ithont and lonvered 
~ ~ .  LEaned en Kd~ Avenue ~ls I kedroom home has W \ \.1~, \ . . . .  " - -  i through the branches m~ ground can cause unwanted ~ breezes to pass • .~,~,~. -  LTD. ~ ~ehouseprmdd~wam.th .  settling of below-ground . 
; ' . ' .  l~w,~l  fleers, ell fucuce he~. lam~'y area end ~ . ~ ~ , ~  ~ Coniferous trees, ~ne construction. 
/ t ~ : j ~ ' ~ J  " ]  JUd J .  ' r~bt J sd~J#J~JO~"ca~H~ J~JhJ I "  - - d ~ ' l  I l l d J  " 'dk everareena, .should • be Vlnea growins on the walls The secret to using all 
i . i ! ~ '  ~m JJ greet Is the.mar, a gard~ area and some out- • ~ 2 e ~ F  ~ . v plant~l an the north slde of a of your house will help block thesenatoralandman.made 
beiMinp. For viewing phe~ Rusty Llungh. _ vv  . . . .  qP - -  -- hal block the winds • . • . nomeco p sotar beat in the summer, energy-saving landscape 
• • . ~ fill, winter and owing. .  • • ." • l Trees, shrubs, and lpreuna f~T~vea% particularly ef- features is intelligent 
, the west wall planning. Trees, shrubs, 
• " " ' U~VE BUY---" m~- " cover, which includes grass which is hit by direct fences and screens all have 
~,~36 ' ; ~ and small plants; can lower dunli~ht during the hottest to be positioned with care so 
3 BEDROOM HOME. I~s ACRE O.  , • . • ' . " "  • summer . ' temperatures  part'of the summer day. you get the desired effects of 
• " " N ~ because they release into the Take care to plant only those blocking unwanted heat and 
5 OFF ~C~A~ L~ ~ A~ ~ATE ~A~ ~ " 'a i r  tbe'm01sture stored in varieties which will not winds while admitting ' KITIMA T ,' "O)" the i r  . foliage. .By damage the outside of your welcome breezes and 
All on erie floor - modern Crestwasd cabinet Htchen. 4k 
t4'x~' detached garage. Sl29 Hausland Avenue 
.1 , . .  CIII lob Sher~ln. 
- -  ~ . . . . . .  ,; . . . .  : i  I Strategically locating such house. , sunlight, 
• ' '~"' . . . .  ' ' Roomy home with 3 bedrooms, hardwood Haors, a rear FI8 Vista. Village', $1~,900. '. .  " . 
familyrvemwithnflreplace,½bHemMt, noturnlgao 36 Eagle St. 1½ s~ore~- ~.. ,000" • . . . .  , 
heat, I and ~ baths end ~vndry area. 1he property is • 30 Gander 430,000 ' . 
~xI44 #. and is In town and trees. For viewing phene G4 Vista Village (exceUent;.cond~tlon)' 
Bert Liu, q~. ½ Acres on Lake~e Lake ..~ :' . i 
5-30 Clifford Street'- split la~el cond0mtmum: .. 
NICE CLEAN STARTER HOME , " $33,800 M].,S " ' " "" 
La¢oted In a conveekmt focaflen N i l  3 hedrenm home 19 Wholer Street - ~M,000MLS . . . .  '"" 
e 41 Hawk Street - L53,000 MLS " ' " 
116 Ltard Street (large g~'ap) - .~5,1MO , '; 
13 KiUepe S~.  ~3 :..b~ronm. bunpcow9 
Is carpeted, and reMvaled inskle; hee a rear p~ch qF 
with ~ y  facilities, and a partial basement for the 
oil furnace God shwago. Th~ lalNIKaped lot is 70x 1:!| ft. g 
andBertheSLimgk.some established frees. For viewing phone 1t-ll v"~D-'~"ista Village (--ce":~nt. k"y ~ . ~  u  m, ~ ". ,T,;~S ' 
CATHEDRAL ENTRANCE -- NEW CONSTRUCTION : L a c a t e d  in I centrolfod sv~Hvlsien the $ ~ m  Why not, ealiusi d.ay 
heine MS II15 sq. ft. el iivknl area, war to wall car. 
pe., ,.u~,.ml,e. ~ea ,  ea .  on. In -* : for your £xee ~pprmse] kHcben phn n d~ning teem, gas hoot end hot wmor, a ~ 
beeameat Md • cedar ~ extertar. Pkme Bert A 
Ljveglt to view. 
., ~ ,.  t g Doullas |kanloi ".Porformo" 
'~;;~ ' g We Offer |ervleelb 
3 BR, .o  NEW .O ES IN CALEOOHIA SU.OIVlSIDN 
Nearing completlen, qoaXty censh'uctton. All the extras, NXA mortpges . natural • LOT SALES - DEVEUIPMBIT 
has heating. 3 bedrooms and 4 INNIrsom plsns-eoo them with ew soles staff. • Oi l i | l  W i le  IEFEIUL 
SlUlII  
JOHN CUMRIE-li  l iNT LJUHON - re-.s4 • , MI ITU lES  I IE IT iL I '  ' Z 
PHONEsEVENING lOB SHERIDANDwAIN ~ t11-2444M¢COLL .RUSTYLM.197iLJUNGH - 6M-STS4 O'We re Number 3, we try k.u'der ~ GET11NGTH~M~sTFR~M~URK~C~EN~Akotche~that.sm~ethanak~tchenmakeshfeeasierf~ract~veh~Use~~w~-_w~tt~: ~ee~'leasal~ ''wut~ a onto 
holds. Empty window space is t~ans~o~wn~ ~v~g multa.leve, counter.top table, bu It Beeooooooooooooooe| t~wall, Tuck-awayfoldi,g,~ , a, ah de ~,  o~.aa~e, me~thpr~ctacalandfas~ionoble Window lambrequin s easy-care "Ranchero" by N g Y . tcen oes~gned by Jail Wood.~ 
• I " '~"  • 48"  ~o4 • • b 4 • • 
I 
[] 
I 
. .  . , , , ; • . :  • • • , . - 
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BASEMENT PLAN 
FEATURE HOME OF THE WEEK : 
by 
TYNAN DESIGN LTD. 
• c 
.. I I R  
• m 
L, m 
I 
PLAN NO. GL.384 
An attractive blend of cedar, brick and glass creates a unique 
styling for this West Coast modern home, The main floor is high- 
lighted by a vaulted ceiling above the living room with .clorastory 
windows for added natural lighting and a family room lncatnrl In 
seclusion off the kitchen, with access to outdoor living on ~.-,,,,:ocka 
both front and rear. 
Ample area on the ground floor Is available for the, future com- 
pletion of an additional bedroom, a spacious rec. room and adjoin- 
Ing bathroom as the occasion warrants. 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN  lllll 
1~24 SQ. FT. 
~', l i ' -  l~  i~i~,l" '.Ll,l'ila. ",~,,,i~" r~ i . v 
i 
I<L  . . . . . .  
.... This plan can be modified to your individual requirements. 
• / ; ,•  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i .  . . . . . . . .  i : . . . .  ~ . . . .  " ~ ~  
ORDER COUPON 
TO: TYNAN DE81GN LTD. 
13669-108th AVE., SURREY, B.C. V3T 2K4 
PHONE ORDERS: (604)581-5722 - 
, /  
HOUSE PLANS UNDER 1800 SO. IT. ; ~ 
• " Please send one set of Plan No ............. @ $65£ 
~ : Additional sets to original @ $10.00 each 
•"  • 5 set EGONOMY PACKAGE~(includes first set) $95 10 
6% sales tax (B.C. only) ~l 
"Postage and handling• 
(If C.O:D. desired add $1.30) 
.. Total amount of cheque or money order and coupon 
enclosed 
f 
[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  , , * ** . ,~** ,  
$ . . . . .  ~ .3 . * .0 .  ,0 .  . . . . . . .  
, . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . , . . , ,  
HOUSE PLAN BOOKS AVAILABLE/EDITIONS i4 & 15 
Please send one of the above books @ $2.00 
• (circle choice) or send both books @ $3.50. per set ..................... 
Add ,500 postage per book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cheque or money, order and coupon enclosed. $ ................... 
NAME . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  : :~ . . . :  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; ...................................................... 
. , .  , • i " '  . . .  
ADDRESS ................................................................................................. 
. . . . . . .  I c lw .......................... PROV ......................... CODE ............. :'...... Tit 
,,~- -,, . . . .  :,. ~',..:,. ~.:.:' ".+....:." z., z..,~" ..,'~ .,.,. ~,.,.~ -:,. .,:<.,- ,, ~ ,,., -,,.r. ,~  :.:,,'".:.:.~ .,'.<.:,. ..>:,. r..:.~ ',:.:,. '.:..:,. ~'..:" '~...:.' ".:.:.~ ~:.:' "..:::'. '.'~,.:'. ~.~41~<!:'~41:.".'.'~.41,~ ~4i~.:.~Ni(<..~fi~:.`~4i~`.~`.~.>~4i;~.`.`1~.>i~Ni`..~ii~<~`i<~i)]..~[i~@[i~i~:~i..~i:...:[i~..~(i>.~i~..~i..~:.È~i` .~41~,%.:. l l ; . . . i~. ' . ; l l . .  ~ ,41  '~l i~ ~ 
A window, as defined in 
Wcbstcr's dictionary, is "an 
oponlng in a building for ad- 
mitting light and air." 
Though accurate, this def- 
inition overlqoks the major 
role that windows play in en- 
ergy conservation. 
Should you dccidc to re- 
place ,he windows in your 
home, kccp in mind that the 
improper selection and 
placement of windo~s, or 
poorly fitted units, will rob 
your home of expensive 
Windows Play Major Role In Energy Conservation 
energy. 
Andersen Corporation of 
Bayport, Minnmota, a lead- 
ing window manufacturer, 
stressesthat quality con- 
struction, snug fit, adequate 
weatherstripping and double- 
pane insulating lass are the 
essentials .of an energy-effi- 
dent window. 
Andersen •notes that 
Parma-Shield windows and 
gliding doors have a preser- 
vative-treated, wood core 
sash and frame, sheathed in 
rigid vinyl for long-lasting, where added insulation west sides should bc located 
low.maintenance protoc- might bc desired, exports to take advantage ofnatural 
tion. Wood is used because recommend triple glazing, light and ventilation. Prop- 
it is a natural insulator. Fac- Window location is  an- erly located, operable win. 
tory-installed, rigid vinyl other important factor in cn- 
wcathcrstripping, which sur- orgy conservation. Large 
passes industry standards glass areas hould face south 
for allowable air infiltra- where they can act as pas- Pop artists have con. 
tion, assures snug closure sivo solar collectors in win- structed "soft" bathtubs, 
, against he elements, tcr when the sun is low in the but they're only made to 
Double-pane insulating sky. Roof overhangs, own- look  at in art galleries. 
glass - -  standard in Parma- ings or deciduous trees pro- However, you can avoid the 
Shield units - -  limits heat vide shading against he hcat discomfort of casing down 
loss through the glass areas, of the high summer sun. into warm bath water, and 
[n extremely cold climates Windows on the east and suddenly having your back 
touch against the chilly sur- 
face. 
daws can reduce the nm:d for 
air conditioning and artifi. 
cial lighting, t
• A Comfortable Bathtub 
If you plan to remodel 
your bathroom with mod- 
ern plumbing fixtures, have 
the installer put copper tub- 
ing behind the concealed 
side of the tub, connected to 
your hydronic heating sys- 
tem. "rhat'll ensure that your 
tub will be comfortable 
whenever you want to use it. 
Reroofing Offers Opportunity 
To Update Home's Appearance 
Deciding to replace the 
roof on your home is more a 
necessity than a luxury. 
Harsh weather takes years 
off its life. making shingles 
dry out. crack, warp, curl or 
blow away. Needless to say. 
a worn, shabby-looking roof 
detracts from your home's 
appearance. 
But the prospect of re- 
roofing isn't as forbidding as 
it may seem. in fact, a wise 
choice of roofing material. 
color and style can give your 
home a new and exciting ap- 
pearance that will last for 
years. 
Once the decision to re- 
roof has been made, your 
first consideration will be 
cost. A hasty selection of 
bargain roofing material, 
however, may restllt in years 
of dissatisfaction. As the 
largest exterior expanse, 
your roof should be viewed 
as an investment rather than 
a bothersome expense. • 
Today's asphalt shingles, 
for example, come in a 
variety of attractive colors 
and styles, and are manu- 
factured to last many years 
with minimal maintenance. 
Since asphalt shingles can 
often be applied over the old 
roof, the cost of a tearofl 
may be eliminated. 
Being the determining 
factor in the exterior ap- 
pearance of your home, the 
aesthetic value of the new 
roof ought to be consider- 
ed. Chances are when your 
old roof was applied, your 
choice of shingles was some- 
what limited in color and 
style. Modern asphalt 
shingles offer variety in 
color and style. 
New, thr~.dimensional, 
asphalt shingles create depth 
with bold, at t ract ive  
shadowlines. Available in 
popular earthtone shades, 
these asphalt shingles serve 
to blend a home with its sur- 
roundings. 
For additional informa- 
tion on reroofing with 
asphalt shingles, write: 
Asphalt Roofiing Manufac- 
turers Association, Box 
3248, Grand Central Sta- 
tion, New York, New York 
10017. t" 
I l l l  
Instant Closet 
Need more closet space, 
but don't want to get into a 
remodeling project? There's 
a simple way to create more 
wardrobe space . . .  put a 
handsome armoire or por- 
table closet in that bedroom 
or den for convenient, extra 
storage. 
Ground floor office and-or retail space available for 
lease. 1400 sg. ft. at $750.00 p.m. and 2100 sq. ft. at 
Sl,2S0.00 p.m. Heat included. Well located In Lazelle 
sMpping area. For further details and viewing contact 
Bonnie or Bud. 
13 acre in prime agricullural area on Orabum Ave. 
Older Muse of no value on property. Operating hobby 
farms in area. Ustod at s4g,000. 
large split level home on good sized lot at New Remo. 
utility type bsm't, semi.attached workshop garage. 
Located on higher ground. Vacant and available for 
immndioto ccupancy. Owner will look at trailers, lots, 
etc. on trade. Listed at M0,000.00. Make an offer. 
Sav.mor on corner lot facing Graham Ave. Attached 
carport. Fenced rear yard. Good sized kitchen with 
dining room. Natural gas heat. Assumable mtg. of 
S24,000.00. Asking price s2a,ooo.oo. 
E|OELLEIIT I I I IESI I IEI I I  grru I I l l l l l i l l  
Threeup and down duplexes on separate  side by side lots. In 
excellent location near hospital and schools. Each unit 2 bedroom, 
large living room, kitchen with eating area and separate utility 
room. All units furnished with fridge and stove. Maintenance has 
been good. Well constructed - very warm, listed M.L.S. at $108,000. 
Should create revenue between 111200 - 111500 per month. Further 
details available at 
lloOoll Real Eitato Sinless Ltd, 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. t ' lg.AO71 
4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRAOE, B.0. V86 IV6 V U U  " I [~F | |  
A Bargain, Just S46,000 
will buy this well kept 3 
bedroom split level home. 
Close to schools and 
Sholuing. Phone Christel 
or Hoist. 
Hew li l l l  sq. It. split level 
lust north of town 
available. Fireplace, 3 
large bedrooms. Good 
value for $54,OO0 Phone 
Muriel. 
FurnisMd mobile Mme m 
well maintained lartd- 
scaped/ot In Copporside. 
S20,000 price includes 
garage and storage shed. 
Phone Murlel. 
Desirable 3 bedroom 
family Mme on 4800 block 
Straume. Fenced and 
treed backyerd. Asking 
SST,000. Phone Horst or 
Christeh 
Country setting, S acres on old Remo Road. 3 year old 
home. S bedrooms, large dining and living room, 2 
fireplaces, 21/: bathrooms. Ideal large family home. 
Asking Sit,000. Call Horst or Chrlstel. MLS. 
I 
Uplands area. 3 bedroom 
house, large family kit- 
chen, fireplace in 
Ilvingroom and portly 
finished rec room. Good 
value for only $49,S00. Call 
Horst or ChrlalaL 
One bedroom starter home 
in popular location. 
Fireplace, good size lot. 
Priced at $28,S00. Phone 
Murlel. 
Uplands area. Three 
bedrooms,  f rank l in  
fireplace, fenced lot with 
poultry area. Asking 
$33,500. CAll Kelly. 
Country living. Four 
bedrooms, two bathroom, 
ful l  basement. Out 
buiMIngs for storage and 
poultry. Asking SO,S00. 
Call Kelly. 
Split.level 1260 sq. It. | bedroom Muea fireplace in 
living room. Private location, large lot, fruit trees, 
good garden soil. Asking S5S,500. CAll ChrlMel or 
Hoist. 
0all I Inquire at our 0lfioe about Florida Prolortlal 
AFTER 0FFIOE HOURS 
J 
HORST GODLINSKI  - 635.5397 KELLY  SQUIRES-  635.7614 
MURIEL  NEALE -635.2944 CHRIsTEL  QODLINSKI  -4~.S397 
JUDITH JEPHSOH - 638.1652 ZENA FRANCIS .  435.3913 
FRANK SK IDMORE - 6~-5691 
Preferred ha i t i  World Olionto Mal loooivo a 10% ihoount 
on a Budllet Truok Rental 
, ' , ;L 
< 
<'i 
Q • i9  l l  ,411 i l ,  • i .  . . . .  l .  
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TERRAO| DRUGS LTD, 
3207 Kalum 036-7374 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys" 
14.: BUSINESS 
• PERSONAL • 
CLASSIFIED RATE8 
LOCAL ONLY: 
26 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been net. 
COBRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2rid 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX N'UMBERH: 
75 cen~ pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSlFIEI} DIHPLAY: 
itatea available upon 
request. 
NATIONAl, CI,AgSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5,00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAl, - POI,ITICAL and 
TRANHIENT AID. 
VERTi~iNG: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS P I'.'ILtIONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month, 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEAI)I,INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p,m..2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINE~ES WiTH AN 
ESTABLISIIED ACCOUNT. 
SUB.~RIPTION ' 
RATES 
Elfective 
October 1, ]978 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3,00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 15,00 
By Mail 6 mth 25.00 
By Mail year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 53,00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VGG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
ThorshJli & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the e'nstomer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on *'Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will he 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received, 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by ,the puhlisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. . 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertiser requesting apace 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
. . . . .  .. to publish an advertisement Service chd~e ~.$Si0~ oniau "or"  . . . .  . , ~.-..~ ........ ~. . 'm me. event oz an error 
N.S.F. che~Tg'. . . . . .  appearing in the ad- 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
twrite.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture, Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENT~: 
Births 5,50 
Engagements 5,50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5,50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
35. FOe ,,,e 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in.' 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
.space occupied by the in- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liahility to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Iluman Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because I
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or he,cause 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bens fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church. 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Do You Feel You Have A 
Drinking Problem? There is 
help 
Availablel 
• Phone 635.5636 
ALCOIIOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Man. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church, 
Thurs, or Sat. 8:30 p.m, Mills 
Memorial Ileapltol. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. l0 
to noun. la~kelse Hotel. 
3. FOR SALE 
. MISC. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena ('entre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services: 
- Activity Centre for has. 
dicrafts 
Day care for working[ 
people, 
- Drop-ln for companionshlp ~ 
and coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavtew Ledge. 
635-2285. 
41, MACHINERY " 
FOR SALE 
Ladies Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening-6:30 
p .m. -Un i ted  Church 
basement, Kitlmat, 
Rape Itellel 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis l,inc for 
Women 
MII.I.~ MEMOItlAI, 
l'IIltlF'l' Sill)l* 
Mills Memorial llospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any dormtlon~ of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SIiOP, 
[,'or pickup servlee phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donatlone at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between II a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED iIELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
:Phone 932.4603 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
INCIIES AWAY CI,UH 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
9 in the Skecna Ilealth Unit. 
For more information phone' 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
WANTED I)ONA'FIONS 
The Three Itivers Workshop 
for the Handie, pped are 
locking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also  any discarded 
wood products we could me 
for recycling or renovating, 
Call us at I~35.22~ between 
8a.m, and 3 p.m,, we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Itight-te- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at a35.3164 
Carol at 635-51',~1 
Jan] m at 635..1503 
Skeena lleallh Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p,m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment, 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3-4:10 p,m: 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Ifealth Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
these who need it on referral 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(W~Andrews) 
~ackhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
6~.s4~e anytime 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract, 
House wiring. 
63S-SSTS 
(eft) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4505. 3238 Kalum. 
One 12' alumfnurn"boat - 
$250, ! clarinet -.like new - 
$125. l pr. 7~/~ Munari Ski 
boots - $40. I pr. 7 ski boots - 
$15. Very old Stroneberg 
radio-record player cabinet 
$I00. Phone 635-5294 after 
4:30 p,m. Cpl0-18Dj 
One Bell and Howell 80 - 250 
2 bedroom basement suite 
for rent. Fridge & stove. No 
petS. Interested parties call 
635-2153. (pl.15D) 
One bedroom basement suite 
avai lable immediately 
Close to town. 635-7318 or635- 
7261. (c1-15D) 
mm Zoom lens fits Canon For Rent: one bedroom 
Camera. Also one Tele. furnished unit, Phone 
convertor 2X. Both new. 635- Skcena Estatea~ 635-2577. 
2748. (pl-15D) (a4-6,8,11,lhD) 
Birch firewood for sale. $50 a 3 bedroom basement suite 
load. Phone635-4593. (p3. for rent. Carpet (wall to 
19D) wall). Clese to town. Fridge 
DUFF8 RICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and Skis for Sale. Atomic 
repairs, Reasonable rates, fibregtsas. 160 cm, Tyrolla 
1631Queensway Dr. bindings. 635.9448. (p3-15D) 
One 8 track with AM.FM and 
5 speakers, 8 track was $200 
new, will sell with speakers 
for $125. 
Various GM parts, including 
rebuilt 3 sp. standard 
transmission, I0 volt rearend 
etc. 
Various LP's of all kinds of' 
RUPERT STEEL 
• & SALVAGE LTD. 
• We buy copper, glass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location --  Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 67A-5~19 
from their family doctor. SPORTSMEN'S music. 
Terrace area only. ' .  ~.,~ BarberShop 1953 Chev hardtop. Noengiee 
HEALTH PARADE "~ Now Open Fridays ill eight, or trans. Asking $,100. 635- 
For 4 year old children. He M Across from Pest Office. 5363 before 5 p.m. 635-9636 
on third Monday of everg:~ 3223Emerson weekends. (c3-15D) 
month• Deve lopment~ (a-06) [ ~G ~ 
vision, hearing sereening'~ " QUEENSWAYTRADING; 
done. Please phone for ap,,~" SKEENACOLOR8 
pointmont. 
PRENATAL BREATHING ~,  Residential 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 'J~: CommercialPainting 
i leld every Monday af-5. " rest 
Phone 638-1835 
(a j4 
LOST from 5200 Haugland -- 
female Malamute. In- 
formation 635-2283 or 
evenings 638-1395. Reward 
offered. (c2-15D) 
.CARETAKER for isolated 
ranch. Call 628-9948 for in- 
formation. (eft) 
Local Forest Industry 
Company has an opening for 
a mature Clerk- 
Stenographer, Must be 
experienced with payroll, 
basic hookkeeping and 
general office routine. 
Salary commensurate with 
experience. Apply with 
resume to Box !190, The 
Herald. (l~i-18D) 
tornoon at 1-2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
"lleld every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Ehy 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
protdems. 
SPEECll AND IIEARING 
CLINIC 
Ih:ld at 4612 Grteg Avenue. 
.. flouring tests will.be done by 
referral from f;,mily doctor 
or community health nurse. 
t~8-1155. 
I,ONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4821 l.azelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
th¢~e ligible for Long Term 
(:are. 
All) TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
I,azelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for w)catlonal and social 
rehahilitation done by 
consultant. 
3315 Kalum 
--NEW-- --USED- 
A large Assortment of 
Gift Ideas for 
A forum on the Kitimat 
Valley, discussing the pros 
and cons nf use for forestry, i 
industrial development, 
fisheries, recreation oe 
agriculture will he held on 
December 19. 
p.m. at the Ranger Station in 
Terrace. If you are 
interested in the fate of the 
valley, please attend. (ne7- 
RAKE SALE 
Sat. Dee. 16, 19T8 
at 
II:OOA.M. 
Skeenu Mall 
sponsored by the Right to 
Life promoters. (ec3-lSD) 
FRFE CIIILDRENS 
XMAS SllOW 
There will be a free show at 
tbe Tillicum Theatre, 
Tuesday, Dec. 19 at 2 p.m. 
for children 12 years and 
under. 
No admission charge, but 
an article of food or clothing, 
which will be donated to the 
IIEI,P WANTED 
A Manager is required for 
Snow Valley Savings Credit 
Union. This position will be 
of interest to a qualified 
person with experience in 
Credit Unions or other 
f inanc ia l  ins t i tu t ions  
Knowledge in accounting, 
lending and supervision are 
a pro-requisite, 
The positing offered is 
permanent and carries a 
generous fringe benefit 
package, Salary is 
negutisble. 
Please send resume to R. 
Leibach, President, 40 
Ghnnet Crescent, Kitimat, 
II.C. (pIt)-22D) 
Girl Gu;de cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635-3553. 635- 
3260. 635-3294. (oc-tt'n) 
Salvation Army, for . . . .  
distribution to the needy, Fridge and stove in good 
would be gratefully ap- condition. Rim and tirt~, and 
preciated, motor for 1967 Rumbler. 638- 
Free show for children IN 1491 after 6 p.m. (c3-18D) 
and under at Tillicum Studio knitting machine and 
Theatre, Tuesday, Dec. 19 at table. Lessons available. 
2 p.m. Sponsored hy Terrace Call I,inda at 635-6384 from 9 
Co-op. (ne6-19D) a.m. - 4 p.m. 635-31110 after 5 
The Terrace Day Cure p.m. (c3-18D} 
Auxiliary will he holding a 
BAKE & CRAFTS SAI,E at For Sale: Water conditioner, 
the Terrace Co-op, 48,000 grain model. Plmne 
Dccembee 22 from 5 p.m, 9 635-2937. t ph-20D) 
P.M. All of our friends who . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
wish to donate any crafts or Double beds. $49 each, Color 
baked goods can drop them (20" 
'IV RCA) $340. Chrome 
off ut the Day Care Centre, chairs inew) $28 ca. Dish- 
3425 Kalum on or before 
washer, llke new $390. Ad- 
December 22.4 p.m. t no30- (llng machine $40. Ping pong 
22d} 
table $6O. Phone 635-7686. 
Terrace Downtown Lions tph-18D} 
and Hr. 73 B.C. Old Age 
Ponsio.ers Organ,zat,on BUYING? 
CIIItlS'rMAH PAItTY on 
,qunday, IIeeember 11th in SELLING? 
Terrace Arena Banquet 
Itoom at5 p,,a, All Senior USE 
Citizens welcome. Tran. 
spertatlon will be provided, 
'Phone 635.2704 or 635-40'/5 HERALD 
days or evenings, er ¢15-7202 
days if planning to attend, eUSSlFIKDS 
(nc6-151)i 
& stove. 4733 Davis St. 
Available now. 635-2360. 
(i~-13,15D) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 460.3 Scott. 
One, Iwo and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and! 
downlown. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security lookup 
end patrol. 
Full time manager In 
residence. 
635-5324 
(ctf.f) 
Everyone 
Dolls - Musical 
Wickerware. 
Rattan.Sets 
Planters -
Brass & Copper 
Jewel Boxes 
Remote Control Cars 
Battery Train SetS 
Dart Boards 
Cups & Saucers 
Clocks 
Rocking Chairs 
Bar Mirrors 
Wooden Kitchenware 
Radios 
• Stereo- 8 track & 
cassette comhlnstimm 
Angelus Bells 
Wind Chimes 
2 Way Radios 
Lamps 
--We Gift Wrap-- 
Come In and Browse A 
Your Leisure v 
Open 6 days a week 9 -'9 
LATE SHOPPING 
TILL XMAS 
9-9 
Will do fruit tree pruning. 
Phone 635-7685 after 5 p.m, 
(nc5.7Dsff) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehlcte. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m. (lfn.slf) 
Wanted to Buy: Small wood- 
Imrning heater. Call after 6 
,.m. 798-2563. (stfS-151)) 
'MUSTSELU 
By Builder, one house, new. 
1040 sq. ft, Carpet 
throughgut , fireplace 
carport. S "year; new home 
warranty. CMHC approved 
& inspected. For a place you 
can afford, under $50,000. 
For appointment to view 
phone Ben Faber Con- 
struction. 
63S-'/818 
(e29-29D) 
'Must Sell' -- leaving 
i~ Kitimat~4;bedr~m ho e on 
BradfSweet. ~'il~n to offers. 
635.4308. (clh-16d) 
3 bedroom condominium. 
Clese to schools, downtown. 
Excellent condition, Low 
down payment. Phone 635- 
9747 after 5 p.m, (c3-15D) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 635-4453. (ctf-m,f) 
AI"rRACTIVE A~FRAME 
on Penner Drive. Three 
levels, 3 bedrooms, free. 
standing fireplace. Large 
vegetable garden on a 
90'x180' partially treed lot 
with a large 16'x40' 
workshop, Asking $,13,500, 
Phone 635-2488. (p5-19D) 
NEW HOMES 
'7' New homes in downtown 
area for sale by IIECATE 
I)EVEI,OI*MENT. Qudlity 
homes I)uiit by local 
builder. For more in- 
formation call 
IIEi'ATE 
I)EVEI,OPMENT 
635-2330 
{alO-I81)) 
| 
NEEDSOME 
EXTRA MONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH fol 
your old furniture, 
household Ilems, guns, sic 
Jusl phone 
638-1613 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. . 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
(affnw.f} 
FOIl SAI,E! 
Snow plow with cylinder 
mount o fit any heavy duty 
WAREHOUSE .and retail 
space available on new 
bypass. Yomo Management, 
phone 638.1166. (ctfn-15D) 
For Rent: The former Jon & 
Jan suite. 1000 sq. ft. 4623 
Lakelse Ave. Phone ~]5-2552. 
(eifn-DT) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2000.fl, Can 
be separated to1400 ft. areas 
in ehetce location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace,, 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255-1939 
truck.'Can be seen at Arnim Vancouver. Available Sept. 
Sander's Welding. Contact 1, 1978. (eft 
Dave Elmrling for more 
infornnition. (p5-15) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Liflle Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, 
cenlrally Iocaled. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rales by day or week. 
Non drinkers o~nly. Phone 
635.~11. (clf,f) 
I 
LOTS FOR SALE 
Large lots on Souele and 
Munree. Phone 964.4424. 
(ctfn-27N) 
PRIME LOT -- Thornhill 
District. Well and septic 
system. $10,000. Call Ed 
Carder - 956-4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNeill, B,C. 
V0N 21L0. (F) 
DISSOLUTION OF 
PARTNERSHIP 
causes ale of fifty.two pod 
trailer court in Kitimat. All 
modern services with good 
management  shows ex- 
cellent returns on asking 
price of $295,000. Some 
terms. For more details and 
operating statement reply to 
Box 1189, Terrace Herald. 
(C3-15,22,20D) 
1972 Mercedes Benz 220 
Diesel, in good running 
condition. New paint job, 
radial tires and tape deck. 
Asking $ 6,000 firm. Phone 
635-6442. (ch-15D) 
1974 FORD V2 ton pickup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires, 
electronic ignition. Phone 
635-9580 after 4. (e-th,F) 
1978 Subaru Brat 4x4. 
Standard 4 sp, trans. Air 
conditioning, radio. 18,000 kl. 
Silver metallic point, $5,800. 
Phone 635-2048. (c8- 
12,13,14,15,19,20,21,22) 
MUSTSELL 
1974 Mazda Pickup in good 
condition. Will take trades or 
open to offers. 635-2509. (I15- 
18D) 
1971 Ford Custom. Phone 
635-2060. (p10-19D) 
1969 Volkswagen Camper 
Van with pop top, 17ce 
motor, Phone 635-5720. (pS. 
18D) 
1969 V.W. van. Semi. 
camperized. Second engine. 
$ 500 OBO. Phone 638-8387. 
(e3-I2,I4,15D) 
i |  
Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Replace Entrance Doors for 
Northwest Community 
College, Terrace, B.C. will 
he received up to 3:00 p,m. 
local time the 161h day of 
January 1979, and those 
available at that ime will be 
opened in public at 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 
4827 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IK7 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 14th day of December 
1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in 
sealed,' clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a2.15D) 
INVITATION 
TO TENDER 
SCHOOL 
DISTRICr 50 
Queen Charlotte Islands 
Sealed tenders for sub- 
conS'actors and suppliers 
will be received at the office 
of CM ProjectS Ltd., until 
4:00 p.m. Wednesday, 
December 20, 1978 for the 
School Board Office, Queen 
Charlotte City, B.C. 
The Project will be con- 
structod on a constrnetlon 
management basis and 
contrasts will be awarded 
for the following trades: 
C*I Plumbing 
C-2 Heating, ventilation and 
air conditioning 
C-3 Electrical 
C-4 Aluminum work, glass, 
glazing, mirrors 
1973 Mazda Pickup. $1,100, C-5 Hollow metal doors and 
Phone 635-7607.after 5 p.m;~-, ,frameb~';  ;., -'. . . . .  
(c5-19D) C-6 Wood doors and frames 
For Sale: 1968 Chrysler 
Newport. Bucket seats, 
console, 363, P.S., P.B., four 
winters on, four like new 
summers. With no rust thru. 
Itebuiit transmission and 
starter. Very good running 
order. 20 Nasa Street o view 
or phone 632-3413. $750 or 
host offer. (cI0-IBD) 
58, MOBILE 
HOMES 
MobileHome for Sale. 1974 
12x68', 3 bedrooms, laundry 
room. and storage shed. 
Phone 638-8202 after 4:30 
p.m. (p4-15D) 
i 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobi le  homes 
f rom as low as $100.0( 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and de l ivered 
trades welcome.  
Phone co l lec t  591 
5105. 
(ctf) 
Herald 
(:-7 Resilient flooring and 
carpet 
C-8 Painting 
C-9 Vault door and frame 
C-10 Hardware 
Plans and specifications 
are available from CM 
Projects Ltd., or the Board 
office in Queen Charlotte 
City, on deposit of St00.00 
cash or certified cheque for 
each set of drawings 
refundable on return of the 
documents in good order 
within ten (10) days of the 
tender closing. 
Plans may also be viewed 
at the Construction Plan 
Service, Burnaby or at the 
Amalgamated Construetian 
Association, Vancouver, 
Prince Rupert Construction 
Association, Prince Rupert 
and Terrace-Kltimat Con- 
struct ion Assoc iat ion 
Terrace. 
Tenders may be Submitted 
on the forms provided. 
Combined bids may be en. 
tered. The lowest or any 
tender will not necessarily 
be accepted. 
Project Managers: 
CM Projects Ltd., 
No. 4 -265, 25th Street, 
West Vancouver, B.C. 
VTV 4H9, 
926-4391 
Architects: 
Killick Metz Bowen Rose, 
1777 W.est 8th Avenue, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V8J IV8 
o lass i f ieds  
get promptly arranged 
anywhere in B.C. In- 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips Capital 
regu l tG!  Corporation, 10673 King 
George Highway, Surrey,' 
B.C. V3T 2X6. Phone 588-0411 
, idoys or 585-1603 evenings. 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $2500 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver. return. For 
free credit check and approval please phone 
collect, 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935.5447 
66. RECREA;TIONAL 
• VEHICLES • 
heater, sink & cooler. Sleeps 
4. $500. 635-4561. (e2-15D) 
Incorporate[ $70.00 plus 
filing fees. Obtain your 
lawyer supervised in- 
corporation over the phone 
fastt Call Self Counsel 
Services toll free, 112-800- 
663-3007. Chargex and 
Masterchsrge accepted. 
(eft-F) 
GARDEN~ 
Hedging: Your  Best Bet 
Hedges have a variety of 
uses in a garden. They pro- 
vide privacy, screen one part 
of the grounds from another, 
serve as background for 
flower beds and other 
plantings, and break the 
winds. 
Evergreens are popular as 
hedging. Yews and boxwoods 
grow densely and need clip- 
ping only once a year. 
A HEDGE CAN BE 
A HANDSOME addit ion 
to  your  home ~arden. 
Hedges of conifers, most of 
which are evergreen, are often 
dark and rather somber, but 
there are lighter-colored coni- 
fers, such as the Leyland 
Cypress, which forms new 
shoots two and a half to three 
feet long each year. This can 
be clipped without fear of 
shoots dying back. To create 
a thick, interwoven shield of 
branehes, plant young coni- 
fers at intervals of about two 
feet. 
Where the hedge is not 
employed as a boundary, in- 
formal flowering or berrying 
shrubs such as the rose of 
Sharon and hawthorn can be 
allowed to develop their in- 
dividual characteristics more 
than clipped, formal hedges 
can .  
You can learn a lot about 
hedges from the Reader's 
Digest lllmtrated Guide to 
Gardening. It's available at 
bookstores and contains 
nearly 700 pages of easy-to- 
read text and easy-to-follow 
diagrams and illustrations 
about almost every aspect of 
gardening. 
A~-~)~ .~oo ~,C, ~ -~"  
WO~L,D. IT  ~H~W~ "1"]4£ EUP~RA'I'E5 
ME~-~POTA ~IA ! 
~KIL, I,- IN ~ I~T ~I~MAN~. ' 
Wo~J CAN GI~'t'T~INIMI~ IN 
"r~P'o~RAPIIIC ~II~IE£1P.Iff~ NJP 
MAP ~KI~ I~ "I"HEI U/,.IrTEC~ 
~T.ATE5 A~Y/  
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x Ml" 
n ,h.,, ,,~,. 6.26 
THE DALLY HERALD ' 
3212 Knlum St. Terraoe 
Transpor t  - T ransports  
Canada Canada 
NOTIOE TO ALL AIR 
TRAVELLERS DURING 
THE OHRISTMAS SEASON 
All parcels and carry on baggage must be 
opened for Inspection by the airport 
security staff prior to your boarding the 
aircraft. To avoid disappointment please 
ensure that all wrapped parcels are, 
checked in at the alrUne ticket counter. 
AVIS A TOUS LES 
VOYAGEURS BE UAIR 
BRANT LA PERIODE 
DE NOEL 
Tuus les colds et bagaps m main devront 
dtre ouverts pour Inspodlon par ion agenls 
de securite do I'aeroport event I'em- 
barquement sur I'awln. Pour oviter tout 
desappointement'S.V.P, assurex.vous que 
tom les colin enveloppen ant  eta 
enreglstres au comptolr de billets de vutre 
Iigne aerlenne, 
NOTIOE 
Due to the extreme cold weather, it would be •dvisable 
for residents u, sual, ly affeoted with frozen water lines to 
run their oeld water l~l~ J'~. IK nt their waler Iinee 
from freezinll;, Let the ~'~'''': ~)~'~ ' water run from lee lap wile • 
flow about the size of a penoil, 
District of Terraoe 
WANTED 
t 
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Meet the 
"Recycler of Unwants" 
OKOROER i1/~, l i t•  r4V; 
t~4tlLM0. 
' ~ottre~$ ~ls  S~ -am 
~O~F utt size t69 complete, I~tnd 
~w factory wre~ed R*c~ard 
Pr4tt't 6A4ttress W4~re~fiq, 10159 
N4p4, Nor~hr~dQ•, 14q.|111, ) ~t5 
~'. ~*~,u,--~,,-e,,,'~,~,~--'~.-, 
~ w  ph0~e nbmber where you 
~& diverter will 4ufOmdttcltly 
• 0u t~ete, alma51 ¢~w, (O~t 
De*Iv tG3PM SM$ 
.EON, N H ~qO-4~HI5 
344-G~11 2~1 tO 
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R-~s~# . . . .  
.:,VI 
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4~ cord ~hver ed 
145-3157 • 
~At.E We~ Pr, 10k BM' 
& m15c tvrn~%re GOod 
. . . .  ?g;j 
5At., ~" Trurt 7.3 
. s ',, d n',,,,,~ 
r & rn,$c 36LMml 
*S lmPoo i  
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16147 ROSC~L, P C. 
a 
e 
m~ ~(flet. I0 Is, car f0pr4ck 
"1  $19S 0J' ~°A l 'e  '1~)'12S9 °r  
;'0~,9M2 eveb~ 
1 
i 
] 
' 4  
OARRIERS 
for the 
2800 Block Hall, Evergreen, 
Kalum, Keefer & Cramer 
Also 
THE OLASSlFIED OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DALLY HERALD 
There iS no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the "Recycler of Unwants," the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happen! 
Ko f o ed Drive 
Hemlock and Dogwood 
Thornhill Street 
in Thornhill 
READ FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
OALL 636-6367 
Terraee/Kitimat 
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i Dear Abby 
I 
b 
By Abiga i l  van  Buren  
© 19/8 bit C~lcaOo T¢lbune.NY. New| Syncl. I~ 
DEAR ABBY: I never thought I'd be writing to you, 
but I am. David, our son, a junior in an ~s!e .rn college, 
phoned to tell us that he's bringing his gsrunena duoy 
home fur Christmas. She's a sophomore and we've 
never met her. 
• We have only one guest room with twin beds. M.# 
husband and Isleep in a king.sized bed, so 1 sasd, 
"'Fine YOU and Dadean sleep together in our room, 
and Judy can sleep with me in the guest room." 
David laughed and replied, "No way: You and Dad 
• can sleep in the twin beds, and Judy anas wiu sseep m 
your room." 
Abhy, I don't ell our 20-year-old son hew to live when 
he's away in college, but I just can't see him sleeping 
with this girlfriend in our home--especially with his 
Dad and me right in the next room. 
He thinks rm'squsre. Am I? 
lVlENOMINEE MOM " 
DEAR MOM: if you'resquare, I 'm in ail four of your 
corners. 
DEAR ABBY: This is the second marriage for both 
of us. We beth have grown children, so we had papers 
drawn up to be sure that everything from our first 
marriages will go to our 'own children. 
I sold my house (at his request) and moved into his 
with the understanding that ff anything happened to 
him the house would promptly go to bls children. 
I do all the eooking, cleaning and laundry--in ad- 
dition to holding down an outside job. I buy all the 
groceries, had cable TV installed, and even take turns 
paying for meals when we eat out. We bought all new 
furniture for which I pai d half. I also pay for any long 
diatance calls I make. 
He agreed to pay the water and electric bills, but now 
be wants me to pay half because he says the bills are 
too high. When we have words (always about money) 
he either goes to his daughter's house for two or three 
days, or leaves town. 
Doyou think l'm getting afair deal, Abby? l'm tired 
of being a patsy. What should I do? 
NO NAMES PLEASE 
DEAR NO NAMES. Since you make uo mention of 
your feelings for this man, your marriage sounds like a 
basiness deal--a bad one. All you have to invest is time 
and money. And at this stage o~ your life, time is more 
important than money. WaIL 
DEAR AllBY: Our daughter was married recently. 
~e  had a lovely church wedding, followed by a dinner 
and reception attended by 224 guests. 
All the wnddinJg festiviti~ were.olanned ear ef.ull X, 
and ere long  w~iit oeaumuuy. Tne omy pan mat 
caused us a great deal of trouble was the fact that 
several of the guests brought wedding gifts to the 
wedding. Abby, the bride's family has enough to do 
without worrying about how to get a carman of gifts 
home after the wedding receptinn~ 
Please say something in your column ahout this. 
Why, oh why do people bring gifts to the wedding? 
MOTHER OFTHE BRIDE 
DEAR MOTHER: Because it's caster--for THEM. 
Wedding ifts should ellber be sent o the bride's home 
before the wedding, or to the couple's home after they 
return from the hcaeymeca. 
Crosswor'd 
ACROSS 4P. Intimidates 58 Knot 11 Consider 
1 Fish sauce 45 Site of DOWN 19 Switch 
5 Novice Whitehall 1 With (Ft.) position 
reporter 49 U.S. Z Girl's Zl Solemn 
8 Word with playwright name wonder 
well or ill 50 Author: 3 North N Type of 
13 Constellation Harper - Carolina wine' 
in the 58 Nursery college 33 Long, 
Milky Way 
13 Harem room 53 Command 
14 Flow slowly to Fido 
15 - and l~m'ow 54 -- longu, 
lg Neitber's vita brevis 
partner 55 Ida - 
17 ~ed 56 D~ 
18 Swiss state painter 
20 Tolu 57 Neon or 
33 One: comb. butane 
form 
33 Moist 
34 lowu 
Indians 
F7 Huntsmen 
33 Sslf 
33 Compass 
point 
34 Early auto 
33SAT 
38 Hyperbolic 
cosecant 
39 Short for 
Jonathan 
40 Genetic 
factor 
rhyme ldng 4 A melody long -- 
5 Compirer N Of marriage 
g Japanese Z8 Goal 
plant 1~ Unnecessary 
7 Breed of N Sometimes 
pig~ prece~ 
8 Derby hat room or hall 
9 Cocks 31 Gutta 
10 Hebrew mixture 
prophet M European 
rkbblis 
Average solution time: 23 min. 3'/Nelghber 
IRIAITIAiOI I IL.m~FIAIRI of Que. ~ ~  33 mSh-kiching 
dance 
41 Japanese 
FIRIEI] IE IE IL  drama 
I S IC~FL~BLL~f l ' iC~Ri  ~e~er  II IBIO~TIAIPlEISiCILI I I 
~ Sooris 
IAI~OIMiFIC~RIF~HIEL~IDI 46 Major -. 
IBI~JDIEiTIRWiEIRINIEI 4~ Fetid 
4SHawailan 
11-33 goose 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 51 Age 
,,1 10 
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2, :, m ,l .l:i i 
m_m  ...........  1"1 
- F I=  
9 1o I1 
30 31 
34 
46 47 48 
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Yesterday's CrYlPtoqulp - -  BLEARY-EYED WOMBAT 
BORED TOWARD MOLDY WALL. 
Today's Crypteq~p cine: L equals A 
CRVPTO~UW i 1-23 
BABSK YFC JHFKFY  L 
The C r ~  is a simple subslttutten cipher in which each 
lettm" used stands for another. If you think that X equals O;it 
will equal O ~ the inm/e. Single letters, short words, 
and worda usl~ an apestro~be can give you clues to locating 
voweb. Solutim is ~ by trial and errer. 
@1978 Kl~ Futur~ Syndicate. inc. 
Horoscope 
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) 
Recent delays re letters, 
.packages, or phone culls 
should be over now. Home 
tensions are best alleviated by 
going out for relaxation. 
TAuRus U~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Someone in the family has 
grandiose plans. Still, that's 
no reason for you to be im- 
polite. The late p.m. is con. 
duclve to romance. 
Gn.~ m~ 
(May 21 to June 20) 
A date or close one may be 
psf•dYing the part of the big Be sure to be Just as 
ge~rous :If the.situation calls 
for you chipping in. 
c~cu~ e~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Don't make a change Just 
for change's sake. Make sure 
new directions are 
progressive and in your in- 
terests. Children may have 
problems. 
(July 23 to ^ ~.~-) 
you may feel like being by 
yourself. Maintain compo~re 
by taking a nap before vening 
festivities. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept.~) 
• If you are snappish with a 
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 
15,1978 
. friend, the aftomoon would be 
a good time to make am. 
mends. A social function of- 
fen hidden benefits in the 
evening. 
(Sept 23 to Oct2~) 
If sleep was intm'upted in 
the early hours, may find the 
rest of the day tougb.siedding, 
Catch up on luat-minute 
holiday mailing. 
sco~io nl,,~p 
(Oct. 23 to Nov.~l) 
Late afternoon business 
praises may not come .to 
fruition. Attending a cultural 
event in the p.sm can only 
bring you pleasure. _ :  
SAGITTARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. ~1) 
Keep enthusiasm within 
reasonable bounds re travel 
plans and future prospects. 
You may be counting your 
chickens before they are 
hatched. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan.19) 
Early morning agitation re 
friends and lovers will work 
itself out before the end of the 
day. Avoid needless fuss. Be 
trusting. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb.18) ~. ,~  
• You may wake up rssezttvg 
.the fact you have work to do 
today, but when the work is 
finished you'll glow with a 
sense of accompilslunent. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 
A sudden change re en- 
tertalmnent plans could upset 
you, but things mellow out in 
the wee small hours wizen 
romance is favored. 
YOU BOHN TODAY are a 
born money-maker and can 
succeed in your own buslnes~ 
Home and family are im- 
portsnt o you, yet you lind 
ways to be independent too. As 
you grow older you may 
become concerned with 
humanitarian causes and 
would do well in any oc- 
cupation dealing with the 
problems of mankind. In- 
tuitive, inventive, you can also 
write and dssign. Your need 
for a taste of adventure as well 
as home life often attracts you 
to an outdoor occupation. 
Don't let your need for roots 
keep you from seeing your 
need to contribute to the 
progress of mankind. Bir- 
thdale of : J.P. Getty, 
flannder, Maxwell Anderson, 
playwrlta; and Kermit 
Bloomgarden, theatrical 
producer. 
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